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Correct parental Love
April 23, 1840
The Lord says...
1. Give the following words to the wife of Ans. H., for I have recognized her yearning and I want to give her a
small consolation, which she should heed for herself, as well as for her children, maidens and boys.
2. I delight in every one who is delighted in Me, and I have a lot of water to give to those who thirst for it. And
My grace is as wide as it is far reaching, and nowhere can a narrow part be found.
3. Therefore, mother of the flesh, distribute your love amongst your people, like I do with My grace – so that
none of your children develop a suspicious eye out of a secret jealousy, and therefore would not look kindly
upon their brother or sister! Have a full and balanced measure of love for all your children – so that I may be
able to grant them an equally full and balanced measure of grace! Otherwise, those, who are more loved shall
receive less grace, whereas the less loved ones shall receive more grace from Me.
4. See, I am a Father of the persecuted, a comforter of the distressed – but I am also a very strict judge for
those of your children, which you loved too much, for the excess of your love ruins your children, and it will
make them incapable to receive My grace. – Therefore, give each one equally, what is useful to them, what
they need and what is beneficial to their welfare, and subdue your heart – for then, My grace will take you into
their midst!
5. Believe Me, that it is Me who tells you this, as your good Father. – What you faintly see, I see clearly. Where
you look at with all acuity, there I look through the finger. What the world judges, I take up; but whatever the
world exalts, that shall be abased before Me. – Look at the adulteress, judged by the world! Her fault I have
written into the sand, so that the wind may blow it away. – All of you shall do so as well, if you want to be my
rightful children, whom I love much more than you could ever imagine.
6. Like the sun shines and the rain falls on all the grass, so should your love be towards your children, but for
the strangers it shall be like a conflagration or a downpour, so that no self love may have dominion over you
and your children – out of which your trust shall become stronger, so that I may always be able to help you,
wherever you are the most weak.
7. Let this be a little comfort to you! – Wherever I want to enter, I first sweep! – This says your good and holy
Father. – Amen.
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Cross, Crown & Love explained
April 24, 1840
The Lord says...
1. To the one, who is called M. S., who delights in My ‘skin’, who holds the wood of the cross in high regard,
and who treats the iron of the nails equal to the hands, that have been pierced, and who treats the cross itself
equal to the Crucified One – the one who has suffered much already on account of her ‘double love’, tell her,
what I let her be told, for the sake of her health and salvation.
2. She shall not love the cross more than Me or the nails more than the crowned head! For those who do so,
must suffer a lot on account of their twisted love. Whoever loves the cross, I will gladly give it to them, and also
the nails, and the crown. And those who love the cross, the nails and the crown out of their love for Me, they
will be crucified like Me. However, those who love Me for the sake of the cross, the nails and the crown, they
love My ‘skin’, since it is covered with drops of blood, blows and wounds, and thus they are like those children
who do not love their parents until these cry in front of their door, stooped on account of many sufferings.
3. Whoever wants to love Me the right way, He shall keep My commandments and love Me out of My love,
which I have given to everyone, without cross, nails and crown, entirely pure, just like I am. Tell her…
Whoever truly loves Me in such a way, loves Me also without the cross, the nails and the crown. However,
whose love is doubtful, I will surely supply either with the cross, the nails or the crown – that their love for Me
will be strengthened, so they will see, that suffering is more difficult than to love, and that I do not rejoice in the
suffering of My children, but am only left with a sad heart.
4. See, My yoke is gentle and My burden is light. Only the children of the world must take My Kingdom by
force, if they want to grab hold of it. My children however shall not campaign for Me and unnecessarily let
themselves be wounded by My enemy – for them, I will surely fight, for the love stands on higher ground, than
any battle of one’s own authority.
5. But those who want to fight and also delight in it, they will certainly have to brace themselves for different
kinds of wounds and see to it, that they will not be defeated in combat. The winner however will not stand
above the pure love, but only below it, for as long as he doesn’t throw the crown of victory into the flames of
love.
6. Therefore… For those who love Me, I will fight and win, and their love will be the most beautiful crown of
victory. But those who want to take part in combat, on their own authority, I will deploy to their positions, and
they will have to fight with their strength in great fear and heat. Their victory will often be sour and take a great
toll on them, and one day they will have to give an account for many things.
7. One more thing has to be added though, namely… If someone is buying a house, he is not satisfied with the
simple observation of the nice exterior, which dazzles; instead he goes to the salesman and says… ‘Let me
explore the foundation, the walls, the floors and the roof.’ And when he has found the house to be stable, he
shall buy the house for any price, since it is a good house. However, if it is not so, one will let it go and no
longer negotiate with the fraudulent salesman, even if he were to say that the house has stood for so and so
many years – for if an earthquake were to come, it would still collapse. – But if someone lives in an old house,
he shall stay consistently at the doorstep, ready to leave, and if he perceives a swaying and shaking, then it is
high time for him to depart quickly.
8. This says the Good Shepherd to a tame lamb on the hard pasture of servants. – Amen. – I, Jesus-Jehovah.
Amen!
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Hail Mary! Regarding the Worship of Saints
April 26, 1840
1. See, all your duty is, was and forever will be Love, i.e. the pure, divine Love in you for Me and, in the same
way, for all your brothers and sisters.
2. According to the degree of My Love in you will you be given from Me, since I am love in My whole Being. All
Those of you, who love Me with all their strength, are dear children of My love – the love, which also fertilized
Mary, the mother of My earthly body. This earthly being is a true brother to you, it is strong enough to carry
you all as little brothers and sisters with the utmost patience and meekness, and to guide you as grown up
brothers and sisters. And whoever wants to go to the Father, should only turn to Me, the Father’s great darling,
who is the only true brother to you, full of the highest love and wisdom. And so you have no need to turn to
someone other than Me with all your concerns and needs!
3. See, the greeting to Mary came once during a proclamation from the highest level of the holiness of God, in
all fullness of the power and strength of His Spirit, so that the love of the Father would become a true brother
to you. – So now, ask yourself, what you still want to do with this greeting now? – Mary does not need it
anymore, nor does she thirst for it. And she also knows it best, that My ear is sharper than hers and My eye is
brighter than hers, and also, that My love, My humility and My meekness destroys the love, humility and
meekness of everyone, even of the most blissful spirits of heaven.
4. Truly, your ignorance and your gross error only grieved her, if I had not always taken it upon Myself, out of
My great love for you, what you’ve addressed to her or to another blessed brother of yours. See, therefore I
deafen the ears of the saints towards such inappropriate worship, and blind their eyes, so that their bliss does
not become clouded by your great folly.
5. Mary and all the other saints will delight in those who seek Me. And they are always willing to serve them,
according to My love in them, from which they will know, where and what is lacking in you. Therefore, it is also
useless wanting to attain grace anywhere else than through Me. Because I alone am the door to the Father,
where all grace is inherent. He who does not go through Me will not get there.
6. You can remember everything that relates to My Incarnation, with love and respect, and thereby
demonstrate to yourself all the wills of My great, compassionate love for you. And this will be pleasing to Me. –
But if you want to form babbling prayers out of it, then you have become fools, or you may have been turned
into fools by the blindness of blind leaders, or betrayed by fooled deceivers.
7. But I have now shown you, out of Myself, in the highest truth, how things are. And so you should act
accordingly, if you want to be true children of one and the same good Father, and true brothers of the Son of
Mary, who loves you as you love Me. – Amen.

The Church Spirit & The Spirit of Love
May 14, 1840
The Lord says…
1. To the one who is afraid of Me (more because of the church than of Me actually) and still would like a word
of comfort, since he thinks I have something against him, because of his weak faith – because I have not
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immediately done the same unto him as I have done unto those, that have longed for My light over years, all
the while he was still living quietly in the outer church, believing the rushing wind to be My Spirit and the
thunder the voice of life within My Son – to him I say:
2. I have examined his heart and found a good germling in it. He shall continue to diligently douse it with the
water of life, flowing out of Me, which he will find in great abundance in the scripture of the Old and New
Testament. Then this mustard seed will sprout in lush freshness. Subsequently, many spirits of the heavens
will come cheerfully and joyfully and dwell beneath its many branches. And when I behold the great joy of the
cheerful spirits beneath the branches of the new plant out of Me (within him), then I will come and also soon
fully awaken his spirit and make My eternal abode within him.
3. He shall not be afraid, if he loves Me, and he shall not think, that the church made of stones is alive, for it is
built just like any other house made by human hands, nor shall he think that the masses will bring him his
salvation, for they are a mute service, or the confession, which is of no use to you unless you change your
heart completely, or all the sacraments, which are true poison for the soul if you do not revive them – through
your true love for Me – in a living manner in your purified heart.
4. He shall know: For the one who is alive, everything is alive, and for the dead one, everything is dead.
Whoever possesses My love, meaning the pure and heavenly love for God and for his fellow men, possesses
Me – the life of all lives – within him. Whoever does not possess My love, this one is equal to matter, which is
dead through the death of God’s wrath; he himself is dead, and all life passes by him, silently, just like he is
mute for the life.
5. And so, Samuda, seek only after My great love, and look for it everywhere! And wherever you’ll find it,
believe Me, there is also life. Therefore, don’t let yourself be bound to anything, except to My love alone, then
you will live, even if you would die a thousand times!
6. Don’t seek the light, which is dead. Instead, seek the love – thus you will be enlightened with a great and
living abundance out of Me, for I am the love and the life itself, from eternity to eternity. – Amen. – I, JesusJehovah, Amen.

Earthly & Heavenly Legislation
May 28, 1840
The Lord says:
1. Through the following I will give you a drop of wisdom – enjoyable to you finite creatures through My eternal
love. For as God, I have no other children than the sole and eternal word within Me, which is the sole Son, in
whom I am well pleased. But in the Son I am also your Father, and I am pleased with you, if you have received
My dear Son in you, and together with Him also My sanctification through Him!
2. But this drop of wisdom falls on the hot sand of the desolate earth, since you might be able to enrich your
knowledge with it, but you are unable to act accordingly, which however is the main point – Since only the
deed, but never the mere knowledge brings the eternal life.
3. Look at all your political ‘laws’ , which are based on nothing but falsehood and on the evil of self-love, which
has divided the earth with border stones, and on all of them is written ‘Mine’, but never ‘Yours’ – and from
these fallacies often arise your transgressions, because of which many illegal laws had to be invented, which
must secure everyone’s imagined possessions by force, with outrageous punishments, yes even with death –
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even though I have created the earth, the air, the water, as well as the rain and the rays of of the sun for
everyone, and no one has been privileged by Me.
4. But now, the earth is carefully measured out like hell, since everybody has their particular spot, which they
are unable to leave. Consequently, only an appropriate legislation, and thus only similar punishments can be
put into place to contain evil. And so, the punishments, if they match the evil, cannot be anything else but
‘legal’, if you look at it from hell, and I tell you, everything is taken word by word out of there! The border
stones, the laws, as well as the punishments.
5. Look, it is difficult to give advice from the heavens under such circumstances, where one has everything for
everyone, and everyone has everything for one, out of love – that which the gospel teaches you, as it is
written, you shall give a skirt in addition to the demanded coat, and so avoiding all conflicts. If everyone would
do so, like in the heavens, then no more laws from hell would be necessary, for no one would actually own
anything, and would thus remain free of every theft and robbery.
6. And so, I have shown you in short, how things are at the moment. Because of this you shall not draw your
heavenly Father into the litigations of hell, and thus hurt his forbearance and great patience in the face of such
atrocities and iniquities, especially because I already stand armed at the door, to thunder the final legal
decision across the earth, so that all this rubbish from hell will be thrown to the place, where its author has
already established his eternal abode a long time ago.
7. Take My words to heart and act accordingly out of love, and it will become apparent one day, how much
gold will be found in the rubbish of hell! – Amen.

The seven evil Spirits explained
June 4, 1840
The Lord says about Luke 11:24-26…
„When the impure spirit has been driven out of a human, he will wander through desolate places and he will be
looking for a resting place there. And when he doesn’t find anything, he says: ,I want to return to my house
which I have left’. Once he reaches it, he finds it nicely swept and cleaned up. Thereupon he goes and takes
seven other spirits with him, who are worse than he himself, and they all move in and live there, and the end of
such a human being will be worse than the beginning.”
1. Tell A. and all his mature family members, which are… his wife and daughters: „Those who seek, will find, to
those who knock, the doors will be opened, and those, who ask, to them will be given, what they ask for, in
abundance!”
2. If somebody has a wife, and the wife loves her husband in silence, so the world may not notice it, because
she thinks that the world might think badly of her (if the world would realize, that she clings to her husband with
all her heart), that’s why she acts cold and embarrassed outwardly and she does not allow her body to be
touched, all the while she internally burns with desire. Since the husband has made all his efforts in vain, to
secretly make his wife completely submissive, since she stays shy at all times, partially because of her
womanhood, partially because of the world, and even partially because of her foolishness and stupidity – what
will this husband now do?
3. I tell you, he will let his squeamishly stupid wife stay in her foolishness until her very end, out of love, and he
will never ever touch her again, not even with one finger, but he will plant his seed on some other ground,
where there is a lot of weed and thistles, thinking… “Even if I will not be able to harvest here, I want to plant a
seed still, which will be of my name and for a future sowing and plentiful harvest.”
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4. And I tell you, this man has done the right thing, by chastising his wife this way, because he did it out of
Love. And now I tell you as well… I am this husband, and you are the very foolish wife!
5. Well, I have tried to touch you and hold you close to My heart so many times already, but you continue to
twist yourselves free by all kinds of worldly shyness and foolish, as well as humble, worldly virtuous reasons.
You keep the love, which belongs to Me, locked away within you and you think, that the time will eventually
come, when I come and blow upon you, so you will be able to immeasurably love Me. Or you think that I will
notice that love within you (maybe even with a microscope). Well, you are mistaken. And if you continue to
persist therein, I will do as the husband and leave you in your squeamishness.
6. Therefore, be open, like I am! Talk to Me with trust and with an open and free love! And My old book will not
have a single letter, from which will not shine forth a sevenfold light upon you. You will be able to read within
your heart, revealed with a large font, the secret of the great spirit world.
7. And now, see and hear the understanding of the three verses in Luke!
8. If a human being lives morally and rightfully according to the outer law and follows it strictly and accurately
through its own urge and feeling of what is right and also defeats every temptation by the will, subordinated to
the intellect – there the deceiver and tempter will recognize, that there’s nothing to do for him in this house. So
he will subsequently leave it angry and depart. He will comb through all these scrawny residences on the
entire world. And when he realizes that no good or evil seed will be able to take root in such places, he will say
to himself… “Where there’s no moisture, there are only deserts and thus no place to stay for me. What shall I
do? I will turn around and go look, what my very first estate looks like!”
9. He turns around and rushes back there. – He finds his old residence completely cleansed and decorated
with virtue and victory garlands. He likes it now very much there, but he feels too weak to take possession of it
again, since he is only a spirit of the flesh.
10. And so he returns to hell and takes seven spirits with him, all of them worse than him – which are… A
great flatterer, a great hypocrite, a great eulogist, an ambitious one, a proud one, a despiser and a slanderer,
as well as a master of ceremonies, a gourmet, and a glutton, behind whom he himself stands again. And so
this evil horde receives easily admittance and takes full possession therein.
11. Now, as bad as the first state was under the temptations of the flesh, so this second state will be even
worse, than the first one, because the desire thereby has let himself be captivated by all malice in his own self,
because all his correct doings were not done out of love for Me, but out of self love, and as such, has
consumed all the (true life-) ‘moisture’ within himself, because of which he was not able to bear any fruit, and
thus became arid and dead.
12. For behold, I alone am the life within you – only through your love for Me, through the correct observance
of My commandments in your deeds, as well as in your words and thoughts, out of Love for Me.
13. And even if you would act as bustling as the bees and ants – if you don’t do it all out of love for Me, which
is the only thing that gives you strength and life, to withstand hell and all its future temptations – you will never
find rest, neither here nor there. Your fate will be like the one of the mentioned animals, whose honey and
brood will be taken from them, despite their stinging and pinching weapons, because they are only simple
creatures, and are guided by their instinct, like a man, allowing his will to be captivated by his cold intellect and
setting the love aside unheeded, and with it, his freedom and the true life, springing forth from it.
14. Look, this is the understanding of these three verses! – Therefore, beware of the intellect, if it doesn’t have
its origin in My love alone, but elsewhere! Let your intellect always be subject to My love, like the divinity is
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subject to Me, her eternal love; otherwise you’ll end up like one of those purified and decorated houses, as the
parable of the three verses shows you. – Amen.

About the Raising of Children
June 8, 1840
Oh Lord, how should the children be raised, so that they may be called Your children one day?
1. Now, start writing! – It’s a good and rightfully asked question, for which I want to give you a definite answer,
but when I give you a correct light, make sure that you become faithful shepherds for your little flock, which
was given to you from the depth, so you may bring them to the height of humility, and by doing so, leading
them onto the path of all life, by the glowing fire of My love. But it will cost you much effort, and this effort shall
atone for your carnal lust you were engaged in with your wives on many occasions, whereby the dress of the
whore was given to your children, as well as a memorial in the destroyed Jerusalem and a wide, deep grave
below the debris of Babylon.
2. For behold, if you would have been reborn out of the spirit of My love, then you could have cleansed the
virgin, which you desired to become your wife, first in the streams of the living water, which would have flowed
from your being with an infinite abundance. In this way, your marriage would have been a heavenly marriage,
and your children (conceived in the lust of the angels, which is a true union between love and wisdom) would
then have been from the heavens and already reborn half way, in which the spiritual seed would soon flourish
into a fruit, in the new soil which is laid into the vast gardens of the new Jerusalem. And the upbringing would
have brought you much joy in the presence of your holy Father.
3. However, since you have established your marriage in the darkness of the world, to carry out the works of
death and beget fruits of hell, which are your dear, pampered children – it is now also difficult to remove the
poison from the offspring of the snake. And it cannot be achieved in any other way than through the complete
mortification of the flesh, as well as the complete capture of the will, because the self-will of such children is
utterly hellish and satanic, because there is not even one spark, which would be of heavenly origin.
4. If you think however, I am saying too much here, I have to retort: Examine your offspring, and you’ll find
nothing else than self love, envy, wrath, sloth and aversion against everything serious and a secret and firm
reluctance against anything, that is of Divine Origin, which is why they can only be moved – either by
punishments or worldly rewards – to learn a few scarce phrases from the severe catechisms.
5. And now that you have found all of this in your children, say and admit it openly, that I’m only telling you this
out of My great love for the salvation of your children and yourselves, by telling you, that your children are true
children of hell!
6. If you now want to conceive new children of love out of your offspring, you must be blind towards a cute and
smooth visage, and deaf towards all of their foolish desires. You must prematurely start to capture every spark
of their evil self-will, so that there can be made room for My love and for a new will springing forth from this
love.
7. Everything that your children stubbornly desire, you must deny to them, even if it is of good origin, so that
not their will, but your will becomes alive, through submissiveness and the right and wholesome obedience in
their hearts.
8. Always punish self-will and indignation, laziness, aversion towards the Divine things, especially the secret
disregard towards healthy exhortations as well as towards My name and everything related to it.
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9. If they do something right, do not compliment them, and even less reward your children! Tell them in a
friendly yet serious way, that they have done a deed of the new will, about which the Father in heaven already
feels a little joy. And if a child has done something out of their own impetus, during their time of relaxation for
the body, which seems to be something good, ask them about their motive, down to the last detail, and what
has driven them to do it. And once you have found out the reason for it, if it was self-love, or out of love for the
duty, or out of love for you or out of love for Me. Always align your dissatisfaction or delight according to their
motive.
10. However, be cautious with your caresses, like the winter is with the warm days, so that the fruit shoots may
not be destroyed by a following temptation, like the blossoms of the spring by a late rime. Let cold winds blow
frequently, so that the pestilential air – surrounding the young hearts – may be cleansed for the welfare of the
spirit.
11. Teach the boys to obey blindly and let them recognize the origin of the commandment in My love. And
punish their curiosity and an undisciplined addiction to gambling. Point them strictly towards rest.
12. But the girls keep at home, and don’t let even the slightest unfitting desire awaken within them, whatever it
may be. Never satisfy their ever so small desires in any way before you don’t clearly know the most hidden
source of it.
13. Keep them strictly away from gatherings with strange children, who enjoy a worldly upbringing, otherwise
you’ll have pulled together some massive hail clouds. And not a single ear of the wheat will be spared.
14. As they grow older, your righteous austerity shall increase sevenfold.
15. It’s better to hear your children cry over the grievance of their noxious vanity, than always rejoicing in their
arrogant worldly pleasures, so that you may become as the angels in heaven, who rejoice, when one of the
world is weeping in repentance.
16. A wrathful girl shall fast seven times as long as her wrath has lasted, so that she may become as gentle as
a dove.
17. Your love shall be concealed to them, like Mine to your eyes, so that the new and delicate fruit may not
choke in the heat of an unseasonable fire. And in the measure in which the fruit shows itself, emerging from
the new seeds of heaven, and as it becomes more and more solid, and the true and pure love for Me becomes
more and more visible in their hearts, and out of that a faith full of deeds, in the same measure may your heart
open itself in a wise love towards the spiritually reborn children.
18. Look, this is the way of life for your children! And that is the only one, and there is none other besides that,
just like there exists no other God besides Me. Whoever chooses to walk upon it, will find blessings and
recognize, that it has its origin in Me. – But whoever will act according to the book of the world, will surely
receive his reward from the lord of the world, in the mudhole of eternity. – Amen. I, God, the Holy of Holies,
and Jesus, as Father. – Amen.

The right and wrong form of Charity... Balls & Places of Entertainment
July 7, 1840
1. Every poor person in need of help is a close brother to Me, just like the greedy rich people are to satan.
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2. When I send my poor brothers to your door, to you, who are rich and wealthy, then you know that I have not
yet pulled back My love from you.
3. But if you once have reached that point – here I’m generally speaking – that the poor ones don’t dare to
come close to your home, then you know, that My love has departed from you for all times. Such a rich person
then stands in the world under the protection of hell, to the deceptive semblance. But in all his alleged luck is
not one single spark of My love and even less of My grace present.
4. It is the same case with all those worldly rich with money, who give much or little alms, just because of their
reputation or because of a certain duty. – Und the so called ‘mild ones’ are an abomination, and I would like to
say… ‘whore’ contributions, which come forth pennywise from certain dance-, gaming- and many other
amusement opportunities, which I detest, just because of the name, to grant the public harlotry an even more
free scope! O this is such a disgrace eternally, to establish a sacrificial altar for Me in the chapels of satan!
5. Therefore, My dear ones, you shall not act like the children of hell, instead, your donation shall be seen by
nobody other than Myself, the poor ones and yourselves. And everyone shall give generously relative to their
assets!
6. For truly I say to you… For a penny you will receive an earth, and for a drink of living water an entire sun, of
which you will be rulers! – But if you’ll do it solely out of pure love for Me, then, friends, I tell you nothing else
than this… None of those will ever see nor feel death during their life in the body, for their sweet dying will be a
great awakening in the arms of their most holy Father. And secondly… What it means… ‘to be a friend of God,
eternally’ – consider this, friends… Who is calling you His friends! – That, you cannot fathom!
7. But now, my servant will show you a poor man – he is poor in a double sense, in body and spirit, first help
him with his body, but then also spiritually! – Whoever will be the first one, he will experience a lot of joy. Do it,
and don’t ask… ‘Who?’ – Instead, help the one shown to you! He is your brother, and you shall not worry
about anything else, if you want to be true children of your Father in Heaven, who lets His sun shine over both,
the good and the evil ones, and gives food even to the rapacious animals. – Amen! I, Jehovah, your Father!
Amen, amen, amen.
Regarding Balls and Places of Entertainment. – July 17th 1840, morning
1. This I say to you, as My lazy servant, to show you the source of the disgust, which befalls you, when you
hear something about dancing, the ‘Redoute’, the ‘Réunion’, the ‘Ball’ the ‘Casino’, and especially now also
from the bad foundation of the so called middle-class ‘Ressource’.
2. The disgust ist quite just, for it emerges from the spirit. ‘Cause every dance entertainment, every ‘Réunion’
and every ‘Ball’ is an open grave full of dross. The ‘Casino’ is a dump of big, dead amphibians. And such a
‘Ressource’ is an abyss, where satan has prepared a barrel in the deepest depth, adorned with flowers, so
that even the spiritually sensitive noses shall not notice the unsubtle, deceptive stench of his refuse.
3. If little is enough for the wisdom, then I have told you everything with these few short words. But your friends
should take note of this as well. And therefore, it is still necessary, to add a few more words, because of their
limited insight.
4. Satan has seen with chagrin and much anger, that there are several better families in this city who have
refused to join his amusing seductions, because of the stench. For that reason, he has invented a new
method… He has positioned a large, sealed barrel in an infinite deep abyss. The abyss of hell however, he
has well covered with nice, very smooth planks of wood, and he has adorned the descent with very fragrant
flowers of the world – so that no one should suspect anything sinister!
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5. He said to himself… ‘I want to prepare a nice meal for myself here now, and I want to start living from the
tender flesh of the children and not constantly eat the chewy meat of the worn-out whores, those shall my
(hell-)angels chew and digest in the future. I will stay hidden behind the fragrant, alluring and beautiful flowers,
where nobody shall notice me. As soon as the flower addicted children flock in, I will grasp, devour and digest
them, and then I let them down as fine refuse into the barrel in the abyss. Then, the parents shall see, how
they can get them out of there, as true as I, Satan, am the mightiest! It shall be easier for them to tear a fixed
star from the sky, than to rescue even one hair of a child, be it a girl or a boy, out of there!’
6. There it is, Satan’s own words and plan revealed! – So what do you think, how much does such an
establishment please Me?
7. I have now shown you the great danger in all My incorruptible truth, in a fatherly and divine caring way.
Satan stands exposed before you, in the entire depth of his wickedness, My few children. Therefore take heed
of My love and of this great grace of your holy Father flowing from His love, and be on guard! For those, who
can see the enemy, will be able to flee from him. But woe to the blind and deaf ones and those, who will not
heed My counsel! I will rather send My angels down to all hells, to convert those gone astray, and illuminate all
the darkness there, than to look at such a barrel with only one merciful glance! – Amen. – Remember, I am
saying this, the God of Eternity… Amen

Purpose of the New Revelation thru Jakob Lorber
August 21, 1840
1. Regarding the purpose of all these disclosures, it consists thereof to show your very erudite worldly intellect,
just how foolish its striving is, wanting to research something and then to pull it into the sphere of his
unspeakably limited understanding. On account of the depths, greatness and sanctity of these disclosures,
they will eternally remain distant and beyond his sphere of understanding, since those things will only be laid
into the devout heart of the simple-minded, yes, as an embarrassing sign for the worldly wisdom, it is also
given into the children’s cradle, just as I can give it to the stones as well.
2. Secondly, its purpose consists also therein, to show you and the entire world the ways of My merciful love,
and the course it pursues in order to set the foundation for the salvation of all beings, and how, when and why
this or that happens – so that all worldly doubters will come to an end, and that all things will be seen in their
primeval, truthful condition. For just as a good builder knows certainly best, why this or that must be there for
his great work, in the same manner I am the only one capable of knowing, why this or that, as well as how,
when, and whereby.
3. Whoever researches and ponders without My grace, he will always go astray. But whoever comes to Me
and learns it from Me in his heart, he has it in the fullness of truth, and nothing will change that for all eternity.
4. And thirdly, out of all this the manifold wickedness of man of all classes and statuses shall be made clearly
visible – and also understood, as to how such people on account of their blind wickedness, pull the most holy
and pure stubbornly down into their carnal, worldly mud, and there they atrociously disfigure it for their
damnable, selfish purposes.
5. In short, everything shall and must be disclosed before the world, so everyone knows, where they stand.
Yes, the centre of the earth shall be opened before the eyes of the world, like a covered meal before the
guests as a strengthening nourishment. And thus, no sun shall be too far away, that it should not be
dismantled into tiny parts beneath the microscope of the living faith of simplicity, even if its circumference were
bigger than their greatest thought, which they are capable of thinking. – And no tiniest thread shall exist
anywhere, no matter how finely it may be spun, which shall not come into the magnified light of My sun of
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grace! Yes, I want to form translucent heavenly bodies out of points and dismantle the central suns into
unveiled points, so the world can see that in the end, I am indeed all in all.
6. Once the world will come to realize, that apart from Me, no other salvation must be sought and can be
found, then peace will kiss the earth and everyone’s function will be ensured, temporally and eternally, in all
love for Me! Only then will the emperor truly be an anointed emperor by Me, the king a king, the duke a duke,
without any damnable constitution, except for the constitution of love out of Me and the all overflowing grace.
And in that place, the wolves shall be a nurse to the lamb!
7. Thereby I want to level everything, so that no ‘waterfalls’ and ‘landslides’ will ever occur again, but only the
sea of My love and the streams of My grace. Everything else must be transformed into plain lands.
8. Look, all of this shall happen, so that the true church with the people becomes purified and its victory shines
brighter than the light of all suns put together into one – whereby ‘one shepherd and one flock’ may form,
whose sheep will hear My voice at all times, until the end of time – that’s when all matter will be destroyed in
the fire of the divine love – or, if My words of warning should fruitlessly rot in the mud of the world, it will be
destroyed in the fire of My righteous wrath!
9. Look, now the time of the ‘small time’ has come! Whoever takes it to heart, to him great things will come in
eternity. But whoever gets angry at it and doubt My Faithfulness, for him will the ‘small time’ soon elapse and
the great time of eternal wrath will grab hold of him! – Therefore: either … or! – As somebody wants, he may
do it! – But we will always meet… Amen. This say I, the eternal love and wisdom. Amen, amen, amen!

The Cause of Earthquakes
September 27, 1840
1. There are yet still many phenomenons in nature, be it large or small, of which none of the so called nature
scholars have ever dreamt of.
2. To those phenomenons belong the magnet of the north pole, the northern lights, the lightning, the so called
quick figments, like the shooting stars, the tiny clouds in the bluest of skies, the crystal formations, the tides of
the ocean, the vibrations of the earth, a longer quaking of the same, as well as the massive earthquakes,
which, as you can deduce by many examples and experiences, can more often than not completely devastate
an entire region within a few seconds. To those occurrences belong also the landslides, large slumpings,
occasionally even the subsidence of entire mountains and islands, as well as the splitting of the earth, the
absence of wellsprings, the drying up of the wells, the massive receding of the oceans, and during such
occasions many times the spewing of smoke and fire from the crusts of the earth. There are countless other
such phenomenons, which partly have already been observed, but others have not yet been seen by anyone.
3. But of all the just mentioned extraordinary und unbelievable phenomenons, I only want to elucidate the
earthquakes, the vibrations and earth tremors a little closer today, as well as eluminate other things related to
them.
4. The so called earthquake is not something that just so happens on its own, instead, it is only a reaction of a
seismic shock originating on some loose point of the earth, which is caused through the following
circumstances…
5. Deep in the innermost constructs of the earth exist, just like within the body of an animal, some sort of
bowels, and as said before, through all parts of the earth, right to its very core, countless hordes of fallen
spirits are bound everywhere, and to each of them is given a certain period of time for their revival, according
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to My Order. Now, when on a certain spot of the earth some human race becomes a bit too sensual and
material, so that at their death their spirits do not pass over into the eternal (spirit) life, but instead return again
into the death of matter, then these exact spirits once again return into the depth of the earth and they are
bound again just as before they were born.
6. Look, when this continues for a long time, then such a point within the earth becomes eventually
overloaded. Those spirits then, in their evil desires, start to rub and ignite. By doing so, they also awaken
those dormant spirits, who have not yet been born into a human life. Those smash their small cages, and then,
in their offended zeal, they set off as mighty pillars of fire against the other spirits, wanting to destroy them.
Those spirits – having already been born, but also fallen again – ignite themselves even more, since they
believe that such a fire would come forth directly from Me as the so called hellfire, to punish them. Then, they
are ignited by their anger against Me and they want to destroy and annihilate Me together with all the angels
and heaven.
7. When such things start to happen, then I immediately send a peacemaking, calming angel to them. He
opens the gates of some large, subterranean water basin. Then, guided by the angel, the water plunges
instantaneously towards that enraged point of the earth.
8. When the water with its peace spirits reaches such a point, they step outside their slight encasement, ignite
themselves against such an evil gang, and chastise them with the fire of peace.
9. The water itself dissolves into the well-known vapors, which, through such an abrupt expansion with the
help of its spirits triggers such tremendous vibrations, that such a point, situated directly atop such a location –
be it mountains, cities, markets or villages – will be shaken and whirled around like chaff.
10. Thereby ermerge new chasms and crevices within the earth, which often reach way up to the surface of
the earth, into which the unborn nature spirits, united with the peaceful water spirits, will be guided by the
angel for their further education. The evil, fallen spirits however, those who were born already, stay calmed
behind in the mudhole, that came into being by this incident.
11. Now see, this is the true reason, which is behind the occurrence of such an earthquake!
12. However, regarding the beats and vibrations, which are commonly labeled as ‘earthquakes’, they are
nothing else than the necessary abrupt modulation of the earth layers on account of the opening of the gates
by the hands of the angel and the plunging of the water. These layers sometimes surround such a basin, and
occasionally come out of balance, when, for one, through such a higher power, the layers beneath the basin
are forcibly divided up to the loose point; and secondly, through the tremendous heavy plunge of the water
masses are preserved in a longer lasting tremor.
13. But regarding the trembling of the earth after such a massive quake, this is the consequence of the
withdrawal of the water spirits together with the unborn spirits, back into the various newly formed chasms and
crevices of the earth. Because for this reason, the earth was created, to hold within its bowels a fallen race of
spirits, that they might eventually resurge into a free, eternal life in and out of Me.
14. As long as there exists such a rebellious human race somewhere on the earth, so long will these
phenomenons occur all the more frequently, the more sensual and God forgetting any human race on the face
of the earth becomes.
15. Look, you can clearly see how all of this is true, when you look across the face of the earth and observe
such occurrences every now and then, in the entire horror of their raging size. For example, the destruction of
Lisbon, the ones on the island of Jamaica, as well as the ones around the mountain of Ararat (1840!), which
have taken place in the exact same way as described above, and which have even reached you a few weeks
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ago, and not only insignificant traces. Even America has clearly felt the repeated quakes, which were caused
as follows…
16. When a continual layer of stone or earth extends underground towards such a loose point, such a quake
will be propagated over a long distance, in the same way as if you attach many poles to each other, laying
them onto an extensive area in a straight line. Then, when you exert a mighty push on point A of these poles,
said push will travel to point B, where the poles end, and the push can be felt there at the same time it
happened. In this way such an earth tremor can be felt very far away, almost at the same time.
17. Even though such perceptions are natural consequences, they should not just be looked at as such.
Instead, if they were counterproductive, you could assume, that it would be a little thing for Me to prevent
them. But because they are useful, out of My wisdom and love, they are rather sent as warning messengers to
such places, where people know as much about Me as the trees in a forest know. Such envoys then tell those
people who have forgotten God, that I haven’t died yet, but rather still exist in all My Might and Strength. Since
it requires only the smallest hint from Me, the same thing – as it happened to the region of Ararat – can also
happen to such forewarned regions of the earth.
18. For look, at a depth of barely 120,000 feet, here and there only 12,000 feet, your land, which is called
Styria, is subverted through and through with large and very deep basins of water. And so, your mountains as
well as the small lowlands rest swimming, so to speak, on the surface of these underground waters, and here
and there they are connected with the inner earth through masses of stone, like tall pillars.
19. Therefore, not much more forgetfulness of My Being is needed, than it is already the case – and you can
rest assured that I am also well capable of demonstrating to you the same grand elementary spectacle.
However, I say… Woe to the people, whom I am forced to haunt with such occurrences! Those will probably
have to wait for a second creation until they are, again, granted another free probational life!
20. Now look, as these events occur according to My eternal Counsel, in the same way not even a single
droplet falls from the clouds, which has not first been thought of in My Love! And believe Me, when, like
yesterday, I send down such a rain to earth from the higher meadows of the emerging life out of Me, through
the regions of light, the preservation of the entire earth, yes of the whole universe, basically depends on the
very first drop, which barely wetted a grain of sand.
21. Here you will surely say that all of this is almost improbable. But I tell you… If that droplet had not wetted
that exact grain of sand at just the right moment, the bound and wroth spirit within that grain would have
shattered the grain, and by doing so would have awakened all the spirits surrounding him, to a similar reaction,
and those again their neighbors, and so on up until the very last speck of dust on earth. And you can
completely rest assured, that the very next second, the entire earth would have gone up in destructive flames
and smoke. The way this grain of sand had awakened another to its destruction, in the same way, one earth
would wake up another earth, and a sun would awake another sun, and so forth until infinity. All this would
happen in almost one and the same moment, exactly as if you had thought of a heap of the cursed
gunpowder, and if someone would only ignite one single grain, even if that heap would have the size of the
earth, all grains would catch fire almost at the same time.
22. However, what would happen, if said gunpowder grain would first be wetted by such a droplet before being
exposed to the fire? – What will happen, when the small spark comes upon the wetted grain? – The wetted
grain will not catch fire, and thus the rest of the heap will be secured and saved from destruction.
23. See, nothing you look at, depends on a so called happenstance, not even the movement of a sun dust
particle – for everything has been carefully calculated and measured by Me from all eternity. And if it would be
possible for a human being, or even for an angel spirit, to make a little change within it all, and My eternal care
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would for only one moment not be attentive, you would experience, what kind of cataclysm would occur from
an untidy turn of only one sun dust particle.
24. But I tell you… The mass centre of a central sun in its order depends intimately on the turn of one dust
grain, which is not even visible for your eyes. For My order is so well calculated, and My eyes are so
accurately riveted on everything, that from the very greatest to the very smallest, everything serves to preserve
the other.
25. Now you will ask… Why are these gigantic water basins located beneath the mountains and plains,
whereby the surface is not one moment secure from sinking down into the very deep floods of such waters? –
But I say… Everything is arranged in such a way that it can endure forever, as long as the willfull wickedness
of men causes no disturbances in My eternal order, which I am not allowed to prevent, since they originate
from the free will of men, and because the free will of only one single human being is more important to Me,
than an entire solar system with all its planets, moons and comets.
26. And if I would remove the water from these basins, tell Me, with what could I then tame and mitigate the
great fire in the inner chambers of the earth?
27. Even though, such an occurrence like the one in the region of Ararat frightens you, on the other hand it is a
blessing for the preservation of the whole. For if it wouldn’t happen the way it is described above, the very next
moment, instead of the destruction of a small region, the entire earth would suffer a complete annihilation.
28. Therefore I am the eternal Love itself in everything, that can touch your eyes and ears. As once the world
came into being from the compassion of My love, so it exists within My love, and thus it will, eventually, very
gently be dissolved again in My love. – And even as the wrath of My Divinity is the visible substance of matter,
it is still calmed by My love, as long as My order deems it necessary.
29. And so you can rest assured, that if some place, among one million people, only one person exists, that
has recognized Me in their love, then this place will remain stable and secure, as if its underground was thick,
solid stone, even if it is only as thin as paper. Anywhere however, where among one million people not even
one single person can be found, who wants to acknowledge Me as the most loving sustainer of all the worlds
and all creatures, in all these places not even a diamond crust as thick as a sun will be able to prevent the
annihilating necessity of My eternal order.
30. Therefore understand, if you truly love Me, you have nothing to fear, even if the earth should crumble in
pieces beneath your feet! – Truly, I tell you… even atop the steaming debris of a destroyed world you would
come to know that I am the Eternal Love, and a true, sole good father to those who have recognized Me in the
spirit and in the truth of love in their hearts.
31. Yes, I am telling you, I want to destroy suns, and throw the debris of the world about like lightnings and
ignite the whole infinity with the fire of My wrath, and yet, not one single hair of those who love Me will be
singed. For I am always a loving and holy father to My children! – Amen.

Beware of carnal Pleasures!
October 13, 1840
The Lord says...
1. So write now, My very lazy, useless, quite bad and exeedingly foolish servant, you, who sees Me with only
one eye and hears My voice with only one ear – while the other eye and ear is still clinging to the world!
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2. Turn everything to Me, so that you may recognize in the light of My eternal day the infinite value of that,
which I bestow upon you unworthy one in such abundance, that even the angels of heaven cannot grasp and
understand the fullness of My grace, so much that out of too much reverence they do not even dare to come
closer, because such a holy light comes forth from My love to you disdainful sinners!
3. Therefore consider what you receive and from whom you receive it! And do not take a cup too much in the
future; for within the wine lies the spirit of the flesh, and with that of all harlotry. And if you continue to do this, I
will let you fall into all fornication – like I do with all, who do what you do! And if this happens it will once more
take you a long time until you find your way back to My grace.
4. And now write to N. N. and tell him that I’m sending him a word:
5. Every pleasure of the stomach, if it happens unnecessarily, is not suitable for My Kingdom. For the
unnecessary juice makes the flesh of the chest black and My future abode dark, because the spirit cannot be
awakened during the threefold night, meaning, in the night of the love, in the night of the will, and as such in
the night of the sin.
6. I do not give you a law, so you will not become slaves of sin again; but rather, that you become free in My
love, I only give you to recognize the paths of My love.
7. Therefore let your flesh rest in the death and do not awaken it again through new stimuli – so that your spirit
may become alive in My love through a secure hope, out of the root of a true and living faith, which is a true
light, streaming forth out of My great sun of grace, whose center is the all-warming resting place of My eternal
love.
8. Look around you, and you will soon behold My sun sitting high in the morning sky and you will already feel
its warmth intensely. But your flesh you do not want to awaken to sin again; otherwise I would and may make
My sun go down for you. Your ground would turn into a hot and sandy desert, and instead of satiating yourself
with the bread of heaven and My living waters you would feed on the mirage of the world.
9. Mind you, my dear N. N., look, I love you and help you in every way I can. Therefore, let the flesh rest in
death so that I may awaken your love and you may soon taste the eternal life from Me within you.
10. Keep your children under control as well and do not let them run into the world, and bar the windows of
your house, so that through them, their senses will not be confused! With the world, all doors and window
shutters of their houses may be open to the world, but this should not be the case with those, I want to receive
as My children.
11. Amen. This say I, the father of you all!

The Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints
November 24, 1840
O Lord! What about the sect that calls itself “The Latter-day Saints”, whose members are said to have
miraculous powers and largely emigrate to America?
1. Regarding the sect that calls itself… “The Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints” – there is not so
much to it as you think. For it calls itself ‘holy’, and yet only I am holy!
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2. But if someone is being sanctified in My Name, thus he himself is not yet ‘holy’, even if he might become
one with Me through pure love. Then he would only be holy in a general sense – but in particular, only I remain
holy – and he sanctified through My living reflection in him.
3. Therefore look, whoever calls himself ‘holy’, even if it is for My Name’s sake, he does not really glorify My
name, instead, he only does it, so that his name may be glorified through Mine. And even if he praises My
name, he praises it rather only that he might find honor and holiness for himself by praising the holiness of My
name. Look, such ‘Saints’ are not appropriate for Me.
4. And then the question continues: where is it written that someone, for the sake of salvation, should emigrate
to America, in order to live there more comfortably and unhindered because of the greater lawlessness? – I
always said: “The kingdom of heaven suffers violence, and the violent take it by force!” and I have never said:
The kingdom of heaven suffers convenience; those who take it with complacency will own it!
5. Those who want to come to Me has no need to emigrate to America, rather only into his own heart! – And if
he has cleansed the same properly through true love and the living faith thereof, then he will certainly find Me,
and much closer than in America.
6. But those who already think they have found Me and therefore call themselves ‘saints’ and migrate to
America in order to be able to better safekeep Me, as it were, truly, they still have little firmness, and will
certainly find it even less in America. Because whoever is already afraid of being pulled away from the spirit by
the world, in his homeland, how will he survive in a foreign part of the world, where a thousand oddities and
needs will come upon him?
7. Therefore, there is not as much to this ‘sacred’ sect as you think. Look, the members of this sect don’t like
being obedient to their monarchs. That is why they want to move to America, since it is a Free State, where
almost everyone wants to rule and dominate, but none want to obey; for every republic resembles always
more or less hell, which in its strictest sense is a republic.
8. But as far as the ‘last days’ are concerned, you have nothing to do with the ‘end of all times’, but only with
the time in which you live. For that is everyone’s ‘last time’. Therefore, keep watch in this time and be diligent
in love, so that this heavenly power becomes your share, forever! Amen.

Obedience, Church, Rose... Three words in the spiritual Light
November 25, 1840
1. Oh Lord! Here we have three content-heavy words! – Would You maybe reveal them to me graciously in
your great love, for the easy understanding of the enquirer W. H. and her siblings – since she, even though
quite young, still, in the eyes of your sinful servant, has some small longing for you. -Oh Lord! If it is Your Holy
Will, answer this small plea of your useless and lazy servant, and don’t let me become ashamed in the
glorification of your most exalted, mighty and holy Name!
2. Well then, write!
3. Do you still remember the short sentence I have imparted to you, while we were on our way to here
yesterday evening? – Look at that, you’ve forgotten half of it! So it is necessary to call it into your mind, before
your request may be granted.
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4. The sentence went like this… “Why are you looking at the stars so astonished and are afraid for your soul?
What do you think, what do you want, what is it that you want to know? – Love! – Thus you will learn, what you
do not know and what you are to know.”
5. Look at how you looked at the stars yesterday, blind and sighing, not knowing who the “Lord of the house” is
– you are now looking just like that at the three words presented to you by the mentioned girl, and you just
don’t know what to make of them.
6. Look, you have rather asked for the topic than for the permission from Me, if you should do this! Would I be
as ambitious as men, I would walk out on you this time, so you may become aware of how much of a fool you
are!
7. But since I am not as men are, and since you’re not proud on account of your profound stupidity, I will
always tell you what you are asking for, so you may know it for the benefit of others.
8. Look, ‘Obedience’ is the path to the true, living church, which is My living Word, written and uttered from
eternity in the heart of every man and angel.
9. The ‘Rose’ however means the purest and most fragrant love for Me out from the church of the heart. But
just like the master flower grows on thorny bushes, so also is the path to the true church, the place, where My
Grace is solely at home, a bit thorny as well. But exactly because of that, the pure love – whose roots provide
good nourishment to the thorny bush in the garden of the childlike obedience – which is the highest, most
beautiful and holy possession – yes, love alone is the everlasting, most blissful life itself. And whoever does
not carry this royal flower spiritually in his heart, will hardly ever enter into the great, eternal kingdom of
heaven.
10. Thus obedience is the garden. – The life lived in obedience are the good roots of the thorny rosebush.
Even though they are still in the dark and lightless soil, they are nevertheless the main bearers of the bush,
and finally of the bloom itself. – The church however resembles the thorny bush. And the thorns upon it are all
the trials of freedom and the numerous temptations of the world, but at the same time the fire suckers of love,
just like the real thorns on a rosebush are suckers of the electric fire. – But the rose is finally the beautiful
symbol of love itself!
11. So listen, My dear young inventor of these three words! Become a rose also, and as such, My dear
daughter, so that the mystery that keeps you trapped in the world may one day become clear to you!
12. So come soon into My garden and blossom into a gorgeous flower of eternal life therein, where you will
hear the most secret sounds of My paternal Voice again!
13. What My servant is telling you, applies to your siblings as well! – Amen. – That is, what I say, your most
loving Father, Amen.

The World & Dancing
December 14, 1840
The Lord says...
1. You ask yourself, what aspect of dancing is so very abhorrent and displeasing to Me, and therefore
condemned? – Look, you moronic man, you fear men, and in your fear you still want to get to know certain
things, which I only make known to the brave ones. – I have told you many great things and I have removed
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the veil from your eyes, but you depend on men’s judgment and fear their archness exceedingly, and you
reckon not that I reach beyond all men.
2. And even if you think for Me, you still always think in your fear, which, in the end, will seal your heart and
make you blinder than a mole, and it will clog you ears with all kinds of dross, so you may never hear My voice
within you again, if, from now on, you don’t ban your fear in earnest, because it only leads to utter nonsense.
3. Can you really imagine, that I use Satan to urge a human being in a living manner to humility, meekness,
patience, perseverance, and even to love Me and out of that to love his neighbour, or to the strict obedience
against a monarch or against some existing church, and all of this in spirit and all truth?! – Oh I’m telling you,
whoever claims such a thing, he is the one, who lets himself be led by Satan tremendously! You shall pray for
such a one, as well as for the entire roman church, so that they may recognize their nonsense and realize
what they have in My spirit, in My love and in My truth – or else its flight will be put into action immediately. For
whoever loves My name and seeks to glorify it within his heart, this ist the one, who is for Me and not against
Me.
4. But how can someone from satan’s kingdom pronounce My name, since nothing of My name, which is My
eternal love, can possibly exist within Satan, and since satan is the complete opposite of love and therefore
only the quintessence of God’s wrath, as a being, that has been completely separated from all love.
5. However, if somebody wants to pronounce a word in order to describe something, it is necessary for him to
understand that term first, or he must at least have the the ability within to adopt such a term, so that it will be
possible for the tongue to pronounce it. But how can somebody, for example, pronounce ‘father’ in japanese or
any other term he is not familiar with, which is only known to this people as a secret – if this language is
completely foreign to him and also, due to his muteness, is lacking all abilities, so that he is not even able to
master his mother tongue, and therefore not to mention, mastering japanese?
6. And still I say… Nevertheless, it would still be easier to let a mute person pronounce japanese words than it
would be for satan, to pronounce the name of My love. The evil spirits can only operate in a worldly manner,
and thus most certainly blind and ensnare countless people into all sorts of passions, such as imperiousness,
arrogance, pride, haughtiness, avarice, greed, envy, jealousy, hatred, whoring, fornication, lewdness, dancing,
debauchery, gluttony etc. And in that respect, My name, which is unpronouncable for them, is completely
redundant. And since the worldly people don’t want to hear My name anyway, and since My name is an
abomination for them, how much more gruesome and infinitly disgusting must it be for satan!
7. But whoever confesses My name, which is Jesus, the ‘Son’ of the living God or the ‘Word’ or the ‘Love’ of
the Father and also loves it without fear – this one also loves the Father and can’t possibly be against the Holy
Spirit, flowing out of both, but rather be for it and filled with it thoroughly. How and what could satan – in all his
wrath and falsehood – possibly have to do there, where the Spirit of the Eternal Love recreates everything
anew, out of God the Father, and thus through the Son?!
8. Oh realize this and be without fear, for all times! For My Kingdom must always be snatched through one or
the other trial. And the right love must always pass the fiery trial, just like the pure gold. For without such trials,
it is not worthy of Me.
9. Look at the rich young ruler in the gospel, and you will surely find there, how far away he still is from My
Kingdom. And consider the seed beneath the thorns (worldly lust etc.), and what kind of fruit can come forth
from that! – Therefore, don’t be like this young man or like the seeds beneath the thorns, but rather show Me
the gold of your love, and thus you shall live!
10. However, regarding the dance in question, I have already shown you sufficiently, how well pleasing it is to
Me and what consequences it has. I’ll only add this much, so that nobody may excuse himself palliatively
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under the guise of whatever name, otherwise he’ll never get rid of his ‘turner’. For as there exists such a worm
in the brain as an evil disease, which you call the turner, in the same way there also exists a ‘spiritual turner’,
which is much more difficult to heal than the natural one and it has become a general pest nowadays.
11. Parents however, who let their children be taught in the art of dancing, are putting a great accountable
burden on their own neck, if their children will be corrupted thereby through whatever evil spirits. Either the
girls in their fertility, in their cleansing, in their secret discipline, in the morality of their heart, in the true faith
and in their pure love for Me, and out of that to a possible spouse, in the homely diligence and in true, christian
virtue, patience, meekness, persistence in all trials and hardships, yes, even in the so necessary cheerfulness
of every woman, in the always present sobriety, freshness, serenity and liveliness of her virtuous disposition,
as well as in the quiet peace of the spirit. Or the boys, through aversion for all serious contemplations in the
fear of God, in the secret discipline, in the premature development of the sexual urge, and by that afterwards
in everything regarding Me, the author of everything good and true of love. Look, if such things happen and
necessarily must happen, think for yourself, who is really to blame for this and who will once be responsible for
it!
12. Then you will resemble that fig tree, which fruitlessly stood there, while I was hungry beneath its branches.
For you parents are such fig trees, and your children are the fruits. If however, they have been corrupted by
the known ‘turner’, either way, the blossom and the fruit will fall prematurely from the branches. And when the
Lord passes by and finds the tree empty, then He will do what He has done with the fig tree! – Parents,
remember this, and consider who it is, that is telling you such things!

Against the Dance Addiction!
January 17, 1841
1. Just write, for I surely know the question and the fearful plea! But it is too late that I would give you an
answer of peace, before I will send an answer of My judgment over the three dance addicted daughters of the
world fearing Ans. H.! – For I have wasted many words of peace; but these daughters, however, have
understood none of them and they have stayed mischievously within their hearts, and they look annoyed at
their mother behind her back, if she won’t permit them, what their hearts desire, for My sake. And thus they
secretly revile anyone that is against or interferes with their sensual pleasure, or acts ‘treacherously’ against
them.
2. Look, the dance floor has polished and smoothened their ears sufficiently already, so that My mild voice is
secretly despised, bounces off and cannot reach their hearts anymore. Therefore, I will soon afflict them with a
different voice, so that they will have to recognize Me as judge of such worldly addicted and worldly harking
children – since I was too slight for them as the most loving, warning Father.
3. For they know it as well as you do, that the eternally cursed dance is the most abominable vice, no matter
the form, circumstance, condition or location, for firstly, it is nothing more than some kind of sodomitical
fornication, through which the gentiles let themselves be aroused to all sorts of debaucheries; and secondly,
because this exact vice has nowadays become quite usual, and even duty free under a worldly moral veneer,
without any disapproval. – Therefore it shall now be cursed a thousand times over!
4. And thirdly the dance is a most obnoxious vice, because it pulls already the children completely away from
Me and turns their hearts spiritually to stone. It most often ruins the girls and renders them infertile, or
sometimes badly fertile, and thus already provides the fruit within the body with an irresistible drive for that
exact vice, which will make itself known after only a few short years – and on top of that, like no other vice, it
draws the person that gave into it, away from Me, not only for a time, but with almost no exception, forever –
so that such a one never wants to turn to Me ever, except through a judgment, which, however, won’t be of
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much use to them. For whoever is visited by Me with a judgment, over that one My wrath has come, together
with the eternal death!!
5. The best remedy against this obnoxious addiction is (if you want to consider it), that you parents however
may not directly oppose the world outwardly, but to try and cause your children, through serious, strict and well
meaning depiction of My will, to deny themselves and that they themselves then shall counter the awesome
demands of the world. Because if the children for some prudent reason do not want to go dancing, the world
will for sure leave the parents alone. But on the other hand, their own attempts will be of little or no avail,
except a complete breaking with the world. No matter how many reasonable replies you present to the world, it
will always find something to retort, something that will sadden you. And eventually, your children will be
consumed by it either way and, in the end, they will start to hate you within their hearts, and become your
greatest tormentors. – If you allow them to follow the demands of the world, then you know anyway, what
service you render to Me by that!
6. Oh if only Ans. H. would have come to Me earlier, instead of fearing his blind relatives, then he would have
won it all. But he himself has set Me back for a minute, annoyed. And now he may look in all seriousness, how
he will return again to My order! For some day, I will be out of sorts with those parents, who have returned
their children to Me differently as I have given them to them. For then shall everybody, who wants to come to
Me, be like children. However, if the children will be full of anger like the world, then I will send them all to hell,
and the pure dwelling of My Saints shall never again be stained by the dragon blood of such worldly tainted
children!
7. Therefore listen, even thousands of worlds full of such children mean nothing to Me! For My kingdom and
creation are infinite. And even a million worlds mean about as much to Me, as a worm infested apple that has
fallen from its tree and is tread upon. But to each of you, I must mean everything, if you want Me to look at you
with My mercy.
8. However, those, who are able to forget Me for the sake of the world, after all I have done for them
throughout eternity – truly, I will not look for them anymore on account of their unfaithfulness, and I will let
them go and fall, wherever they want to go. And I will not concern Myself with them throughout all of eternity,
for I am not depending on them, but they surely depend on Me.
9. Look, I am a bountiful bridegroom, and I romance and let Myself be romanced. But wherever I romance,
there I am full of jealousy; and woe to those, who reject My hand! – But where I am romanced, there I am
demure and certainly look at the suitor, if they are adorned with a wedding gown? Woe to those, who grasp
after Me with worldly defiled hands! Those shall be hit harshly by My judgments!
10. For whoever fears the world more than Me, is truly not worthy of Me! Whoever trusts men more than Me, is
not worthy of Me! Whoever fears the poverty of the world, is not worthy of My treasures! Yes, whoever simply
wants to drag Me along besides the world, is not worthy of Me! And all those, who do not consider Me their
highest good, are complete fools; those are certainly not worthy of Me either and will therefore eventually
gnaw at the eternal poverty.
11. But to you, My servant, I say this, that you shall have nothing to do with these three dance addicted
daughters for as long as I will indicate it to you. And you also shall not exchange a single word with them. For
they have mocked your words within their hearts, because you did not agree with them.
12. At those times, when these three are not attendant, you can surely enter the house of Ans. H. and instruct
the housewife in the tonal language. But mind you, not at any other time – not even across the table – not until
I indicate it to you! For that, what I demand of you, happens out of love for Ans. H. and his wife. That is all that
needs to be heeded and considered; and without that, there is no salvation! – Amen! That is, what I, the
eternal love, am saying still. Amen. Amen. Amen.
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Jesus reveals the Secret of the prodigal Son
March 23, 1841
Jesus says:
1. You have read in My book (the Holy Scriptures, Gospel of Luke, chapter 15, verse 11-32) the story of the
lost son, and you probably have read and heard of it already multiple times, but I tell you, there is not a single
verse or chapter in the entire book that might contain something greater than the parable of the lost son.
2. And there won’t easily be found a passage that might be as difficult to understand as this one. You should
know the reason for this, because it is of utmost importance and as such it is an essential key for the internal
contemplation of yourself.
3. The reason is the following… I often speak sublime things out of My wisdom through the Love; but also
often seemingly petty things out of love through the light of wisdom. – Now realize that in the first case, only so
much is given to you, which your current individuality can possibly bear, but in the second case, a veiled
infinity is given to you, who’s finite development not even eternity will accomplish.
4. And behold, such a seemingly small gift is the ‘lost son’. Yes, I’m telling you, if you knew, what is actually
concealed behind the ‘lost son’, truly, even archangels would want to attend your school!
5. I’ve shown you many a thing in the preceding hours, what is happening on earth in the present time,
whereby I even concealed the most disgraceful and nefarious things. I have shown you the deficient legal
framework in general; I have shown you the madness of Asia, the barbaric nature of Africa, the vileness of
America, certainly only a small part of it; I have shown you the judicature of England, preferably in its outer
relations, as well as the handling of criminals on the mentioned coasts of Australia. I have also shown you an
abused country in the deep south, the way it was and, to a large extent, still is. Yet I have to call to your
attention something regarding this land, firstly and preferably, that you should pay a twofold attention to what is
said about this country, and secondly, that you should not take it literally in any way, what was said about this
country – the reason for that will be shown to you in the following. Further, I have shown to you the most
tyrannic and strict circumstances of other island nations, and preferably of the Japanese as well as of the
northern state of Russia.
6. Even though the things in the world behave as such, I have not shown you these situations that you should
see what happens in the world, for you will read such things and even a thousand times worse things in the
future. The reason why I told you this, is none other than that you might recognize the great secret of ‘the lost
son’ a little better, to your greatest benefit.
7. Now, you are probably thinking… “What does ‘the lost son’ have to do with all these worldly cruelties?’ –
You are full of curiosity about how the ‘lost son’ could find his way out of this worldly maze. But I’m telling
you… It is easier to find and understand the ‘lost son’ in all of these scenes and to grasp him therein, than to fit
a camel through the eye of a needle.
8. To understand all of this, it is necessary for you to know, who this ‘lost son’ actually is. If I show you the ‘lost
son’, even only by name, truly, you would have to be struck by a sevenfold blindness, if you would not realize
in an instant, that a large blanket had been lifted from your eyes. And now, prepare yourselves to hear the
name!
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9. Behold, his name is ‘Lucifer’! – This name contains the whole compendium of the lost son, which will be
eternally unfathomable and infinite for you.
10. Now consider for yourselves that almost all of the present humanity is nothing else but limbs of this ‘lost
son’, and namely those people, who are descendants of Adam’s unblessed bloodline. See, this ‘lost son’ has
taken all wealth, that was due to him, and wastes it now throughout infinite and far extended periods of time,
as you perceive it.
11. You are familiar with the story of the lost son and how his fate was in the end. Now look at all these
circumstances in the world; and truly, you’ll see nothing but the final fates of the lost son in an extended
measure.
12. What do you say to a very sick person, when his feet are cold, and on his forehead the cold sweat
appears? Truly, you won’t need a doctor’s degree to be able to tell – with kind of a prophetic spirit… only a few
and heavy pulse beats more and the weary of agony and of life has finished his struggle!
13. Firstly, touch the feet of the ‘lost son’ in the south of the earth. Secondly, touch his head in the great realm
of the north, then put your hand on the old and tired heart of the church, truly, you again would have to be
more blind than the centre of the earth, if you weren’t able to tell what hour of the great day it now is? …
14. But look, what now happens with the soul of the ‚lost son’, what I have told you about the souls, which
have ‚the second sight’. Look, their great distress spreads now in quick vibrations, and those reach the front of
the Father’s house. And the vibrations of the enamoured Father are exchanging love with the vibrations of
fear, misery and distress of the ‘lost son’.
15. The soul of the ‘lost son’ senses such a holy and gentle breeze from the house of the great Father. The
soul, encouraged by these holy vibrations, returns to its ramshackle house, lifts it up again and returns in the
greatest and most self-demeaning humility into the house of the eternal Father.
16. But what is happening there? – Behold, only the rags are removed from the son and burned; but the son,
as you know, will be received again.
17. See, now you have the hidden secret of the prophetic number of man – which was hidden up to the
present moment – revealed before your eyes. When you look at the circumstances of the time, truly, you
would have to be more than dead, if you still are not able to perceive the holy vibrations of mercy, which are
flowing out of the Father’s house in streams!
18. You are limbs of the lost son as well! Expand your soul and let the spirit in your soul awaken! And return
with confidence and in all humility into the great realm of your most loving Father, equal to the ‘lost son’! Truly,
I tell you… He will be coming up to meet you half way!
19. Behold, the time of My grace has come near, and therefore, I have given you these things, so that you
should recognize, that this great time is indeed here, the time of which the prophets have sung. Yes, the time
which has been announced beforehand out of My mouth.
20. Therefore, persevere only for another short season, and rejoice with great confidence! For truly, the great
house of the Father has come closer to you than you anticipate it!
21. How you might recognize the ‘lost son’ and all of these circumstances of time within yourselves, and how
this ‘lost son’ will be found again in every man or how he will find himself again, how the ‘great man’ can be
won back in the little, dear children, this will surely be revealed to you in the final hour. Amen!
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True Happiness
April 21, 1841
The Lord says:
When you are granted the peace of My holy Love,
whom the Father wants to give new life out of His fullness,
who the Father has accepted and has entered His Heart,
this one mustn’t ever worry again.
If he desires only Me, feeling a cheerful tugging,
that the world and sin is fleeing from him,
then I have already grasped him with all My ruses of love.
Yes, I carry him on hands, to complete his life!
(This is a rhyming poem in german, translated into english)
1. Look, My dear Anselm, I do not wish you anything in a human way, whatever I wish you I will give you
instantly – and I have already given it to you, and I have endless more things in store for you, if only you will
accept them.
2. Look, I want to give you everything in abundance… ‘Silver, gold and precious stones’ out of My paternal
heart! – I give you silver because of your children, gold for your wife, but you I want to adorn with all sorts of
precious stones!
3. But firmly believe in My Name! Build upon it as you would on a diamond rock! And love Me above all, your
kindhearted and holy Father, so you will soon recognize in your heart the great wonder of the power and might
of My Name Jesus!
4. This say I, your holy Father. Amen!

Religious Orders and true Compassion
April 25, 1841
Plea of the servant... ‘Oh Lord, our most holy and best Father! Will You not tell a poor sinner like me, how we
should feel about this newly established order of the so called ‘merciful grey sisters’, so if questions should
come up about this seemingly charitable religious order, we may be able to give a just and appropriate
answer, for it could quite easily happen, that a wrong judgment could be pronounced – Oh Lord, please forgive
me my audacity that I dare ask You like some man. But you are our Father! So please forgive the foolish
children, if their questions are like them! Amen.’
1. Ok then, write… Truly, this question is indeed silly! How can you ask something like this!?
2. Have you never read a gospel before? – Tell Me, on which occasion have I ever established such a
religious order – and least of all a religious women’s order?! – Or are dreams, which some bile and weak
sighted order founders have dreamt, also part of the gospels?
3. What did I say to the apostles? – They shall be brothers among each other in all love, that’s what I told
them! – How did these call all men according to My commandment? – Nothing else than… ‘Dear brothers’ etc.
– So what’s up with this caste system here?
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4. You shall all be a religious order of pure love for Me, nothing but children of one and the same Father, and
redeemed ones through My incarnation! You shall be one and the same loving, compassionate brother and
sister caste in the living power of My word and Name, since you all have been made children of My love,
mercy and grace through one and the same Jesus Christ.
5. However, when people – even though in part with an honest intention – isolate themselves from others, in
order to somehow form a certain virtuous caste, into which only very few can be accepted – what kind of
blessing can come forth for the people, if not all are like one and one like all?!
6. Of course, not everyone may be a weaver, a tailor, a cobbler or a blacksmith at the same time etc; there has
to be diversity of workers and classes outwardly. However, it shall not be so inwardly! There, everyone should
only be a loving and merciful brother and sister towards his neighbour!
7. What kind of charity should a paid charity be? – Or does charity only exist in the care for the sick?
8. I say… Whoever does not practice charity as a free confessor of My word and My love, and doing it so with
all of his strength and without reward, their work I will consider as the work of an animal, which, in its judged
order, must perform at all times one and the same works, because it cannot act otherwise, according to the
judged order. However, their works are just about no works at all.
9. The free man must also act free and unbound, in the infinite free order of My eternal and free love, if they
wish for Me to consider his work as something. – But whoever acts under a certain oppressed order, and even
more often according to the more deplorable enclosure, those are very rarely more than conditioned lazy ones
doing a certain work, and they never look to the work, but only to the wage.
10. This should be enough to answer your question, not so worthy of Me! – But in future spare Me from any of
this! For such worldly flaunting establishments are an abomination for Me! – But whoever practices charity,
shall practice it in secret, and not in front of the world!
11. This say I, the One, who only looks at the works done in secret! – Amen. Amen. Amen.

The true Church
1. A church is only a true church, if it teaches My Will and preaches the life out of love, which has bled on the
cross for the whole earth, yes for the entire creation.
2. However, a church that only blesses itself, and curses everything else is like a cheapskate who wishes
death upon everyone, so he may get a hold of everything. But it is more likely for a camel to fit through an eye
of a needle than for such a ‘cheapskate’ to enter heaven.

The Blessing of the Cross
April 28, 1841
1. The cross is a true (basic) necessity in life! – When life contains no adversities and trials, it straggles and
evaporates like an ether drop. A soul, that does not carry a cross, languishes, dies and loses itself into the
night of death.
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2. The hardship of life, however, is the vessel of life, in which it becomes consolidated like a diamond, which is
also only a consolidated ether drop, although not a life droplet.
3. Therefore, each of you shall take their cross upon their shoulder and follow Me in all love, thus they will
preserve their life forever!
4. Those who coddle their life will lose it. But those who crucify it and those who let Me crucify it, will preserve
it for all eternity!
5. This say I, the Crucified One. Amen!

Jesus explains Matthew 24:30... And then the Sign of the Son of Man appears
May 1, 1841
The Lord says...
Ans. H. asked for an explanation of Matthew Chapter 24:30… “And then the sign of the Son of Man appears in
the heavens. Then, all the peoples on earth shall mourn and see the Son of Man come in the clouds of
heaven, with great strength and glory.”
The Lord expressed the following through His servant Jakob Lorber…
1. Don’t you know what difference prevails between the ‘sign’ and the ‘Son of man’? And don’t you know what
is meant by ‘heaven’?
2. Truly, you might think of nothing more foolish than to behold a so-called crucifix in the starry sky. Just ask
yourself, of what use would it be to the world, if they beheld not just one, but an entire legion of crucifixes in
the sky!? Would that make people better in their hearts? – Oh, certainly not!
3. Wouldn’t the scholars be at hand immediately and declare all of these crucifixes the spawn of a
sanctimonious deceit?! And would they not want to prove that all the crucifixes floating in the sky are of none
other than aerostatic origin, and have risen by appointment of the Jesuit colleges!?
4. Look, such a phenomenon would have this and many other effects on the scholars of the world! Yes,
mathematic scholars would even try to explain such phenomenons through optics.
5. But what would the common man say? – I tell you, he would fall silent as a result of excessive fear,
because, after witnessing such an event, it would be clear to him that the ‘Day of Judgment’ is at the door,
according to the erroneously planted doctrine.
6. And so, this phenomenon would firstly kill the scholars, because they killed the common man beforehand by
their views and explanations. But the common man would be killed in his active freedom, at the exact moment
that phenomenon becomes visible. – That would be the benefit of such an manifestation!
7. That this would be the case you can clearly see, if you direct your attention to those times, for which certain
doomsday scenarios have been predestined by some wisdom rummaging prophets. Look, how some people
partly despaired, partly laughed, and partly gave in to wolverine and other indulgences (this would be the case
nowadays as well). But if such empty prophecies already caused such evil consequences, just imagine, what
effect a huge cross floating below the stars would have?! – I don’t need to describe to you its deadly success
in more detail!
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8. However, by ‘heaven’ the following is to be understood: the entire truth of faith from the word, which is the
‘church’ in its authenticity.
9. The ‘sign of the Son of Man’ however is the love, that was reawakened in this church, with all its heavenly
attributes, like mercy, patience, gentleness, humility, submission, obedience and tolerance of all grievances of
the cross. See, this living sign of the Son of Man will appear in the heaven of the inner, eternal life, and it will
not kill, instead, it will very much revive.
10. Of course, on such an occasion the ‘the world-addicted peoples of the earth’ will wail, lament and mourn,
because all their hellish delusion consisting in all these countless articles of sale and purchase, will get out of
course. Because the people with My Mark will not have much to do anymore with the world-dreamers, brokers
and changers.
11. They will focus their eyes only there, where they will behold the “Son of man descending upon the clouds
of heaven, with great power and glory” – which is the living word in the heart of man, or My eternal love in its
fullness, and therefore it is “of great power and glory”. And the “clouds of heaven” are the infinite wisdom itself
in this living word. Look, this is the long and short of this text!
12. However, in the beyond, the “clouds” will accommodate you into My Kingdom, and they will be your home
forever. This means, only there you will fully understand the great power and glory of the Son of Man, in the
greatest bliss.

An Advice and true Consolation to the Death of a Sister
May 5, 1841
The Lord says...
1. Men have not been created for this world, but for the great house of the Father in the beyond – in one way
or another! The way they lived in the world, according to that is also their state in that eternal, great house!
2. Whoever I test – and truly, that is something I don’t do in vain! – That one I want and also will mold into
something; for he is already in My school. But a student will have to put up with the test, if he desires to
become something.
3. With Me no one is repudiated during the test, rather every one can pass, either here or most certainly in the
beyond.
4. But whoever flees from My gentle trials and makes a terrible runaway, will then surely be tested by the world
and satan, if he is useful for wickedness.
5. I accept anyone into My school at anytime. But whoever does not want to become more than a swineherd, a
donkey driver or an oxen feeder and finds his bliss in the filth, truly, this one will neither be disturbed in office
nor in his pleasure!
6. But you – hear and understand it – are in My ‘university’! I want to make something great out of you!
Therefore must some special trials in this college not appear strange to you.
7. I have taken the leper to Me (for whom you have pleaded for help), and I have awoken her to life, by
removing the impure burden of the stinking body from her. – Do you want to awaken her to death again!?
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8. Why do you mourn when I have taken your sister to Me? Has something bad happened to her? – Oh you of
little faith! Do you think, the loss of your sister strikes your heart? – Oh no, I say, your greatest affliction is still
your weak faith!
9. For whoever believes and loves in spirit and in truth, will always be full of joy and gratitude in the heart,
because he’ll see it in the most brightest light, that I, His eternal, holy and most loving Father, certainly always
do what is best!
10. Oh children, realize, realize for once, that I am your most loving Father, who increases and multiplies your
life a thousand fold with every new test!
11. Thank Me with a joyful heart, that I have given your sister the eternal life in the kingdom of the children
immediately and for free, from where I will open a bright path for her to the sanctuary of My eternal fatherly
love!
12. Truly, it is! Who can still mourn if he loves Me and clings to My name!?
13. So be joyful and of good courage now. For your sister is blissfully dwelling in My bosom already! But here
in the earthly world, she would have been lost forever within about 5 months, together with her husband! Why
it would have been so, will not escape your eyes over time!
14. But now, everything is well and will be so forever! So rejoice and forever praise My name!
15. This say I, your true Father and Brother. Amen!

The Time of the three Beasts in Revelation
May 7, 1841
Question: What does the Revelation of John Chapter 13, Verses 15-18 say… ‘ And he had power to give life
unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would
not worship the image of the beast should be killed. And he causes all, both small and great, rich and poor,
free and slave, to be given a mark upon their right hand or upon their foreheads, and that no one should be
able to buy or sell except he that has the mark or the name of the beast or the number of his name. Here is
wisdom. He who has understanding, let him calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man,
and his number is 666.
1. So write it down in My Name, I already know what you worry about!
2. For the things, that are too far away, your ‘extended eyes’ are not good enough to behold them. Of the
medium-distant objects, you only perceive the one sided bark. And of the things that are very close you cannot
see anything, because they are too close and thus also are of little interest to you.
3. These verses in Revelation you can easily grasp with your hands, and still you cannot conceive them! –
Yes, the easier something is, the more stupid you go about it! – So, next time, ask for that, which seems
easiest to you! Truly, with that you will surely become more humble than with these four current and most
simple verses! – And now, pay attention:
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4. For one, this chapter talks about three beasts… Firstly about the main dragon, secondly about the beast
that arises from the sea with 7 heads, each one having 10 horns, and thirdly about a lamb-like beast with 2
horns atop its head.
5. Who the main dragon is, you will certainly know by now, since I have talked quite often about My
archenemy in the ‘twelve hours’ already.
6. But if you wish to recognize the second beast, please direct your eyes towards the near-by self-love, and
you will find all attributes confirmed in it! – It arises from the ‘sea’ of all avaricious desires, it has ‘seven heads’,
which means for every commandment of brotherly love it has its own head with ’10 horns’, by which it
transgresses against all the 10 commandments (of Moses). – A ‘wounded head’ is the theft, which is
punishable everywhere. But does that harm the beast in any way? Oh no, for this wounded head is healed
through all the political state- and commercial laws. Thus the entire world lives and deals according to those
laws – and thereby the lamb and its commandments are mocked daily.
7. The third beast arises from the earth, it looks like a ‘lamb’, but possesses also ‘2 horns’. – What is that? –
I’m telling you, this is the one closest to you! – It is the general industry, that supports the beast of the water,
and in the end even worships it, which with its two horns counteracts directly the 2 main commandments of
love! – You only need to look towards America and England etc., to see, that it is indeed so!
8. How much such an industry is this third beast, is shown for example by the cruel child abuses in the
american and english factories, where the children often have to work from 5 in the morning to 9 in the
evening, constantly standing and half naked, and all of that already, when they have turned 8 years old. They
are not taught anything – except for the industrial slave regulations!
9. If you could see the nature of the industry with Me and through Me, you would say… ‘Oh Father, this is the
dragon himself!’
10. Does this third beast not practice all the power of the second beast, whose head wound has been healed?
And does it not cause, that the entire world, at least its major inhabitants, worship the second wounded beast
completely. Is there not spoken of worshiped kings, princes and other (industrial) founders and inventors
everywhere !? Do they not raise monuments for them all around the world? Does it not show the greatest
signs and let fire fall from heaven, i.e. does it not reasonably teach these blind peoples, that such
industriousness is the actual nature of all religions and the most worthy adoration of God, if not even the best
form of worship?! – How this is an utter robbery of the fire from heaven, making the people believe, that I may
also be worshiped through abomination! (But this will only last for another short while!)
11. Oh, behold the seduction of the people on earth! The image of the beast with the wound of the sword of all
political justice is now fully alive! The people have been forced to raise this image with their blood! And now it
flaunts, speaks, commands, kills and is worshiped by all worms and sycophants, who are called ‘scholars’ and
‘journalists’ and by some blow flies that must have a piece of everything, to earn something without having to
work.
12. But the moment someone dares not to worship this beast – he will soon come to realize, what hour has
come for him in the world!
13. But this is the ‘spirit’ (or the ‘life’) in the image of the beast, that the self-love and greed has reached its
highest peak with all the great ones of the world, which is the full number 666, where the self-love equals 600,
the stolen fire of heaven equals 60 (i.e. the Divine Commandment is used tenfold for one’s own benefit!) and
brotherly love finally equals only 6 (i.e. it is the most perfect slavery) – Instead of giving 100 for 1, one
demands 100 for 1!
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14. Look and understand now the marking of the ‘right hand’ and the ‘forehead’, the great and small ones, the
rich and the poor, the free and the slave! Is it not the imperiousness, either through power or worldly
prudence!? – Tell Me, can one do something without this mark!? What does one person mean to the other
without this mark? – Truly, I ask you, if one of you has daughters, will he give them to an ‘unmarked’ one, or
will they demand an ‘unmarked’ one? Can someone, who has not received an office from the beast nor bears
its mark, find happiness in the world?
15. You yourselves are ‘marked’ – except for My servant, whom I have, up until now, painstakingly kept
unmarked. But I am telling you, if I would allow him to demand one of your daughters, you would look at him
with strange concern and advise him kindly, not to do it, for it wouldn’t work, because he is ‘unmarked’!
16. However, if you would do so even with someone, who I have made to be a light for you in the night of
nights, what would you do, if another ‘unmarked’ one would dare to demand the same of you? – I tell you…
You would rather bury your daughters alive – properly understood!
17. I believe this ‘marking’ should be pretty clear to you now! Who would be able to buy and sell without this
mark?
18. But the ’42 months’ will soon be over, since the commandments of brotherly love are now more than 5
times sevenfold applied to self-love. But I am telling you, try to destroy this ‘mark’ through the fire of My love,
then you will attain the true, inner life!
19. But exactly because of this it is currently so difficult to attain the inner life out of Me and in Me, because the
‘mark’ burns everyone out into the world. Therefore, let Me burn you back from the world of the beast through
My love, thus you will find the life, now and eternally!
20. This says the Holy, the Great, the First and the Last. Amen, amen, amen!

God & The World... Let ME contaminate you!
May 10, 1841
John 7:7 … It’s impossible for the world to hate you, but it hates Me, because I bear witness against it, that its
works are evil.
1. Listen, you, whom I love! – In this verse of the words of My tender John lies the great truth, that all, who are
not of the world, stand in no favour with the world, because through and in Me, they do not appreciate its vain
evil works.
2. The world will not hate you, as it hates Me, since I always bear witness against its works, but rejoice, if the
world despises you! For whoever is despised because of Me, they can rest assured, that I am not far from
them.
3. Look, the world is similar to the truffle dogs and eagles. They sense the hidden life and the eagle can smell
a carrion from miles away.
4. The truffle dogs don’t actually look for the plant, but only for a roast, and thus they scrape the soil and
search industriously for the plant, so that they won’t miss the delicious roast, which they had so often enjoyed
already. But however, when the roast among the truffles has been absent already for a long time, then the
dogs are barely suitable to search for truffles any longer, which then only will become an object of disdain to
them.
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5. Look, such ‘Roast Servants’ are not really truffle seekers, because it was never the truffles, they were
looking for, but always the roast! – However, if such servants floutingly forsake you, know that I, the one, who
was the most hated one by the world, have planted a ‘truffle of love’ within you, but I have not added a worldly
roast to it. Therefore ignore those ‘roast hunters’ and do not fear them, for they do not care about the truffles,
they only care for the roast!
6. The eagles however, they gather together, ’cause they can sense a carrion. – Look, I am such a carrion for
the world. For it flees from Me and hates Me more than a carrion! – But there are myriads of worldly birds, and
only very few eagles among them. However, it is not enough to feed on the ‘carrion of life’ as a crow, together
with the eagles. No, you have to become an eagle yourself, if you wish to receive life out of the carrion! Look,
whoever will not be born out of the ‘carrion’ again, will not enter the true life. However, for the world, the
‘carrion’ stinks unbearably, but not for the ‘eagles’, because for them it is full of the noblest odour.
7. The ‘carrion’ however, is a most reliable mirror for the world and it shows the world its true nature. And the
world hates it therefore, because it is a mirror of its evil works. But the ‘eagles’ do not hate the bright moldy
splendor of the ‘carrion’, for they know, that through the moldiness of the ‘carrion’ their own will be absorbed
and exterminated.
8. However, like I am a ‘carrion’ for the world, in the same way will the world some day in the beyond be a
carrion for Me and for all My angels, forever!
9. Truly, if you want to live, you must become ‘contaminated’ by Me, and the world must flee you for the sake
of the pest of My name and it must draw cordons because of your whiff. However, if you notice this, rejoice,
because then you have most certainly become ‘infected’ with the ‘pest of eternal life’. Or else, the world would
do with you, what it always does, if you were still like it. But because you are not of the world anymore, but
have become My love for good, for this reason you mean less and less to the world.
10. Truly, if it would sense, what secretly happens within you through Me, it would most certainly flee from you
more diligently than it does from the pest itself.
11. But that is why the world cannot hate you, because it doesn’t know, what there is within you. However, it
hates Me exceedingly, because it knows what resides within Me, namely a tough mirror, confronting the world
relentlessly with its atrocities.
12. Now look, what I am bringing as a gift to you today! – A detested, stinking ‘carrion’! And I invite you to eat
of the ‘carrion’ together with the ‘eagles’, yes, to even become an ‘eagle’ yourself! Yes, I even want to
‘contaminate’ you for and in front of the world!
13. However, don’t worry about it! You see, I Myself am the greatest and most detested ‘pest’ for the world.
Don’t be afraid of My ‘pest’, for it is the eternal life itself! Rejoice for having been infected with My ‘pest’! For
therein, you live the life of My love, forever.
14. For I am the ‘carrion’ of life, and this ‘pest’ is My eternal love. Amen! This tells you the one, whom the
entire world hates, since He eternally bears witness against it… Amen.

Divine Love & Human Love
May 28, 1841
To the names day of a young soul
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1. To the one, who has a masculine name, and is a daughter of Ans. H. and who celebrates the not very
significant names day of her earthly name – write to her the following word from Me, so she may again
recognize the voice of her Father, which she had often heard in her cradle, that’s why she was quite tearful, if
the sweet voice of the Father wouldn’t come forth speedily.
2. Gabiela! Has My fatherly voice become foreign to you? Do you not love Me anymore, as you have loved Me
in your cradle?
3. My dear Gabiela! You mustn’t forget Me! And you shall not, through the window, throw your eyes and heart,
with a yearning for marriage, after some slender young men, namely today after this one, tomorrow after
another, and the day after tomorrow after the third one etc.. But instead, remember Me always and throw your
eyes and heart after Me, and love only one! And this one am I, your holy and loving Father.
4. In this solely righteous love, you will live happily here for now, and then eternally in the bosom of your
Father!
5. Look, dear Gabiela, the human love is of no use, if it doesn’t stem from My love.
6. Now, if you, out of Me, wish to lean towards someone, observe first, if he possesses My love! – If he does
possess it, so he is equal to you and the next one for your heart. – But if he doesn’t, consider him as an erring
brother, who still wanders between heaven and hell and directs his eyes more towards the abyss of the eternal
night than towards Me, the ‘father’, which is still completely unknown to him.
7. The righteous, loving, light one will turn you towards the light, from where you and the loving bright one
came. – But the one, who is exploring the abyss will turn your eyes there, where he has turned his own. Once
the dark abyss has consumed his eyesight, he will fall into the abyss at his next step, and his fall will force you
to fall with him. And then, it will be quite difficult to find you within the abyss of the night again, as well as to
loose you from the chains, which the evil love for the world would have forged around your tender heart a
thousandfold.
8. Therefore, my dear Gabiela, love only Me! Yes, be or fall in love with Me completely, in the same way as
Magdalena! And with the heart look only after the one, that I, filled with My love, will introduce to you!
Everyone else respect and love, insofar he also is a human being!
9. Be compassionate with the poor and pray to Me, your God and Father, for the badly erring and falling one,
thus you will be My dear and happy Gabiela completely – here and there, in My bosom, forever!
10. May this message be a invaluable gift to you for your earthly names day! – And while again perceiving
your own, inner name, remember that I, your eternal, holy, and most loving Father, am never far from you, now
and forever! Amen.
11. Remember Me, dear Gabiela! I, your Father, am telling you, that you are My dear Gabiela, and shall
remain so, forever! – Amen, Amen, Amen.

The Phariseeism of today
July 19, 1841
The Lord says:
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1. Not today, but tomorrow you shall start to write at the main work! – Today, you foolishly worry about the
sermons and slander of one or the other most blind stone papist, who are full of self-interest, since they seek
either for the riches of the world, or at least for the not so much better, turkish mannered, lazy luxuriousness of
heaven (which, however, does not exist anywhere and never will exist in eternity) – They praise and bless Me,
if it goes well, only because of a certain heaven, but most often only in pretence, for the sake of worldly
treasures and high ranking honorable positions; and there is almost none among them, who praises, begs and
loves Me for My own sake.
2. So that you and all like-minded with you may find within themselves the most sufficient and reassuring
comfort, look first at Matthew, chapter 23, the verses 13, 14 and especially 15!
13. But woe to you, scribes and pharisees, hypocrites! Because you shut up the reign of the heavens before
men, for you do not go in, nor do you allow those who are entering, to go in.
14. Woe to you, scribes and pharisees, hypocrites! Because you eat up widows’ houses, and for a show make
long prayers. Because of this you shall receive greater judgment.
15. Woe to you scribes and pharisees, hypocrites! Because you go about the land and the sea to convert
someone, and when he is won, you make him a child of hell twofold more than yourselves.
These 3 verses will make it sufficiently clear, how things stand today with the Phariseeism, for which the jewish
one was merely a prophetic preparation.
3. Then turn the pages and read chapter 23 of Luke, verses 13, 14 and 15 as well!
13. And Pilate, having called together the chief priests and the rulers and the people,
14. said to them… ‘You brought this Man to me, as one who turns away the people. And look, I have
examined Him in your presence and have found no guilt in this Man regarding the charges which you make
against Him,
15. and neither did Herod, for I sent you back to him. And look, He has done naught deserving death.’
There you will find the testimony of Pilate about Me and a great reassurance for you! And you will also get to
know the true relation of love of the modern day Pharisees towards Me. Don’t you think, if I came into the
world today to challenge the pope for his dominion, that he would oppose Me in a far worse way, than Caiphas
did?!
4. Truly, he would campaign to get permission from all leaders, to publicly burn Me as the the greatest archheretic at the flaming stake, as a daunting example, under the most gruesome, eternal infernal execrations. –
Besides, I am crucified daily and hourly many thousand times anyway, as well as sold and betrayed! – You
know that!
5. However, within the 13th chapter of John, in verse 18, you will find who and what today’s privileged ‘bread
eaters’ and ‘wine drinkers’ are, and how they are most often minded against Me. For truly, they are the ones
who have always treated Me with contempt!
John 13:18… I do not speak concerning all of you. I know whom I have chosen, but that the Scripture might be
fulfilled… ‘He who eats bread with Me has lifted up his heel against Me’
6. Understand it well… Judas was only an arrant prophet for them, und they are now ‘in corpore’, what Judas
was in the arrant image!
7. However, your condition you have to assess according to the third chapter of Paul’s letter to the Romans,
Verses 12, 13 and 14. There you will clearly find as to where you stand at and what you have to do continually!
12. They all have turned aside, they have together become worthless. There is none who does good, no, not
one.
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13. Their throat is an open grave, with their tongue they have deceived. The poison of adders is under their
lips.
14. Whose mouth is filled with cursing and bitterness.
For during the day, the works of darkness are of no use; whoever fights, he shall fight with the weapons of light
– and let all indulging gluttons and drunkards perish in their steepled chambers! – However, you all shall be
honorable in all things and shall not socialize with the drunkards and gluttons, but socialize with Me in all love,
patience and meekness, and thus draw close to Me – in this way, you will live!
8. But when you take care of your body, do it in a way, that it may not become opulent, so you may easily
choke in the flesh, and in everything, that is of the flesh! Understand this well! For you all still have a lot of
‘flesh’! But whoever falls in the flesh, that one will have a harder time standing up than a fully loaded elephant
that has fallen into a bog.
9. Therefore, you should write the 14th verse of the mentioned letter ever so tightly into your heart, then you
will travel on a plane path! Amen.
10. This say I, whom the builders have rejected and whom they have attacked at all times, and will also do so
in the future. Amen.
A Thank You of the servant…
11. Oh You, my most loving Lord Jesus, You are the true comforter! You always manage to find the truest and
most effective words to comfort us poor and weak sinners! – That’s why we thank and praise You eternally.
Our Love and Worship belongs to You! And at all times, Hallelujah and Hosanna to You, in Your most holy
Name!

Jesus speaks to the Death of a Child
October 23, 1841
1. This I say in My Name, to the one, whom I found worthy, that I visited him and took his youngest world child
to Me, because of which he is grieving and weeping, and he isn’t considering that it was Me who bestowed
such grace upon him, the size of which he will probably never be able to comprehend in all eternity.
2. However, if a worldly prince had said to A. H. – Willig… Would you like to surrender your child to me, so I
may raise it to become a great princess, and once she has finished her education over the years, I may also
bless her with the crowns of many lands and eventually make her a great princess, queen and empress –
would A. H. Willig not find himself filled with joy, just because of the serious and great proposal alone, and he
would try to show his gratitude in every imaginable way before the emperor!?
3. Or some good prince would come to him, and would place his child as the sole heir, for a large part of his
wealth – what would A. H. – Willig do with the prince in such a case? – Or a ruling prince would come, desiring
the hand of his daughter to become the future empress – would A. H. – Willig reject such a bridal suitor at the
door?
4. But what is all of this compared to Me, when I come and do everything in the living, eternal and infinite
sense! – And in this case, would A. H. – Willig complain, weep and mourn?!
5. Oh how weak that still is! – Does extraordinary help not also need extraordinary measures? Or does the
remedy not have to be like the disease, so that the misery may come to an end? – But who does go to the
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doctor und shows him the wound, and when the doctor pours a healing oil onto the wound, then he starts
crying and mourning, once the oil starts to heal the wound! – Oh look, how blind you still are!
6. When your shoes are squeezing you, you are constantly calling for help; and when I finally come to help
you, to make your wavering feet free and steady, then you become filled with sadness! – Why is that so? –
Because your heart is still blind, you are indeed looking for help, but you fear and flee the remedy, which will
help for sure!
7. See, I have just shown you a flat path, and I have blown up a brazen gate and teared down a large partition
wall! I have layed pipes through a great desert to the invigorating pipeline of the living waters! – Look, the
desert will bloom – and you want to mourn about that!?
8. Oh, get to know Me a little better in the future, for I am your Father! – How can you mourn when your holy
Father visits you in His greatest love und puts your house in order?
9. Therefore, do not mourn any longer! For I – your holy and most loving Father – wanted it so! Consider this
and you will live forever! Amen.

If you are tired of the World and sick, listen to My Words…
December 17, 1841
1. O Abba ImmanuEl! In deepest humility I beseech Thee, All-Merciful, You who restores all the weary and
burdened that come to Thee – look graciously upon the bowed down heart of my sister Cecilia, whose worldly
hopes are all destroyed, and who has not the strength to lift her benighted mind to Thee, o holy Father, in
Whom alone consolation, peace, and new, true life can be found!
2. In the great darkness of her heart she does not suspect, and can hardly believe, that the gates of heaven
are wide open in this great time of grace, and that You, O most loving, holy Father, come to meet all Your lost
children with outstretched, forgiving and blessing hands.
3. O, send Your light and Your truth into her heart, which seems tired and weary of life on earth. Show her, as
she wishes, the sickness of her soul, as well as her weak body! Give her, Thou divine Savior, only a few
strengthening and reviving words from Thy Father’s heart, overflowing with compassion and mercy.
4. An infusoria from the depths of the mud asks you with a contrite soul! May Your most holy will be done in
and for this sister who professes the Reformed Church! Amen.
5 But you, O most holy Lord and Father, are the true and only One who reforms, redeems, restores, and
brings about our rebirth! To You alone all thanks, all praise and all love! For You are kind, o Lord, and Your
goodness endures forever! Amen.
The Father’s answer to Cecilia...
6. Whoever turns his eye to whatever is of the world, will sooner or later become aware with what and how the
world rewards its worshippers, canvassers and workers.
7. What is the world? – Nothing but the body of death, which is like a grave, wherein not much can be found
that is rare, namely nothing but stinking mold, the most disgusting filth and decaying bones, and on top of that,
a legion of devouring worms! – Behold, these are the ‘treasures of the world’! – As abominable as they always
are, they are nonetheless sought after with such passionate fervor, especially in this time, that men, when I
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keep them from it as much as possible by My fatherly love, unimpaired of their freedom, are almost despairing,
even dealing with suicidal thoughts, if I do not right away allow them to plunge into the grave of eternal death!
8. Behold, that’s how the world is now! And so unspeakably foolish and often truly evil are the people in it! And
I tell you that, at present, there is hardly one half-righteous among a hundred people, and hardly one fully
righteous among a thousand. For the world has stricken them all more and (only rarely) less with complete
blindness.
9 Behold the shameful fashion! I tell you, it is a vicious worm of death, which begins to eat away the hearts
while still alive. The fashion has been assigned by Me with one of the greatest curses! For it is the ‘make-up of
death’, by which thousands and even millions have already been cheated of eternal life.
10. Behold now the accursed dance! It can be likened to a steam train ride, by means of which one can reach
– in physical, but even more so in spiritual respect – the double grave with truly gigantic speed! The male and
female dancer carry death below their arms. What shall I do with them then? I let them go, for they have their
reward already, which they have sweated so much for!
11. And now, behold the usury, the envy, and the stinginess! – These three are, from top to bottom, the ‘soul’
of the human larvae (the word ‘man’ is a too sublime description for such utterly dead servants of death!) Yes,
they cannot even be called ‘sinners’ anymore, because the sinner is yet sometimes repentant, and possesses
at least occasionally still the desire to change for the better. But these three attributes within a worldly soul,
determining the value of every man only according to the eternally accursed money, has no remorse. Where is
the rich man who would regret being rich! When one has already acquired so much that he, if he would
consume five thousand florins per year, could still live a hundred years and more of his capital alone, and then
he wants to become even richer and richer. But when he should give a hundred florins to a poor man, he
would do so only reluctantly! – How few are there among the rich, who are rich with a joyful heart for their poor
brothers and sisters – I certainly know this better than anyone. I tell you, if you wish to count them with your
fingers, you would still have some fingers left for this city, where there are more than five hundred rich people!
12. And now, behold the faithlessness of the people who only love themselves! Do you think that one of those,
who have declared their love to you, have loved you for who you are? – O believe Me, each one of them loved
only himself in you! – But since, in your better chest, the evil eye of your suitors had to see itself belittled in a
certain respect, they felt uneasy, since their self-love suffered from it, and no less intensely their carnal
sensuality. Behold, that is why they became unfaithful to you!
13. And now you may mourn in your heart, that I have carefully protected and freed you from those, who are
loyal to no one but themselves! – But I say to you… Rather rejoice in that for which you mourn! And believe
Me that you will be doubly healed in your serene breast, through the serenity in Me, and then it will not be
difficult at all for Me to reward your heart, devoted to Me, with a man, already here on earth, who will forever
remain an angel of heaven to you!
14. Believe this word of Mine… I am closer to you than you could ever dream of! – Therefore, if you seek Me
with the love of your heart, the love you have lavished, and still lavish on those unworthy of your love – truly,
you would have found Me a long time ago!
15. Behold, I am your bodily sickness! Yes, I Myself am sick in you. Yes, lovelorn I am in you! And therefore,
you yourself are weak and sickly! – But now, turn all your love from the world towards Me alone, then I will
soon become healthy and strong in you, and you with Me and in Me!
16. You think that your lung is lacking. – Oh no, this is false – rather, your heart is lacking! For you are not
from below, but from above! That is why the worldly happiness is not working in your favor.
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17. Once your heart is healed, your body will be healthy as well, through and through! For this sickness is
merely your trial!
18. But the world as it is now, and the way I have shown it to you in the beginning, will not offer you a healing
balm for your sick heart. I alone can offer it to you, if you turn to Me! For in Me alone will you find the fullest,
freest and most serene rest, and nowhere else – not even in the garb of a so-called privileged Sister of Mercy,
nor in the cold, brick-built churches, but only with Me, through trust and ever-increasing love for Me!
19. Behold, My servant has also been sick before, just like you. But since he found Me, he is healthy, cheerful
and free!
20. But you can also get well, if you will turn to Me! Behold, I, your eternal, holy Father, will not leave you! But
you must come to Me, in your heart!
21. But if you come to Me, you shall be adorned with great glory! For I only look at the denomination of the
heart, everything else is irrelevant to Me!
22. Therefore, come to Me, your Father, to your Jesus! Amen.

Signs of the Time... Usury, disgraceful Clothing, Industry etc.
January 25, 1842
1. This is now a dancing and jumping time, the darkest of all times! This is a sign, that the world is very close
to an unexpected jump, namely, a jump from My now highest love, across an infinite chasm, into the sea of My
highest fire of wrath!
2. The disgraceful way of clothing is a sign that the world has passed over into the most disgraceful harlotry,
whereby everyone has become a gloomy idol for himself, and serving oneself, close to worshipping, and most
of all man wishes to be worshipped. – Behold this, it’s like Sodom and Gomorrah! – For that reason, the end
has come!
3. For the sake of the rich usurers, the people without marriage are increasing, because the poorer people are
forced to remain without a wife, like a semi human being, and this is a terrible sign! With all the heathens, even
the slaves were allowed to have a woman. But now they set boundaries to the free man, because he is poor
and that the usury does not suffer any harm! – Therefore, cursed be this last time, and each usury with it!
4. Take a look at the so called industry, that terrible sign of this time! It is the soul of all usury, the oppression
of all brotherly love, the last and widest path to hell. The finalization will be brought about by the metallic ways
(railway)! – Do you understand the speaking sign of this time!?
5. The proud expansion of the cities, wherein of the many thousands of houses not even 10 are built for the
poor, is a strong sign of this time. For also in Sodom’s time the foreign and poor brothers were expelled from
the city, in order to secure the treasures of the (native) wastrels – Do you understand these signs?
6. What does one human being mean to man? – I’m telling you, one pays several silver coins for a load of
garbage. But organize once a market with poor people, so they may be bought in order to support them, and
this market will be an utter flop! It wasn’t even that bad in Sodom! – Do you understand this sign of the last
time?
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7. Behold this paper time! – What solidity shall it offer? I’m telling you, it will not be able to take any more
pressure! But how easily the paper can be ripped apart is already shown by even the weakest of children! –
Do you understand this sign?
8. Do you understand the color of the houses? – Is it not like the one of death? – Thus it is already written
everywhere upon the walls of the houses, what time it is!
9. It was shown by John, what will happen, when the price of the bread will be raised and taxed! Just read
what has been declared to the locusts, if they would dare to do that! – Behold, that time is here!
10. Behold, the usury is clothed with all protection, shields and safeguard and an entire world of custodians is
equipped and ready to defend its ‘rights’. Look at how they rip My earth apart and hack it to pieces! Should I
just stay quiet and do nothing? Recognize this last and hellish sign! Ownership rights before rights! And yet, I
alone am the Lord! – Therefore, recognize also this terrible sign!
11. Behold the fornication of the women of this age and the utter callousness of the youth, which is now
brought up for the carnal wellbeing only, and finally, for the premature harlotry before the entire world! Whereto
with the world?! – Yes, straight into hell with it! This is the last time! – Do you understand it?
12. Finally, look at what almost all churches quarrel over! Behold, it is the gold of the world. But regarding the
world, gold and death mean pretty much the same to Me! Look, that is the true antiChrist, who is doing great
wonders now! But his time is right at the door! Understand it, the end of iniquity and its last judgment is before
you, and before all! Amen, amen, amen.

Blessed are Those, who read and hear
February 22, 1842
Marie H. asks concerning the Book of Revelation of John, Chapter 1, Verse 3…
‘Blessed is he who reads and those who hear the words of this prophecy and guard what is written in it, for the
time is near.’
Wilhelmine H. asks about John Chapter 7, Verse 29…
‘I know Him, because I am from Him, and He sent Me.’
Pauline H. asks about John 6:48…
‘I am the Bread of Life!’
Julie H. asks about John 8:1…
‘And Jesus went to the Mount of Olives.’
The Lord spoke through his servant the following concerning this…
1. Regarding these 4 verses, they have all been taken from John, from various chapters of the Gospel as well
as from one chapter of the book of revelation. Will this little mess in the choice of these verses not present a
little problem, in order to connect them in a way, as if they had always been connected already?
2. So let’s see, how this not quite indifferent matter can be handled. – However, that this matter is not
indifferent, you will easily and clearly see in the course of the following presentation.
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3. ‘Blessed is he who reads and those who hear the words of this prophecy and guard what is written in it, for
the time is near.’ – This is the first verse from the book of revelation from John.
4. What is meant with the word ‘blessed’? – See, My dear little children, this time I will dismantle and explain
the meaning of this like a good teacher would, in all shortness, so that you will have no problem understanding
it!
5. The word ‘blessed’ means as much as… ‘Alive through the Love’. – With ‘whoever reads’ is meant…
Someone, who absorbs the word into his heart. – And ‘hear the words of this prophecy’ means as much as…
A man, which after absorbing the word into his heart, translates it into action by living according to it.
6. So, when someone reads and hears the word of the prophecy, this one truly guards within him what is
written therein, in a living manner. And he also is the one, for whom ‘the time has come near’.
7. Now, what actually is this ‘time’? – Do you think, this ‘time’ is the Last Judgment? – Oh my dear ones, that is
most definitely not the case here! For the mentioned ‘near time’ has nothing to do with a time of doom, but
actually is a time of resurrection. And thus, this time only applies to the one, who absorbs the word and lives
by it – but not to the one, who doesn’t even know the word, and also does not want to recognize it.
8. Whoever does not carry the word in an active way within, in the already mentioned way, this one is already
dead. But what do the dead have to do with time? When is morning, noon, evening and midnight for a dead
tree stump? When is the time close and when far? With this you can clearly see, that the mentioned ‘near time’
is not a time of the dead, but a time of the Living.
9. If you inspect that, which was already given, only a little bit closer, you will soon be able to exclaim with Me,
like it is written in the Gospel of John… ‘We know Him!’ – Namely, in the word. For this originates from Him,
and is the holy I within each living human being and is sent from the Father as a true word of life!
10. So whoever has this ‘Bread of Life’ within themselves, which is the living Word out of Me, this one is also
equal to a living ‘Mount of Olives’, into which Jesus or the eternal Love of the Father has passed over.
11. For every man resembles a mountain of the earth, and thus is either a glacier, or a bald, stony mountain,
or an alp scarcely overgrown with moss, or an active forest mountain, or a low mount of ore, or a vineyard, or
finally – but quite more rare – a Mount of Olives.
12. So, how man can become such a Mount of Olives, is shown in the first verse of this teaching… ‘Blessed is
he who reads and those who hear the words of this prophecy and guard, what is written in it, for the time of the
Mount of Olives has come near to him.’ – And even more blessed will the inner Mount of Olives of life be, if
Jesus will come and walk upon it.
13. Now look, My dear little children, with this we have brought all 4 verses happily together under one roof!
Except for the Mount of Olives within you, everything is quite clear to you. But I do not want to keep anything
from you, and so know, that the ‘Mount of Olives’ is the true humility, meekness, and the most willing serenity
and complete self-abnegation, all of which is the ‘oil of life’. From there originates the name of that mountain,
and finally becomes synonymous with its fruit.
14. And that the ‘Mount of Olives’ is also synonymous with the pure love and the ultimate eternal life out of it (if
Jesus is present at the Mount of Olives), is almost needless to mention, since it has already been shown in
abundance, what the love is all about and what it all contains.
15. And thus, I do not need to give you any further explanations, except to tell you… Full of love is the first
verse, and the second and the third and the fourth. And so, if you have the love, you have everything!
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16. Yes, many things, you will not be able to arrange in a proper order on the way of wisdom – but under the
regiment of love, all things are well in order, so much so that the number 1000 will not be more distant from the
number 1, than the number 2 is. – Does the wisdom not seek after some hierarchy, and did it not also invent
the number system?! But which hierarchy does the true love take into account, and which sole number
belongs to it? – Look, for the love, everything is one!
17. If you would take a rock that has been situated atop a mountain for thousands of years, and would take it
to the top of another mountain, wouldn’t it rest just as well there as it did in its previous location? Look, in the
same way, everything within the love is in its ‘proper place’ and in the ‘correct order’. A pile of sand, which the
four winds have carried together, would be exactly as perfect on the field of love, as if a wise builder would
have built it up grain by grain. And in the same way, a droplet from the southern sea fits completely to a
droplet from the northern sea, so that it could be the first, or the thousandth or even the eons.
18. And in the same way it behaves with every single word, verse and chapter of the Holy Scriptures, because
in the love, everything relates in a well-ordered manner here as well, criss-cross, up and down, to and fro,
back and forth, and even upside down, so that never ever can be thought of any disarray or contradiction in it.
19. And so hold onto the love in everything – then you will surely find the life, so that it would be rather
possible, to lose sight of the location of the sun with open eyes on the brightest day, than to miss the eternal
order and with it the eternal life on the path of love!
20. My beloved little children, consider all of this well and cherish it in your heart, in a living manner. In this
way, you will for sure also find Me and the eternal life, a thousand times more certain, than you are able to find
each part of your body with your hand, even though it is blind!
21. So then, to say it once again… In everything, hold onto the love, then you have Me and the eternal life! –
Amen.
22. My love, My grace, My mercy and My blessing be with you all! Amen.

Jesus explains, who The Father & The Son is
April 27, 1842
… It is written: “Whoever sees Me, sees the Father also!” (John 14,9). – In Mark (13,32) it says: “But
concerning that day and the hour no one knows; not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but the Father
only.” – How can these two passages be brought into agreement? – And doesn’t it also say: “The Father is
greater than I.”
The Lord says:
1. That is a good request to Me; but those, who asked this, should have tried very hard beforehand to consider
this through the main key of love, and thereby see, experience and measure, how deep they have pressed into
their inner being already. – But there are still a thousand spots which they still do not recognize down to the
bedrock of the spirit, and so there still remains enough work for them!
2. As for the present passages, listen and look with an open heart into the sacred depth of My Love within you!
– Because thus says the light of love:
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3. The “Father” is the purest “Eternal Love in God” or the “Eternal intrinsic Word” within Himself. – But the
“Son” is the spoken Word of the Father, or the Father revealing Himself intrinsically in the Son. Both behave
like a thought and a pronounced word, since the thought is the base or the “Father” of the pronounced word,
but the pronounced word is nothing else than the manifesting thought or the “Father” of the word itself.
4. If you now understand this, it must be clear to you that whoever sees and hears the Son, must necessarily,
also see and hear the Father, and that therefore Father and Son are one and the same, just like the thought
and the subsequently spoken word – and that the Father is in the Son, and the Son in the Father, like the
thought in the spoken word and the spoken word in the thought.
5. Therefore you also must understand why the Father is more than the Word or the Son. The word would be a
complete impossibility without the Father or the preceding thought! So the Father, as the eternal begetter of
the Word is more than the begotten Word. But once the Word is begotten, then it is completely identical with
the Father!
6. And if you understand all of this, I think it should be almost unnecessary to further elucidate why (in Mark
13:32) “nobody” knows anything about the day and hour of the coming great judgment upon the whole earth,
spiritually taken, except the Father – and not “the Son” also. If you have only a little mustard seed of intellect in
your heart (not in the brain of the head), you have to immediately realize that the science of the thought makes
itself known through the word – but is the word the science itself? – Therefore, like everything else, only the
Father can know all of this, but not the son, who is like the tongue in the Father’s mouth.
7. In order for you to have a full vision of Father, Son and Spirit, know this:
8. The Godman Jesus was intrinsically the Father Himself, or the Eternal Love and Wisdom clothing Himself
with human flesh – or the fullness of the Godhead incarnate.
9. The pronounced “Word” of the Godman Jesus or His doctrine is the “Son”.
10. But since the Father knew from eternity what He will do, so the Godman Jesus was therefore also eternally
“in the Father” already, but manifested Himself as “Godman” only then physically, when the Father expressed
Himself overtly!
11. Tell Me, do you not yet comprehend, how the Son and the Father are one and the same? – But if you still
have scruples, look at the spirit, for He must guide you into all truth!
12. For the same spirit that was eternally in the Father (who is the eternal basic thought or the eternal purest
love itself) – is for sure also in the Father’s spoken “Words”. But where there is one spirit, there also will be
one and the same being! If it were not so, how had the Godman Jesus been able to say of Himself… “I am the
Way and the Truth and the Life! No one comes to the Father except through Me!”(John 14:6) – which means
as much as… I am the Love or the Father, and the eternal Wisdom or God Himself, or the Spirit and the
spoken Word, or the eternal Life itself, in which the complete Fullness of the Godhead dwells!
13. But since it is this way, tell Me, in what other way can someone get to the Father, if he does not let himself
be grasped and drawn by Him, which is why man has the freedom of his own will!?
14. So, whoever receives the spoken Word of the Father actively and in a living manner, that one then also
receives the Son. But whoever has received the Son, this one will also take in the Father, since the Son and
the Father are one and the same!
15. But he, who has accepted the Son and the Father within himself, will for sure also have the “Spirit” or the
“Light” within himself, which is the same as in the Father and also in the Son, and will by this Spirit be “in all
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truth”, and this for the very simple reason, that there is no other Light besides this one, and all Light therefore
originates from this only Light. – Whoever is in the Light is also in the Father through the Son.
16. But since the Father is the primordial Love Life, and all Light emanates from this Life, man will surely also
have eternal life, if he is within it and the same in him through the Son, the Spirit and the Father!?
17. But I mean, if you are not even more blind than the center of the earth, this should be enough for you to
understand, that whoever sees in the spirit of Jesus, will no longer need a lens tube to behold the Father as
well!
18. But the reason, that you do not understand this, when you read it, is only due to your material-pagan triple
godhood, which was concocted at Nicaea and later became more and more materialized, even up to statuary
art, so that you are not able to separate yourself from it. Therefore you must now die to all previous
(delusional) light, if you want to get to the pure and spiritual light from Me!
19. Understand this and act accordingly, then you will soon and easily get to Me, your holy Father! – Amen.

Peter the Rock
May 18, 1842
(Jakob Lorber) What is the pope, who calls himself ‘a Rock’ also? – Is this in truth a ‘rock’ or a ‘Peter the
Rock’?
The Lord answered…
1. Yes, formerly, before the council of Nicaea, he was a diligent rock. But then, the evil enemy has ignited a
fire of self-love, selfishness and imperiousness around the rock – and as a result, the rock turned into a
limestone.
2. If now, from all sides, the waters from heaven descend upon him, he will fare like the naturally burnt
limestones, once the water is poured over him – he will hiss, swoosh and sizzle, and in all heat start to seethe,
boil, steam and fume, but finally, in spite of all that, he will crumble together into a loose heap, which is
blended among the sand, and together it will keep the dead stones of an even deader wall together.
3. But when such a wall is torn down by another builder, then such mortar is thrown as useless rubble into the
ditches to fill up the puddles! – Behold, this is the alleged ‘rock’!
4. But keep this sheet for yourself! For this matter remains the same, also without this sheet. Therefore, just
keep it for yourself! Amen.

Sects and religious Orders
May 23, 1842
1. All so-called sects and religious orders are an abomination to Me. For I have called all people to love, and
out of that to eternal life. Love, however, only knows brothers, but no sects and religious orders!
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2. Who has drawn such boundaries between you, by which brothers and sisters are often abruptly and
spitefully separated from one another?! – Love knows no boundaries!
3. But the obsession with the world and the various types of self-love have set many boundary stones! It is the
one and only founder of all sects and religious orders, which distinguish from one another in a myriad of foolish
things and silly customs, which are all kept outwardly, but within they are full of decay and disgusting smells,
because there is no love within them, only jealousy, envy, resentment, persecution, blind ambition, and often
an excessive rivalry for status and honor. Here and there one can even find arrogance, pride, splendor,
disdain for the little ones, and as such, imperiousness in the highest order and extent.
4. Behold, that is, what the sects and religious orders of today are, and they weren’t much better before nor
were the driving forces that created them in the first place.
5. Hence, if you wish to live, do not belong to any sect or religious order, but rather dwell in My love alone,
wherein no boundaries exist, for all eternity! – Amen.

Wise Care for Souls... Such Freeloaders can stay away from Me
May 27, 1842
(Jakob Lorber) ‘Beloved Father in Jesus, our Lord, don’t you wish to give me a short and for you pleasing word
to one of Ans. H. W. daughters, whose name day is tomorrow? – I don’t know for sure, if she has a vivid desire
to receive such a word. But if she did, and I wouldn’t bring her anything from You, she might just think I didn’t
actually want to bring her a word from You, as a result of an apparent grudge against her, because of her
occasional, repulsive behavior towards me. Therefore, if it is your Holy Will, dear Father, I am certainly willing
to write something down for her!’
Upon this request, the servant Jakob Lorber received the following words from the Father…
1. Has this heavily extroverted child actually asked this of you? – You say… ‘No, not exactly!’ – And if you
were to ask Me, if she actually asked this of Me in secret and in all love and confidence – see, I couldn’t give
you any other answer than the one you just gave to Me.
2. So, what are we going to do here, if no living desire exists? – Should we perhaps throw the living word after
such children? Or should we just fatten them with it, like the farm woman fattens her capons?
3. Oh no, we won’t do that! Do you understand why?! – Because if we were to do so, the value of this most
delightful gift would plummet drastically, just like a bad paper currency!
4. Look, that is why we won’t do that, until we are asked for it in a most living manner!
5. This girl has filled her heart with an assortment of thoughts about young men and marriage, and she lets her
eyes as well as her heart jovially jump around everywhere, to see, if there is someone who greets her from
afar. – You see, with such a heart and eye activity, the two of us are barely noticed!
6. Do you know what this girl would like the most right now? – You see, if I were to give her, instead of a living
word, a young, beautiful and rich bridegroom – that would be much more to her liking than you, me, and an
entire book full of the most living words!
7. This, however, I am only telling you, so that you may realize upon what the hearts of those are focused, who
also may call upon Me, and sometimes even sigh to Me, like lovers. But of course not because they prefer Me
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over the world, but rather that I may become smoother to grant them as soon as possible, whatever their heart
thirsts for!
8. Such individuals care very little about the heaven I wish to give them. But rather they only want the heaven
they created for themselves from their own desires!
9. Just look, how much better I know man than you do! – Behold, the farmer prays to Me for rain, when the
land is dry, but when it rains too much, he in turn prays for sunshine! – A merchant prays so that he might be
able to buy cheap, but sell at exorbitant prices. – A usurer establishes a foundation, so that meager years can
come anytime. – A lottery player prays until his tongue is sore, just to score a hit. – A girl diligently visits
church, but dresses as if she was going to a theatre – why is that? – Maybe out of love for Me? Oh no! –
Rather, she uses this seemingly devout opportunity to bump into someone she would rather see than Me, or
maybe even to request a spouse as soon as possible!
10. And so you see, I’m worshiped as a means to an end, but not as the purpose itself! Man turns to Me for the
sake of the world, but not for My own sake!
11. But I tell you, this kind of love will surely bring only little to no joy to the both of us! – Or would it serve you
well, if some girl would be nice to you, just so she could win someone else for her heart through you? What
would you do with such a ‘beloved’?
12. Wouldn’t you be telling her… ‘Listen, you deaf and wanton coaxer! Whoever you carry in your heart, turn
yourself directly to him! The one you love will surely be closer to you than I am?! Therefore, leave me
unscathed until you wish to come closer to me, with the love you have for me!’
13. Look, this is how I answer too! – I won’t allow Myself to be used as a negotiator! – Whoever loves Me must
do so for My own sake, but not for worldly benefits – and in turn I will give My love to him, which is the true,
eternal life. And all that is Mine shall be his as well.
14. However, the one who seeks Me only for worldly gains – truly, such a one is worse and more maddening
to Me than the one who never sought Me, in one way or the other. Such freeloaders can stay away from Me at
all times; for they disgust Me!
15. Behold, for this reason I cannot answer your request today! – Leave your girl alone, until her heart takes
another direction! Then she may receive something from Me – but not in the current state! – I do wish to be
generous, but only at the right time and the right place!
16. However, tell J. Martha and the more worldy minded P. H. that I do indeed care deeply for their salvation,
and that they should take My Love for them also very seriously. May this one be blessed, and the other one
gently admonished! – Amen.
17. This say I, the one whom you asked – since I know man better than you do! – Understand this well! –
Amen.

The Gifts of the Spirit
May 31, 1842
“Lord Jesus! You dear and holy Father! Don’t you want to tell me, what the vision of J. V. means, who is a fire
guardian at the castle mountain? – Was it You, who appeared to him a few times, stepping out of a white
cloud? What shall I think of this? – And are similar phenomenons always a condition of a complete rebirth? –
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Dear holy Father, if it is Your holy will, would you please give us a few words about this? But only Your holy
will be done, always! Amen.”
The following answer has been given to the servant Jakob Lorber upon this request:
1. Look, regarding your still a little blind question, all human beings are equipped with all kinds of different
capabilities and talents. One has the gift of advice, another has the gift of intellect, another the gift of
languages, again another the gift of prophecy, another the gift of visions. And again another has the gift of
perception, what you call intuition, and again another has the gift of hearing. Some have the gift of smell, some
the gift of taste. And between all of these are countless gradations and mixtures. Some have the gift of
willpower, some others have a power in their eyes. And so, one has a special ability here and another one has
a special distinction there.
2. Through the true humility and love for Me, everyone can increase their inherited talent up to the perfect
spiritual life! – However, because of that, no one is better than the other, but rather, it is given so that he can
and should serve his brothers with his special gift in all love – that’s why something special is given to
everyone!
3. For if everyone had received the exact same thing, and all would be equally equipped, would a brother go to
another and ask for his service? – Think about it! – Oh look, in this case, no one would do that; for he would
already be equipped with what he needs!
4. But according to My love, no creature in the entire infinity is perfectly equipped with all talents, so, the lack
of one or the other talent is the most beautiful and lasting bond of mutual love, by which one brother becomes
indispensable to the other and he will have to snuggle to him, so he may be able to utilize his brother’s talent.
5. Therefore, the visions of the devout man, about whom you posed your question, can be in good order just
as your hearing is in good order for you!
6. But no one is completely excluded from one or the other talent, but rather the actual difference consists in
the dominance of one or the other talent with one or the other person. – But when man passes over into the
spiritual life, then the preeminent talent will be awakened first.
7. And thus, neither the ability to see a vision, nor any other thing is absolutely necessary for the complete
rebirth; but rather only humility and love. Everything else is only a result of that and always complies with the
original possession of any talent.
8. You should be able to grasp such things out of yourself by now. – The visions of J. V. are therefore correct,
even though some impure things cling to it.
9. But you stay with the word! For therein resides the clearest vision! – For that reason, it is the source of all
light and all vision! – Understand this well! – Amen.

Death... The Worldly Wise, Materialists & Scoffers
June 7, 1842
The Lord says...
Request of the servant… ‘Oh, You my most dearly beloved Lord and Father, Jesus, You most holy, most
affectionate God from eternity to eternity, You all-merciful counselor in every need! – You see, that my heart is
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troubled by many occurrences, and you know them. For that reason it won’t be necessary to describe or write
them down for You, most holy father. – Please give me a consolation, so that on account of such blows upon
my truly poor heart, I may not become incapable to fulfill the business of the spirit, that you have entrusted to
me, and thru such inability even lose, what You have so mercifully entrusted to a poor sinner like me! – Oh
You holy, dear and good father, have mercy on me and free me from this affliction of my heart! – Your will be
done! – Amen.’
1. Yes, yes, I know all too well what is bothering you. – However, for such a case, remember this: Wherever
you cannot change anything, because of the freedom of will and freedom of knowledge bestowed upon every
human being, there you can save yourself all efforts and works in the future! For you will not ever be able to
reawaken to life a from the center completely rotten tree, even if you were to water it eagerly every single day.
2. Therefore, don’t concern yourself with the things that come out of the mouths of such impure human spirits,
which lust only after the things of the world! Let them draw upon the treasury of their worldly prudence, which
originates in the world and belongs solely to the world! Let them speak and exercise their highly praised
monetary virtues! Let such worldly wise talk black and white, and let even My old word as well as every new
word be an utter folly to them! Look, we have to at least grant them this miserable and short-lived bliss for their
money virtues, because they also terminate everything with the only true life in this world!
3. Behold, these utter materialists are the most lukewarm spirit men of all! Yes, they are as indolent as matter
itself, to which they cling – which is why they cannot raise themselves above the dead nature of their own
matter, nor any other matter.
4. Since matter is something firm and the only thing comprehensible for them, their spirit eventually passes
over into it as well, completely surrendering to matter and basing all of its thoughts upon it, for as long as a
spark of life glows within it. For this very reason, all spiritual things are nothing but utter folly to them.
5. But since the spirit is fully encapsulated in its matter, it may very well happen that it starts quipping and
speaking shrewdly from within its matter, this form of speech being chock-full with worldly prudence. – Now,
however, comes the great ‘but’! Now you shall hear something completely new!
6. But when the matter of such people has consumed their spirits in this way, like a wick consumes the oil in
the lamp (upon which the faint flame finally goes out) – in the same way their spirit will go out as well, forever.
Behold, these are exactly those human larvae that are neither cold nor warm, but lukewarm – meaning, they
are neither good nor bad, but dead like the matter itself. And because of this, I will spit them out – or in other
words… They will eternally cease to be, after this life. Because they are just as incapable to be invigorated by
chastisement as a dead stone is. As such, they are also not decomposable.
7. But where life is no longer conceivable, where should a reward go, which is the eternal life itself?! – As the
saying goes, it’s much easier for a camel to traverse the eye of a needle, than for a rich and spiritually dead
person to pass over into life! – Truly, I say to you: If the rich one will not do as I advised the rich young ruler,
he will not receive life.
8. But whoever will say… ‘I’m saving for my children, so I may provide for them and eventually make them
independent.’ – We also do not want to begrudge his joy and we will let him prepare the eternal grave for his
children as well, undisturbed. – Do you think I care for such people? – I tell you… A rotten apple has a higher
standing with Me than such people!
9. In light of this, you don’t need to grieve, nor do you need to worry, rather, joyfully grant them this short bliss,
just as I do. – For if they despise the old gospel and consider Me a ‘poor fellow’, they will do the same thing
with you, because you bear witness to Me, and only to Me, the scorned and derided one, the one who was
crucified.
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10. But I tell you… If your word would be applauded by the world, it would not be from Me! But the contempt of
the world is always the greatest testimony of that originating from Me.
11. So, whoever reviles you and flees from you, reviles and flees from Me as well! For whatever comes forth
from you, that also comes forth from Me. – So be cheerful! – Amen.

Short Scripture Explanations by Jesus through Jakob Lorber
August 16 and 17, 1842
0. I will give you and the others something very noteworthy and this shall always be carried with oneself and
be fully absorbed – also to the children of Ans. H. W. shall this be given. He that will take heed of these things
in his heart shall have righteousness in life, and shall walk its straight way, which is full of light and leads to
Me! – And so write then:
1. The Servant is not greater than His Lord, nor the Apostle greater than He who sent him – John 13:16
What is therefore the state of today’s servants and apostles, since they establish altars for the servants, and
the apostles are honored as if they were more than I! Since all authority is taken away from Me and all honor is
usurped – and I must be as the servant and the apostle want it, but not that they would act according to My
will! And yet pray: Your will be done! – What does this mean? – Does this not mean to deny God with every
fiber?
2. My Yoke is easy, and My Burden is light – Matthew 11:30
But how is it, that men, in order to gain death, would rather put up with whole mountains on their shoulders
under the pressure of an iron yoke than just a feather’s fluff of My loving will? – Because they are dead and
therefore do not notice how and what presses them! – O how absolutely foolish the world yet is!!!
3. It is the Son of Man, Christ, who alone sows good Seeds – Matthew 13:37
This proves abundantly whose spirit’s children those are that say… ‘Whatsoever does not come from a certain
city, or from a certain leader or at least has been approved by him, is the work of Satan.’ – If therefore the Son
of Man does not do according to the will of this city (or this leader), since He cannot possibly do that, what is
He then? – O harlot! What wicked game are you playing with Me!
4. Not all who say to Me… ‘Lord, Lord’ will enter the Kingdom of Heaven, but only those who do the Will of My
Father in Heaven – Matthew 7:21
So neither the Dominus tecum (The Lord be with you), nor the Dominus vobiscum (The Lord be with you all)
and least of all the Domine exaudi orationem meam (Lord hear my prayer) will bring about the Kingdom of
Heaven! That goes without saying when considered from My perspective. – I think that this concerns only the
Lord of the world – because I only look at the works, but not at the Dominus tecum, vobiscum and at the empty
exaudi!
5. Whoever does the Will of My Father in heaven is My Brother, Sister and Mother – Matthew 12:50
Therefore, it would be much better to say: Amate fratres (Love,
brothers) than orate fratres (Pray, brothers), whereby the silent chattering prayer is then considered a work of
love, but all other acts of love are considered as nothing, except only the moving of the thumb and the index
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finger for the orate fratres! Oh, these are, these would be strange mothers, sisters and brothers! Truly, they
are not in any degree of inner kinship with Me!
6. He that has My Commandments, and guards them, it is he that loves Me – John 14:21
That means: Whoever has the love and remains faithful and consistent in the love, surely loves Me and his
neighbor, for these are My commandments, that men should love God above all things and their brothers and
sisters as themselves. – But how does one brother love another, if he is his lord and judge? – And how can he
love a man as a brother at all, if he does not first want to recognize and love the great holy Father? Without
Him, what is one man to another?
I say: Nothing more than a pack animal, which by nature should be moral, and which should serve the rich and
therefore also the powerful for the worst wages, and the latter then rules over him, the poor brother, as a lord
and judge! But such lords and judges certainly do not guard My commandments, just as the pack animals that
are supposed to be moral do not guard them, since they are full of anger, envy and revenge against those who
want to be their judges and their perfect lords over life and death. – O abomination upon abomination! – Verily,
these shall never see the face of the Father in heaven! – And I shall never come to them and reveal Myself to
them!
7. In this My Father is honored, that you bear much fruit – John 15:8
What is the fruit that is to be brought forth manyfold, wherein does it consist? – The works of love and all
humility from it, this is the fruit that is to be brought to Me. – But on what tree shall this fruit grow, if the tree of
love and life belonging to it has dried up from the root and is therefore completely dead?!
8. I command you to love one another – John 13:34
Do not judge and condemn, and have not more joy when a brother, if he has gone astray, falls into legal
punishment, instead of you having mercy on him and setting him on the right path. Truly, if I had
commanded: ‘Rob one another and then strike each other dead’ – such a command would certainly have
found much applause in an active manner.
But nobody wants to love his brother and his sister! O you wicked world!
– It will take much of the fiercest fire to rid you of your harshness!
9. But if the Light that is in you is Darkness, how great must your Darkness then be – Matthew 6:23
That means, if a man already loves what is false, in order to get a freer scope for his wickedness, how great
must be the love for evil itself! – Behold, this is the praised wisdom of the world, the enlightened reason: to
invent rules, so that under them man could sin all the more freely! – But My rule, which is love, it deems paltry
and unworthy of a man who wants to be a perfect scholar of reason, which rebukes love and speaks gloriously
of suicide! – O world! – O abomination!
10. Blessed are the Peacemakers, for they shall be called Children of God – Matthew 5:9
Where are they now? Certainly not behind the cannons, swords and spears.
– But where is now a peaceful people, who lives together in the peace of true brotherly love behind My
protective weapons! – But rather, wherever there exists any peace at all, it is only the result of fear from the
cannons, swords and spears. O how few are there now on earth, who would justly be called children of God,
how few blessed ones! – For now all go forth with weapons, either with weapons in their hands or with a sharp
and double-edged tongue! – Where then are the peaceable ones, where are the blessed ones, where are the
children of God?
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11. If the Salt is tasteless, with what shall one Salt? – Luke 14:34 & Matthew 5:13
This question applies preferably to the present time, where nearly all salt has become stale, dull and tasteless,
because one digs it no longer from the mountains of love, but prepares it only from the cesspools of
selfishness. Tell Me, with what flavour will the unripe and untimely fruits of the world get seasoned with this
salt?
Or does not almost every father now have his children salted thoroughly with this filthy salt for the sake of
independence one day and the bread connected with it? – Oh, independence shall become theirs in
abundance one day also in My kingdom!
I will also know how to position them independent and alone, so that certainly nothing will ever come near to
them. For I will make them statues like the wife of Lot and then place them in lonely deserted regions. There
they shall preserve their salt of independence unimpaired for eternity! – Do you now understand the stale salt?
12. When you fast, anoint your Head and wash your Face, so that you do not show off before People with your
fasting – Matthew 6:17
This meaningful verse is also especially appropriate for this time, when all kinds of fasting have reached their
highest peak. Some run to the churches only to be seen as pious people and that they would like to gain grace
with one or the other clergyman, others go to the church to just be a little lazy, others again to meet there in
some church corner with their ordered lovers and to communicate with each other about one or the other
intended opportunity to sin.
Others again to gossip with a neighbour about people or to see with what kind of clothes this one and that one
is dressed. Another goes again because of his pious relatives, in order to be respected by them, so that they
praise him and give him gifts as well. Again another goes to church, in order to thereby dispel many a bad
suspicion that rests on him.The best, at best, goes to the house of prayer with half a semi-faith, or better
superstition, in order to ask for a temporal advantage, rarely from Me, but nevertheless from some saint – but
no one goes, that he may give Me honor!
Yes, there are many other reasons why people run to the houses of prayer, but I am least of all the reason
why people run to there. – Behold, they are all unwashed fasters, they have no anointed head! – So people
really fast only out of fear of Rome, but out of love for Me no one wants to fast, neither in one nor in the other.
No one wants to truly deny himself, take the cross on his shoulder and follow Me.
Everyone only wants to keep up appearances, rather than to be real, that is why – since appearances are
enough for the world service. Why then the arduous work of being real? – Why the anointing of the head, and
why the washing of the face? For appearances are enough for the world! – I am the nobody anyway! – But the
time will soon come for everyone, when the unwashed and unanointed will be separated like chaff from wheat.
Then the appearance will leave them and in their nakedness they will be thrown into the fire of the dragon. –
Understand this well!
13. Do not judge, lest you be judged – Matthew 7:1
I mean, this verse text stands now with yet so many other texts clearly written in the book of light and life like a
fifth wheel on the wagon! – Whoever should find this exaggerated, just go through the millions of worldly laws
and ordinances and then also the countless mutual civil considerations, which all are dealt with, judged and
condemned before the courts of the world and even, politically taken, must be, – then the fifth wheel on the
wagon will become as clear to him as the sun in broad daylight.
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Not to think of other mutual judicial considerations, since one man is a constant judge to another! – Should I
therefore erase such fifth whee texts from the Scriptures? – Oh no, this will not happen. Heaven and earth
shall pass away before I erase even one tittle because of the wickedness of men! – But such texts will one day
judge mankind and will block the way to life for them. Therefore nothing more of the fifth wheel!
14. The Tree is known by its Fruit – Matthew 12:33
This text also belongs already more into the realm of the fifth wheel at the wagon nowadays. You ask: But
why? Listen therefore: It is true, however, that the tree is known only by its fruit, whether it is a good tree or a
bad tree. But tell Me, how can one recognize a tree, which is does not bear fruit?
Oho, how are you now at a loss for an answer! – Behold, a tree can also be recognized by its leaves; for thus I
recognized even the fruitless fig tree, which was the only one that I cursed, because it bore no other fruit than
those of the appearance as food for the worms and the decay of the earth! – Behold, on this tree is written with
brazen letters the lot of the now living lukewarm, fruitless mankind! Understand this!
15. Out of the abundance of the Heart the Mouth speaks – Matthew 12:34 & Luke 6:45
Behold, this is the true judge. However, the question here in this time
is: What then does the mouth speak about, if the heart is completely empty due to the immense lukewarmness
of the people, who became even too sluggish for sinning – due to the former too diligent sinning – let alone
that in addition, they should carry good fruit? – Behold, this is now an entirely different question!
It is also said: According to your works you will be judged. That is all the same; how then will the judgment turn
out with those who have no works at all? – I tell you, everything will be judged according to the appearance of
the fruitless fig tree mentioned above. For what is dead is judged already, it needs nothing but a curse to
destroy all the parasitic plants on the noble fruit trees! Do you understand this? Oh yes, you understand it!
16. Every Scribe that is taught in the things of Heaven, is like a Householder that brings out of his Treasure
new and old – Matthew 13:52
Why? Because it is already founded in My order from eternity, that from every seed a fresh fruit as well as the
same seed, as it was sown before into the earth, emerges – and without the older tree no new fruit is possible.
If something is to come into being, then a reason must be present. – So also an older word is the reason for a
newer one and an older teaching the reason for a new one, just as the previous life is a reason for the next life.
So understand this; for according to this My word is judged in its fullness of truth, whether it has the true old
foundation! Do you understand this? – Yes, this is what you must understand foremost!
17. The true Worshipers will worship the Father in Spirit and in Truth – John 4:23
That is, in a living manner through works of charity! For no one can say, Our Father, unlesshe openly shows,
by works of charity from his heart, that he regards all men as his brothers and sisters. But he who does the
works of love is he who worships the Father in spirit and in truth. Understand this well and in a deep, living
manner!
18. The Letter kills, but the Spirit makes alive – 2 Corinthians 3:6
That means, no knowledge and no faith is of any use to you without deeds! What good is a menu to a hungry
man? For him a piece of the most ordinary bread outweighs a whole library full of the richest menus and
cookbooks! – Therefore, life depends only on the work itself, but not on the empty knowledge of the work. This
is what this verse means!
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19. The Truth shall set you free – John 8:32
How and when? – When it becomes a living light in your heart, which stems from the fire of a living and active
love! – And this light alone can be called truth with the fullest right – but otherwise, every truth understood with
the mind is like a painted fruit, which is quite beautiful to the eye, but to a hungry stomach it is pure foolery and
as good as a bare lie. – Understand this!
20. No one who puts his Hand to the Plow and looks back, is fit for the Kingdom of Heaven – Luke 9:62
The hand is the will, the plow is the word of God, the kingdom of heaven is the active and loving life according
to the word. If a man takes hold of the word of God and does half of it, but half of it he applies to the world and
says: As long as I live in the world, I must with it.
Therefore, I cannot completely break with it, but because of it, I am forced to go along with many things, at
least for the sake of appearances, so that it does not think this or that of me or even say it aloud!
Because one cannot change the world, and so nothing else can be done than to go along with it, whatever one
does not recognize as absolutely bad. Apart from that, however, one can do and think and believe what he
wants! – But this means to put one’s hand to the plow and to pull it back into the world in order to just not
become crucified by it!
But the question is: How will the field be cultivated for the sowing of the seed of life? – By the way, it is
certainly true that pulling back the plow costs much less effort than pushing it forward. But he who does this,
as the text says, is not at all fit for the kingdom of heaven. For until you have given back to the world the last
penny you have borrowed from it, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven! Heed this well, and be perfect
husbandmen!
21. The most difficult in the law is Justice, Mercy and Faithfulness – Matthew 23:23
Behold, this is a main knot, who will untangle it, and how? For, strictly speaking, justice and the faithfulness
that is tied to it excludes all mercy, since to act justly means nothing else than to act faithfully to the law; while
to be merciful means as much as to remit the law to someone. – But how is this to be understood? Be
merciful, and you will also receive mercy? – How can someone be merciful and just? – I tell you: Nothing is
easier than this; let one be just toward himself and merciful toward his brother, then he lives in the perfect
order of God and is thereby perfectly just, merciful and faithful. Such things are to be well observed and vividly
understood!
22. Blessed is the Servant when the Lord comes and finds him doing (his
Duty) – Luke 12:37
The question here is, what kind of duty then? – Nothing else but only My will, which consists solely and only in
the commanded love; whereby then it is prayed in a living manner in spirit and in all truth: Your will be done! –
Understand this unto eternal life!
23. Put the new Wine into new Wineskins, and both are preserved – Matthew 9:17
Therefore the living word can only enter those hearts, which have become completely new through self-denial.
But if it would announce itself in the old hearts, filled with dross and therefore rotten hearts, it would do to them
exactly what the new wine does to the old brittle wineskins – namely it would tear them apart and then perish
with them. And that is why one should not throw the pearls before the swine. This should also be considered
extremely well.
24. Wisdom is justified by her children – Matthew 11:19
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This is faithful and true. But let not these be concerned, if they are not understood by the world; for the ways of
the night are different, and again much different are the ways of the day. He that walks by day knows where he
goes, but the sojourners of the night run about as madmen, and none knows why or where. – Therefore let not
the day bother regarding the judgment of the night. Rather, the day justifies the day!
– This you should also understand very well.
25. To him that has shall be given more, that he may have in abundance – Mark 4:25 & Matthew 13:12
This seems almost like an injustice, but it is not. For it means only as much as: If anyone has exercised his
little strength, and is now able to bear greater burdens, he will thereby not become weaker, but only stronger.
– But he who had never wanted to exercise his small strength will immediately lose this strength as soon as he
will use it to carry a burden, however small it is, and he will soon sink exhausted into full death.
That is why you constantly exercise all the powers of the spirit, and thus you will one day stand in the fullness
of the eternal life’s power and will be able to carry the greatest burdens of My love, grace and mercy on your
shoulders. So, to him, who has will be given in abundance, but he who does not have will also lose what he
had from the beginning.
Do you understand this? – Yes, you must understand this!
26. John said to Me: Master, we saw one casting out devils in Your name, but he did not follow us, and we
forbade him because he did not follow us. But Jesus said: You should not forbid him, for what is not against us
is for us – Luke 9:49-50
May this text always be your defense against all the attacks of the world! – For he who is not against Me is for
Me. You will understand this, won’t you? – Only one thing is necessary, and this one thing is My salt and My
peace in you! Understand this well, all of you, Amen. This say I, Jesus, always faithful and true – Amen, Amen,
Amen.

Seek, ask & knock... The Lord as testing Bride
January 1, 1843
The Lord says...
1. “Seek, and you shall find, ask, and you shall receive, knock, and the door shall be opened for you!” – Or…
“Pray without ceasing” – which means, keep your hearts always and completely with Me, and not always half
of it also with the world, thus you will soon and easily find, what you seek und soon receive, what you ask for
and the Gates of Life will be opened for you without any further delay. (Matthew 7:7)
2. But if one is conditioned to only seek in the ‘wall’, which is studded with all sorts of heathen carvings and
paintings, and if one only pleads in front of statues and prays in front of baked breads and knocks at the
stones, truly, such a one will find little, and receive even less, and the stones will not turn towards him!
3. But if somebody were to say… “Lord, I have sought, prayed and knocked for quite some time now, and yet I
could not find anything, nor have I ever received something in particular, and neither has something opened
up in front of me!” – To him I say… Friend, what are you talking about?! – Hear and see, I want to show you
some good illustrations, and these shall justify Me before you, so that you may not fret about My delay!
4. See, a bridegroom had a rich and most beautiful bride. The bride was acutely smart and said to herself… ‘I
know what I will do, so that it will be apparent, if my bridegroom is completely sincere with me. I will go on a
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trip, and he shall not know of my whereabouts. When I go on a trip, however, I will only do so for the sake of
appearance, but in reality I will stay close to my bridegroom, so nothing will escape my eye and I will notice
exactly, how his heart is constituted.”
5. However, since the bride went on a trip, the bridegroom says to himself… ‘See, my bride went on a trip and
has commended me the faithfulness of my heart, and she has promised to return to me very soon. Only,
instead of keeping her word, she writes one letter after another and she constantly reminds me to stay faithful,
but she herself does not want to come. What does that mean? She always staves me off and says… ‘I come, I
come tomorrow’ – and behold, she doesn’t come! – What is it with her that she keeps on delaying?
6. The close by bride however, disguised as a servant of the bridegroom, says to him… ‘My lord, please allow
your servant to have a word with you, for I know exactly what makes your bride keep on delaying. See, your
bride, who is closer to you than you think, constantly gets a hint, that you also have a thing with a harlot of
sublime nature, and that you share your heart between the bride and the harlot. And that is why your bride
went on a trip and now keeps on delaying. Let go of the harlot, and your bride will not delay any longer!’
7. Behold this illustration and contemplate it within you, and you will guess quite easily that in this example,
you are the bridegrooms, and I am the bride, and the harlot is the world!
8. But I am telling you… The bride is disguised among you and watches every move of your heart, and she
says to all of you now… ‘Let go of the harlot completely, and the bride will no longer delay for those who have
turned to her completely!’
9. Therefore seek, ask and knock, then the bride will be yours! – Seek, ask and knock… but in spirit and truth,
and not in the wall, in the carvings and in the paintings or in the baked bread, but as said, in spirit and in truth
within your heart, then you will find and receive, and the bride will open the door to her chamber!
10. This may be granted to all of you in this new year! Amen. This says the Bride! Amen.

The foolish and the wise Virgin
January 15, 1843
1. Just write! The picture is right, but the words are still worldly and the application is wrong, and thus does not
withstand in a trial in every structure and progression from the bodily to the spiritual. So we want to give this
matter in a way, that it certainly corresponds with all spheres. Therefore, write this image down as a correct
parable!
2. Whoever walks in My paths, comes to the light. Yes, whoever walks upon My paths, is already walking in
the light and walks already upon the living paths. And I am the destination of the peregrination upon the bright
path of life.
3. But whoever walks upon he paths of the world and its prudence, walks in the night. But the night is the
death, and death is the destination of this peregrination in the night.
4. Whoever walks with Me, walks correctly and will preserve his life, even if he would lose it a thousand times.
But whoever seeks to preserve his life within the thicket of the world’s night without Me will lose it, even if he
possessed it a thousand fold!
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5. ‘But at that time, there will be 2 individuals upon the field. One will be taken in and the other will be left in the
judgment. And 2 will grind in a mill. One will be taken and the other one will be judged.’ – Thus you cannot do
anything to preserve your life without Me. But with Me, you are all-powerful against death.
6. Therefore look at a parable! Whoever has ears, shall listen, and not turn away an open eye from My mouth!
7. It happened that to bodily related virgins lived in one place. One of them was rich with worldly treasures,
while the other was poor. But they did have fellowship together and lived under the same roof. For the rich one
was unwise, and she was in need of the poor ones wisdom.
8. As long as the land was peaceful, everything was fine, and the 2 virgins had it well together. But as soon as
the land was afflicted with war, because of its the worldly riches, a difficult test came upon the 2 virgins.
9. When the war-army approached their place, a great fear beset the rich virgin, so much that she became
completely confused. But when she managed to distance herself from the initial daze of fear, she bundled all
her precious belongings together, and did not forget the golden candlesticks and lamps; but she did not think
about bread and oil. – Together with all her treasures, she fled into a ravine in the mountains and hid within a
dark cave.
10. But the poor one thought to herself… Why should I hurry?! All I have is my life. To preserve it, I need
nothing else than bread, and to find my way around in a cave of the nearby protective mountains, I need a
light. She took therefore a large amount of bread and a good lamp, filled with oil, with her, and she also didn’t
forget to take along a proper lighter.
11. Since the poor one knew, where her friend fled to, she followed her in order to serve her with her wisdom.
But when she arrived at the cave and found some traces, which were a clear indicator that her friend had hid
herself here, she started calling for her and she looked everywhere for her with her burning lamp. But there
was nothing to be found of the rich friend!
12. So the poor virgin thought again… What do I want to do now? My friend has hid herself from me. I have
bread, light and enough oil, so I will stay here until the army has passed by, and then I will move back to my
dwelling, where I will call the neighbors, so they can help me to find my friend!
13. After many days the army moved on, and the poor virgin did, what she had set out to do. And look, the
neighbors came with torches and searched the cavern, and they soon found the rich virgin, but she was dead.
She had to starve and choke during the musty night in the cave of her mountain.
14. The poor one inherited all the treasures of the rich one made the most of it and soon became the richest
person in all the land!
15. So, whoever seeks the life of the world, will lose it and perish under its great burden. But whoever thinks
little of it and rather seeks to preserve the life of the soul, through the living bread and the righteous light, is a
wise one and skilled for kingdom of heaven.
16. Therefore, seek especially the kingdom of God and His righteousness; everything else will be added to
you! – Who may serve two Masters, that are enemies among each other? – Therefore, only serve one Lord, in
love and truth!
17. Whoever does his work on the field for the true Lord, he will surely be recognized by the Lord and taken in.
But whoever does the same work on the field of love and in the mill of truth, but out of self interest, he will
certainly not be accepted by the Lord.
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18. Walk in the light, therefore and do what is of the Lord, namely, His will, thus you will not choke and starve
in the ‘cave of selfishness’. And the benefit, that you will gain from the death of the world, will be great, and
you won’t be able to measure the treasures with a measuring tool. Understand this and consider it spiritually
and corporally! Amen.

I advise you to leave the City, but this is no Command, only an Advice
January 16, 1843
Answer to an inquiry of Ans. H. about relocation.
1. So, tell My friend, who turned to Me with this question, the following: My advice is not a command, and
therefore does not force anyone to do anything. Nevertheless, the one for whom the advice was intended,
should not take it too lightly, if he truly wants to fare well.
2. I have already illustrated My just displeasure serveral times in every respect concerning all city life. I have
shown, how the cities, without exception, already live in the most perfect anti-Christianity, and in them nothing
else other than this exists anymore: self-love, stinginess, envy, deceit of all kinds, harlotry of all kinds, lechery,
sensuality, usury, gluttony, depravity of all morals and, in general, all kinds of vices!
3. What is more natural, than to turn My countenance away from such a communal dwelling place of all vices,
and I certainly will turn my countenance completely away, and I will mete out a strong judgment over such a
dwelling place of Satan! – Whether or not it will be safe to stay there, My friend, this is now for you to assess!
4. Therefore I say to you: Depart the city as soon as possible, leave the dwelling of vices, for I shall afflict it
with great inflation at the earliest, with great darkness shall I smite it, and let it pass over completely into all
harlotry, so that it may suffocate in the mud of the night and its most irksome world life.
5. So, I advise you to move out of the city; but by no means do I command you to do so. But I mean, if
someone knows from Me, that it is no longer safe to stay in a house, since it’s close to collapsing, he would be
a great fool if he doesn’t want to follow the advice of the one, who only knows too well, what the state of the
house is!
6. In the same way I also led the people of Israel out of Egypt, for I knew how things were with this country. In
the same way, Lot had to get out of the city, for I knew how things were with the city. In the same way, I also
let My own escape from Jerusalem, before I judged this old adulteress.
7. See, My advice is always of this nature; whoever obeys it at the right time will not be touched by the
judgment – for it will come like a flash of lightning, out of the blue!
8. But you ask: Where should I move to, oh Father, where would it please you? – I’m not telling you to move
here or there! Wherever your sense takes you, go there, and I will be with you, I will go with you, and bless
you! – Do not ask whether the Land of Carinthia is the correct one; but if you do move there, I will be with you.
9. But you should not settle readily anywhere in Styria, whose heart is the city in which you currently live, for,
like the heart, so also is the body!
10. Carinthia, Switzerland and Württemberg are still the best countries. Tyrol would not be so bad either if the
valleys were not so full of darkness – but it is still much better than Styria and other Austrian regions. That’s
why I want to keep it safe for a while from the encroaching pestilence!
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11. But what should you tell your wealthy relatives if they were to ask you why you’re doing this? – Firstly, you
are a lord of your own will and can do as you please; and secondly, it is better to listen to Me than to the
relatives! – Let the dead bury the dead, you, however, follow Me!
12. At the time, however, should you intend to follow My advice, I will give it to you literally, what you must tell
them, and no one will prevent you from proceeding with your venture, a venture most pleasing to Me. But don’t
delay it for too long; because My cannon is loaded and aligned!
13. But I also will protect My other friends as well. How? Oh I know! – So heed this advice, if you want to…
Amen.

The Forgiveness of Sins by Priests and how Forgiveness of Sins truly works
March 28, 1843
1. So you want to give something to the eldest daughter of A. H.-W. from Me, for her birthday? – Yes, I want to
give her something too, if she truly would want something. But she doesn’t really trust us. Instead, she still
holds ever so tightly onto the “walls of Rome”. For that reason it a bit difficult to give her something, that she
will truly appreciate and be joyful about in a living manner.
2. But for her to see what the ‘wall of Rome’ is all about, I want to draw her attention to the mightiest
strongpoint, upon which Rome is based. It is in Matthew, chapter 18 verse 18, equivalent in sound and
meaning to John, chapter 20 verse 23.
3. But that this strongpoint is completely false, this is written ever so clearly in the entire 18th chapter of
Matthew, especially from verse 14 to 35, and even more clearly in the “Our Father”, for there it says… “Forgive
us our debts, as we forgive our debtors” – and it doesn’t say… “Forgive us our debts, as the priests forgive us
for them!”
4. Thus, the roman strongpoint, written in Matthew, chapter 18 verse 18, does not signify the priestly power to
forgive sins, but the duty of mutual human and brotherly love, that one person should forgive another all their
iniquities.
5. If all men forgive each other everything, then I will forgive them everything as well. But if they continue to
mutually retain their iniquities among themselves, then I will retain them as well!
6. This is the correct meaning of this immensely misunderstood and equally strong misused Scripture text, and
there is no other valid meaning for Me! – Whoever will live according to this meaning will come to Me; but
whoever does not, will remain outside, even if they would be equipped with a thousand forgiveness of sins by
priests.
7. M. H. should consider these things as well. In this way, she will soon realize that I can forgive sins without
scapular and brevets. Amen.
The purification from sin (The Great Gospel of John, Volume 6 – Chapter 19)
19,1. Says one citizen: “0 Lord, all this would be quite all right if only we had never sinned in our whole life.
The sins are now tormenting us in our hearts as we are before You, Who looks through our heart and kidneys
and is holy throughout, whereas we are exactly the opposite. Therefore, we now find it difficult to be quite
happy and cheerful.”
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19,2. Say I: “Do you think I did not know this before I accepted you? Yet I completely remitted your sins
because you yourself have turned away from all sin and, no longer wanting to sin, will surely not do it.
Therefore, you are no longer sinners but completely free of all sin, and so I think you should have all the more
reason to be joyful with all your heart. ”
19,3. One of the citizens said: “Lord, what happens then to the sinful spots on the soul? For we have heard
that, if someone has once sinned and is released from his sins by improvement through atonement, still a
black spot remains on his soul, through which it is branded so that every quite pure soul avoids it in the other
life because of this spot and cannot create unity with it, and that such a marked soul cannot reach
comprehension of God until it has completely lost this spot in the worst fire of Hades (Sheol).”
19,4. I said: “Yes, yes, the spot remains on the soul until the person has fully denied sin! But whoever has thus
fully seriously denied sin because it is evil and destroys the person and turns away from God and from
everything good and true, has no spot any longer on his soul and no longer needs to fear Sheol’s terrible fire.
But if you have such a respect for your spot of sin on your soul, how can you possibly look at Me, since you
now know who is behind Me and is actually in Me?! Therefore see how weak and foolish you are still!
19,5. I tell you all: If you want to be My disciples, you must take off your whole old man like an old dress and
put on a very new one; for I and the extremely scruffy and tattered Temple teachers of this time are no longer
suitable for each other. Observe this and be sensible, noble, cheerful and full of good spirit!”

Do not throw the Pearls before the Swine
April 7, 1843
O Lord, you said to yours: “Do not throw the pearls before the swine!” But You, most precious Pearl, allowed
yourself to be trampled by priest guys?!
The Lord says:
1. Yes, so it is in the fullest seriousness, but one must clearly distinguish here, who I am – and who the
apostles and disciples are.
2. You are the Lord in your home and can do whatever you want with your treasures, and you must not explain
to anyone, why you do what you think is right. But if you hire a servant for your house, will you give him the
authority to do what he wants with your treasures, without even asking for your advice or sticking to your
rules?! I mean, you’ll only hire your servant to guard your house faithfully at all times, and to carefully prevent
any thief from putting his sticky fingers on your treasure chest!
3. But if you already act this cautiously in your house, then I am certainly not acting unwise by instructing My
servants not to preach My word to the swine, since it is the most living and greatest treasure of My love and
mercy!
4. The point now is to know quite fundamentally, who the swine are – and also, who the thieves are. A swine
stuffs everything in its stomach and uses it naturally for its nourishment. Likewise, a thief steals everything he
will be able to make use of.
5. That’s for sure as clear as daylight. Thus the priests are not to be regarded as swine or thieves, for they did
not want My treasures. They are true murderers, but they are not to be regarded as swine and thieves of My
word!
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6. But there have at all times been certain wizards, magicians, false prophets, and selfish, shamefully clever
and deceitful miracle workers. These could use everything for their own gain. My word, which in itself is
omnipotent, would have been the best water in the mills of these swine and thieves, if they could have gotten it
from somewhere. For this reason I gave My apostles the precautionary command, not to throw My pearls
before such swine and thieves!
7. Such swine and thieves are nowadays all those, who make of My doctrine a mere commodity and let
themselves be paid for every word of the gospel. So they will mix the words of life with their own filth to form a
new miraculous and money-bearing substance out of it.
8. Contemplate all the miraculous images in the countless prayer houses built of stone, clay or wood. Are not
all of them studded with My pearls? Look at all the ceremonial objects; there is not one, not even the church
dust itself, that would not be enwrought and interwoven with these pearls, wherever possible! – I mean, it will
hardly be necessary to tell you more about it.
9. The first apostles carefully followed this commandment; but with the ever-increasing distribution of My word
it was impossible to prevent, that swine and thieves would enter My large vineyard on the wide and open
earth. So the commandment in itself has always been followed.
10. But since swine and thieves are also living creatures, who also have their own free will, they were very well
able to enter the large vineyard as well and commit an unseemly robbery! Therefore, they only possess what
they have stolen and robbed – but not what would have been given to them.
11. That’s why what they have is dead and does not benefit them for life, rather only for death, because they
stick their hands disingenuously into My bowl. Whoever possesses the pearl and has not received it from Me
in a living manner, but from somewhere else, is a thief, a robber and a swine. Even a millstone in the depth of
the sea would be better for these than such a pearl! For they will not escape their judge, whom they carry
within themselves.
12. But whoever has learned it from Me, the Father, and has the Word vividly, possesses it righteously. Yet
even he has to keep in mind, that he does not throw it before the swine! This is how it is to be understood, and
so you too should understand it, My son. Amen.

God’s Patience and Forbearance & The Necessity of Free Will
July 23, 1843
Oh Lord and most holy Father! – Yesterday I learned through your and my friend A. H. -W., that a mother has
brutally abused her child – and now I am considering, that such disgraceful cruelties are practiced with an
even greater potency here and there.
Please tell me, if You, as the most just and almighty God of heaven and earth and of all people pay attention
to such things or not?
For look, when one observes the huge and wrathful abominations of mankind, and how they can be practiced
without any kind of punishment, one might come to the conclusion, at least with a semi-thought, that You do
not intend to take care of mankind on earth any longer, whether in general nor in particular.
So therefore tell me, how are things with such disgusting occurrences? Do You notice them, or do You let
everything go by blithely, no matter what happens? Or must it happen necessarily, and in such a way? – What
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should I think of this? – Oh Lord, and most loving and holy Father of all children of men on earth, please inform
me about this adequately! – Your will be done! Amen.
The Lord says:
1. First I must tell you, that your question is completely redundant, and on top of that, very foolish, for if you
have an inkling of a God of love, even if you don’t yet completely trust and hope in Him and love Him, but
already with such a hunch, such a foolish question should barely cross your mind, let alone in your condition,
wherein you have been able to talk with Me already for more than 3 years in an unprecedented manner, every
single second, just like you talk with man!
2. And secondly, I have shown and explained to you multiple times already the endless necessity of man’s free
will, and how the eternal life of the spirit solely depends on it, and that I, if I want to preserve it, rather have to
die Myself, than to just slightly touch this free will with My Omnipotence. For the slightest touch of the freedom
of man’s will with My Will would instantly cost the life of every man!
3. All of that I have shown you how many times already? And yet you can ask Me – the One you should know
by now – such foolish questions?!
4. Look at Loth’s wife! She was smitten by the might of My Will, but what happened to her?! – During Noah’s
time My Will took hold of the earth. But whereto did that bring the population, and what did I have to
subsequently do to give the dead and destroyed Ones their existence and life back again?! – Should I then let
Myself be stricken dead again and again, whenever a sin of wrath by a man occurs, in order to provide them a
new life?
5. But how do you love Me then, if you ask Me, why men can do evil in their freedom without getting punished
– and you would rather have Me as a taskmaster than as an incredibly good Father – just to bring Me to the
cross again?! – If you already have a just compassion with man, how come, that I don’t deserve the same from
you? Should I let Myself be crucified daily?!
6. If you happen to witness a foolish mother or unreasonable father abuse their child, you instantly become
furious and want to be at odds with Me, the most loving Father, and say ever so boldly… ‘But Lord, if you truly
are a Lord, how can you even stand to look at such an atrocity?!’ – But I say… Especially the nasty wife shall
be a gospel to you! For it has outraged your temper, and you would have punished her with a hellish fire,
meaning, to chastise her with an endlessly greater torment, than she chastised her child with!
7. But you don’t take into consideration, that all people on earth are My children. And if you found the bad
deeds of such a mother to be outraging, I really wouldn’t want to look into your heart and know, what it would
say to Me, if I would mercilessly beat My erring children in the same way, for each more or less significant
transgression they commit?!
8. You want Me to make the people compassionate, but on the other hand, I should strike every single erring
child dead immediately!? – Truly, with such notions of Me you can certainly stay at home in the future! – Do
you think that I don’t see the vices upon this earth? – Oh you fool!
9. I see them for sure; but it is not yet time to extinguish the sun in the sky because of it. It will be extinguished
for everybody early enough!
10. However, everyone will find the reward for their work in the beyond, and on some very special occasions
already here! – That is enough, and nothing more is needed!
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11. Therefore, get to know Me better and don’t force Me to become as you are; instead, be as I am, and as
such you will be able to judge and punish in a wiser manner. Amen.

Vermin of the Soul like Lice, Fleas & Bedbugs
February 16, 1844
1. So then, write down a few words, because you want it so – and you believe that without these words, the
earth would develop a hole!
2. I always sweep upon great and small, young and old, in every stature! – And so, little worldly Martha, you
too should listen to what I tell you on this day!
3. Behold, everything in the world passes away, only one thing remains, and that is the pure love for Me and
every deed springing forth from it!
4. Once you will have this love, I will recognize and completely bless you! – However, if you wish to receive
this love, you must first cleanse your heart completely from every other love, which created all sorts of little
and utterly void pleasures for you now!
5. Look, for the mouth speaks what the heart is full of, and one recognizes the birds by their singing. So, just
listen to yourself for a whole day, what comes out of your mouth, and you will easily and clearly recognize how
much of the most worthless stuff your youthful heart is filled with! – And as long as the heart is not cleansed of
such useless stuff, there can be no talk of a pure love for Me within you!
6. Look, you are still an impure soul and you want to have a clean bed to sleep in; and you would be disgusted
if you had to lie down in a trashcan instead of a clean bed. – So imagine, how much more disgusting must it be
for Me, as the most Holy and eternal Purest One, if I had to come and make My abode in an impure heart!
7. But I don’t want to tell you by this, that your heart is actually a dwelling place for dragons, snakes and
vipers; oh no, you are far from that! – But look, lice, fleas and bedbugs below the rubbish are also not very
appealing!
8. People are now full of ‘lice, fleas and bugs’ in their hearts, and they even consider such a mess
praiseworthy. – But I disagree with this view, because I have never been a friend of such vermin.
9. And you ask: “But what actually are the ‘lice, fleas and bedbugs of the heart’? – Just listen to Me! I will
readily describe them closer to you!
10. The “lice” are all kinds of silly, foolish thoughts, with which the head is packed! – These lice like to descend
from the head to the garment, and there they become even more bothersome than on the head. – In the same
way, foolish thoughts often descend from the head into the heart and become embarrassing worldly desires! –
Look, these are the “lice” of the heart!
11. When it gets warm and the rooms are unclean, the fleas develop. And it is the same spiritually with people!
When they warm up their hearts, which are already filled with those impure desires, through these desires, this
creates all sorts of vain and often dirty worries, that itch and sting the heart, and diligently jump back and forth
and up and down. – Look, these are the “fleas” in the heart.
12. And what are the “bedbugs”? – You see, where a house is not cleaned carefully, the bedbugs arise from
the filth of the rooms and nest in all the gaps and disturb the sleeping ones with their stinging and their stench!
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– It is the same within the heart of man, when he is animated to so many resolutions and deeds by all sorts of
thoughts, desires and worries! These also smell and give the heart no more rest. And such resolutions and
moods of the will are the “bedbugs” of the heart!
13. All of this can already be found in your heart as well! – That is why I tell you today, that you should be very
attentive to yourself – and you shall get to know your own heart by observing your mouth, and then carefully
cleanse it from such useless stuff, so that I can make My abode within it!
14. Away with all of this – then I will come to you and make My abode within your heart! – This is I, your loving
and holy Father, who is telling and advising you, so that you will become a fairly pure and dear daughter to
Me, forever… Amen.

Right and wrong Pasture for the Soul
March 25, 1844
1. If the lambs are located on a good pasture, they thrive. Their wool becomes abundant and tender, and they
grow fat, cheerful and strong. But if the lambs tread upon a bad pasture, they do not thrive; their wool
becomes poor and shaggy, and they become thin, sluggish and weak.
2. But how does this happen… I give the lambs a good, abundant and rich pasture, yet they run with great
fondness to a place, where the pasture is bad, and they eat the bad grass and the tumbleweeds there, to
make sure that they don’t grow fat before Me, the Lord of the flock?
3. And what difference is there between one, whom I Myself have anointed with My hand and My spirit, to be a
true servant, and those who are anointed only through the ceremony of the world, but have never felt and
tasted My hand and spirit! – And yet the latter are considered superior to the one who is anointed by Me, with
My Spirit! – What is this? How is this to be understood?
4. Who then are those, for whom love is a sin – and who is He who restores love as the only law, and gives it
to the one, anointed by the Spirit? – And yet the hearts burn before those, who are not allowed to love,
because the ceremony has anointed them to be ‘servants of the church’ – but before Me they burn much less,
and even lesser before the one who is anointed with the Spirit of love! – That is a thing that does not taste
good in My mouth!
5. And look, this is, what I desire, that the lambs should remain upon the good pasture, that they may soon
bring Me wool, so that I might be clothed therewith in their hearts, in which the flame flickers strongly back and
forth, whereby I’m feeling cold in My still undraped state, if the flame turns away from Me towards those, who
are anointed by the ceremony.
6. Truly, I don’t like being naked, for that’s what I was on the cross!
7. This is not only the case for the daughter of whom you speak, My servant, but rather, this is valid for all
people! – But the daughter, you are thinking of, shall out of true love for Me take this to heart as well, together
with her siblings, and she shall not praise too much, what is not pleasing to Me, but instead, she shall satiate
herself on the fat pasture of My love! Then a better wool will start to grow for sure!
8. The wool, however, is a living faith, which is the light originating from the flame of true love. And Love is the
eternal life. – This I wish to Marie H., as well as to everyone else, today, always and forever… Amen.
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A rich Cheapskate in the Beyond
March 30, 1844
1. Now just write a stern word due to the dream vision of the old C. H., to which a poor and quite filthy spirit
came, who was a rich cheapskate on the earth!
2. This spirit, who is in a bad condition in his sphere, since he has nothing but night out of himself and a large
desert surrounding him. He suffers much hunger, thirst and cold, and he is of the complete erroneous opinion,
that the money he owned in this world would offer him relieve, if it were to be spread among the poor now. –
For that reason it was allowed him to open himself to this person (C.H.) concerning this matter. He denied the
needy every support, they had begged of him on earth, out of an incredible and unmanly respect for his foolish
an filthy wife!
3. But this is just the plan of a spirit, who has no idea of Me yet, but rather only imagines ‘God’ to be the
supreme forces of nature! – But because he has taken with him that much feeling and awareness from the
world to remember, that by supporting the poor, one can draw favor from a possible Divine Being, therefore is
such a will now awakened within him, which he now seeks to fulfill.
4. But because he simultaneously recognizes the infeasibility of this foolish plan, it makes him extremely
unhappy. And it will not be possible to help and advise him for a long time, since on account of this, a great
anger against his left behind wife is rising within him. And she will not give ear to this dream, since her ears
are clogged with ore! – But woe to the wife, if she follows her husband in a short while and falls into his hands
in the beyond! And if she remains the way she is now, she will also not be protected from him.
5. This is therefore the state of this spirit in the beyond! – Truly, he is sad and he suffers much. – But it will be
a thousand times worse for the wife, if she will not sincerely turn to Me during her lifetime on earth and
distribute 2/3 of her annual income to the needy among mankind – and doing so out of pure love for Me and
the poor!
6. Truly, truly, whoever possesses large assets upon earth and doesn’t share them with his poor brothers
during his lifetime and thereby refresh their hearts, but rather does not do that until his journey ends on this
earth, that one will be considered a cheapskate, and his legacy will never benefit him anymore!
7. Whoever has children on this earth and only cares for their provision, so that after the parents death, the
children may live independently as rich people in the world and make a good wedding – truly, truly, as many
pennies, as their father and mother saved up for their children via the anyway unjust capital, just as many
years they will be held in the above described night, poverty and cold in the beyond, and they will not be lifted
out of it for as long as not some last descendant of their lineage will carry the beggar’s staff!
8. If said spirit would have made an ‘unjust steward’ against his foolish wife during his lifetime, and had been
busy with that great fortune for the poor and not for his foolish wife and for his children, he would now be better
off. For that reason he became that rich woman’s husband, that he should use her wealth for heaven. But he
forgot Me and worked only for his wife! – Therefore he is now looking for help there, for whom he had worked!
– But he never worked for Me, since he only was an adversary to Me. That’s why he does not recognize Me
and also not seek help from Me, though I am the only One, who can help him.
9. How difficult would it be for a rich one to use 2/3 of his income to give a dowry to the children of poor
parents, so they too could get married and would not be relinquished to fornication by the time of their fleshly
maturity and distress? – Truly, whoever could easily do that, would cultivate subordinates for heaven, which
would yield a much better life harvest, than if his only care in the world is, that his children become owners of a
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dominion and, because of that become proud and unruly people, who do not want to be punished by My spirit,
who ever so gently admonishes and gives life to every creature!
10. This is My advice! – But everyone may do, what they want! In a short while, they will for sure behold the
fruit, which their works will offer them in the beyond!
11. But I say to every rich one on this earth… You can try it out on yourself, what you will reap in the beyond!
Look, if you give alms pennywise, then that does not hurt you, and you don’t pay attention to it. But if you are
asked for dollars (guilders), you inspect the beggar already much closer and you do not rarely pout about it!
But if someone would say to you… ‘Friend, brother! You are rich, give me 1000, 2000 or 6000 dollars
(guilders), for I have an urgent need for that which is dispensable for you’ – what kind of answer would such a
cheeky beggar then receive?!
12. But I say… With the measure, with which you measure, with the same measure you will be measured as
well! – Even if you pray… ‘Give me Your Kingdom! Give Me the bread of life! etc.’ – Thus I will still listen to you
as a rich man in the same manner, as you listened to the cheeky 1000 dollar beggar! For I think, My kingdom
and My bread should surely be worth more than even many a thousand dollars?!
13. Thus, as long as someone is still her on earth, he can help himself through his wealth, if he uses it
according to My Will. But once he is on the other side (in the beyond), it won’t be of any use to him anymore,
even if millions would be donated in his name. For every single human being will find his very own judgment,
according to his own works, and not according to the works of others!
14. However, I do not need your sacrifices, but you need them! Therefore sacrifice, as long as you can
sacrifice! For above the grave there are no sacrificial altars anymore!
15. However, the poor are the altars of sacrifice! Thereupon place abundant burnt offerings of your love,
whereby you will prepare treasures for yourself in heaven!
16. So, do not ask anymore how this deceased one could be helped? – For nobody can help him, except I
alone, when it is time for it. And it should be far from you, wanting to move Me to have compassion, as if you
were more compassionate than I am!
17. However, everyone shall sweep before his own door and care for his own eye, then it will not be necessary
for him to seek after vain help from the people of the world, but rather he will find such help in abundance with
Me for eternity! Amen. – This speaks the eternally Truthful One. Amen, amen.

The past and future Christ is of no use without the present One
April 21, 1844
1. Just write down what you have! But to congratulate in the way humans do, is not My style – rather it is to
teach, to draw, to guide and to direct the wanderer onto the pathways that lead into My kingdom (- this is My
way)! And in this same way I want to give you something for your husband as well!
2. Listen carefully, My dear A. H.-W., what I will now declare to you through My servant! – I tell you, it is
essential for you and those in your household!
3. Behold, you certainly have quite a firm faith; but the love in your heart is still far from being as firm as your
faith – and that is because you still hang your love onto My visible personality and seek to hear and see Me
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somehow. And only if you could see, or at least hear Me somehow, then your heart would also be fully kindled
for Me.
4 And look, it is the same with your family as well! You all love the Christ, who once taught on earth or the one,
who shall return to judge the world – and so, you only love the past or future Christ!
5. But this is wrong! For in such a state, I am not able to approach you as your Father in the present, but only
as the one of the past or of the future, and I cannot strengthen you, because you only honor Me in your
memory, but you do not love Me in a living manner in your heart!
6. But just as the memory grasps its objects vividly, and soon drops them again completely, so it is also the
case with you, in regards to Me! – If you read something edifying from Me, then you are full of love for Me –
but that is not love, only a temporary excitement of your memory. – As soon as you turn around and see
something else, the memory chamber in your head closes, and I am stuck outside, as if I had hardly ever been
in it.
7. You can then pay visits, socialize with the world, amuse yourselves with worldly things, chat about all sorts
of things, dress your body gracefully. And should a friend visit you, you can feel more joy than in any shortlived memory of Me!
8 For the Christ of the past and the Christ who is yet to come does not hinder you in all these things, the One
living in your memory, but not dwelling in your heart. – But I say to you, to your family and to all of you… The
past and future Christ is of little use to you, if you do not carry the present One in a living manner in your
hearts.
9. If I’d take My servant from you today, through whom I’ve already sent you refreshments every day for the
past four years, and thus let you be visited by the kindness of the world just a little bit – then, you would little
by little and barely unnoticed remove Me from your memory, so that its little sparks will hardly be able kindle
your heart for Me, even for just some moments.
10. You rejoice now every time, when you hear something from Me. But your joy is not lasting, because it is
coupled with your memory. And soon afterwards, you look forward to some planned worldly pleasure more
than to spending time with Me, and you make plans for what you will do next, without considering the fact, that
you can never do anything without Me, and even less should do.
11. And if I were to prevent you from doing so, you may even grow sad and say… But are we now allowed to
have any joy at all?
12. But I say… You shall have joy, and never shall joy be taken from you – but it is I who should always be
your greatest joy!
13. Ask yourselves… What does your self-made joy offer you? How long does it last? – Again you have
wasted a few hours with the foolish world, for no reason at all, stupidly chatting and laughing. But then you
stand once again where you left off! And you owe it only to My endless love and patience, that after every
worldly joy, you have not come closer towards death!
14. In such circumstances, there still can be no talk of any noticeable progress towards Me, and I remain your
past or future Christ still.
15. However, I am telling you all of this on this your day, so that in the future, you and your entire household
may draw closer to Me, than it has been the case up to now!
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16. You know the paths leading to Me. If you want to make for yourself a present, living Christ from the past or
future One, then you must walk on these paths in all earnestness, and your household along with you! – In this
way you will move Me from your memory into your heart, and only then will you have that joy which no world
and no eternity will be able to take away from you, not even for a tiny moment!
17. But you will not receive this endless joy, until you can say the following, together with Paul… ‘Now I live no
longer, but Christ lives in me!’
18. Behold, the whole world is My enemy. But how can anyone say that he loves Me, if on the other hand, he
still offers his hand to greet the world?
19. Therefore, heed My new instruction and admonition, and you will soon reach that joy which no one will
ever take from you again! – This is My wish and My fatherly ‘congratulation’ to you, on this your day! And My
grace, love and mercy be with you forever! Amen.

In the Cross germinates the eternal Life for Soul & Spirit
September 11, 1846
For Carl R. v. Leitner
1. Hear Me, you My friend and brother, out of your well-adorned heart! Don’t worry too much about your
weakened foot, over time it will become better again. Look, everything I give is good; but the best of all My
gifts is the cross, for within it germinates the true eternal life for soul and spirit.
2. When the trees sprout many leaves, then only a little or no fruit will come forth; but if the trees look rather
scanty and ailing, then they will give much fruit. – Look, it is the same with man, as long as they live upon this
earth. As long as his body is quite fresh and healthy, he feels almost no urge and need for Me, and as the
world puts it, he lets Me be a so called ‘good man’. But with a small sickness of the body, especially when the
worldly doctors have no cure for it, man is again drawn to Me with a ribbon, and he begins again to seek help
from Me, which is quite beneficial for his spirit. For as such, his spirit begins to grow again from within and
works on upcoming fruit shoots for the eternal life, which in itself is much better than a complete healthy body
with an almost dead spirit, from which no fruit for the eternal life will bud.
3. Look, for this reason I am leaving you with your tiny foot malady, which consists of nothing else than a slight
ribbon, which I have gently wrapped around your foot, so I may have a handle in My hand, so to speak, to truly
guide you with a leading string across the pestilential realm of the world, towards the eternal life! For this
reason, this string is quite persistent, and it cannot easily be greased away with some ointment or washed
away with a bath! – But when the time comes, I will for sure let you go, completely for free.
4. May this serve to your reassurance and to your great comfort, so that for the time being, you won’t become
fainthearted, even if I occasionally tighten the string a bit. So, whenever you feel some uneasiness in your foot,
always remember… Now the good Father in heaven has tightened the ribbon a bit again, for my salvation! –
Therefore, all my love unto Him!
5. If you do this more often in your heart, I will surely loosen the ribbon on your foot again, and on the other
hand, grasp the string of the heart more firmly, but the foot washing is the first step in the process of the
spiritual rebirth!
6. My blessing, My Love, My Grace and My Mercy be with you, forever… Amen.
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The Woman clothed with the Sun... A great sign in the Heavens
December 21, 1846
Revelation 12:1-2 & 5... “A great sign appeared in the heavens… A woman, clothed with the sun, beneath her
feet was the moon, and atop her head a crown of twelve stars.
And she was pregnant, screaming in labor pains, and she was suffering the contractions of childbirth.
And she bore a child, a son, who would rule all peoples with his iron scepter, and her child was raptured up to
God, and to his throne.”
The Lord says:
1. Dear friends, do you not understand something as clear and simple as this, something that concerns you so
closely, and is now already displayed before your eyes ever so clearly! Where is your spirit, and where is your
mind? Where is it riveted on?!
2. When somebody asks during the night… “Where is the sun now?”, then this might be acceptable. But listen,
to ask about the position of the sun during the day, doesn’t that mean to be blind, or at least deliberately
covering one’s eyes in order to play “blind mouse” with the position of the sun.
3. Who might that “woman” – who appears in the heavens, clothed with the sun – possibly be? – The “woman”
is the noble image of a human being without procreativeness, but well able to conceive. As such, this woman
is a complete proportion of man, thus not a travesty, and not a disproportion of man.
4. In the same way is My teaching, which appears for sure in the most perfect heavens as well, because it
comes forth in and from Me, equal to the woman, a perfect proportion of the spiritual man, indeed not
procreative of itself, but man becomes receptive through it for everything, that is loving, kind and good, which
is the pure and heavenly love of God, as the eternal spiritual life out of Me. The spiritual life of the divine love
is the “child”, with which My teaching is fertilized in the heart of man.
5. For sure, we are only talking about My pure teaching here, equal to a perfect heavenly woman – thus not of
some heresy and also not of a monkey woman. That this perfect woman, or My pure teaching, surely is
clothed with the “sun”, or with My light of all lights, because it originates from Me, this is certainly self
explanatory and quite natural!
6. However, because this perfect heavenly woman, or My pure teaching, is only able to absorb the heavenly
love coming from Me, thus she kicked the “moon” – which is the fickle symbol of self-love or worldly love – with
her feet, since this is the complete opposite polarity to her pure heavenly being – just to speak to you a little
scholarly.
7. And thus, she is also adorned with “twelve stars”, or with the 10 commandments of Moses, and at the top
with the 2 commandments of love (love for God and brotherly love) – but most certainly not with the twelve
apostles and neither with the twelve tribes of Israel, but as said, she is adorned with the twelve
commandments of eternal life.
8. The “woman”, or the operative teaching in man, coming from Me, becomes and is already “pregnant”. –
With what? – Have you never heard anything about rebirth?! Does it not say there… “Whoever is not reborn
out of the spirit, that one will never enter the kingdom of God!”?
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9. Look, the “child” with which the woman is pregnant, is the pure love of God, which hurts the outer man very
much on account of the manifold self-abnegation, until this divine love in the spirit of man comes to maturity for
the glorious rebirth to the eternal life.
10. The child is a “boy”! – Why not a girl, a woman in the making? – Because in this love, like in the man and
not in the woman, does and must lie the fertile procreativeness.
11. This child, or the love of God, born from My teaching in the spirit of man, will then subdue with an “iron
scepter” or with the indomitable power of God “all peoples” or all the demands and sensual passions of the
world – and as the life out of Me, it will thereby translate the spirit of man and all his inclinations onto Me, and
he will draw his bliss at My “throne”, which is the true wisdom out of Me forever!
12. Behold, this is the easy to grasp meaning of these verses! – So, everything has to be considered and
understood in this one true light, otherwise it is a twilight, which will, in time, mislead every leader into the dark
swamps and mires.
13. These things shall be well remembered and understood! Amen.

The cause of a Pestilence, and why I do allow it
January 10, 1847
–. Upon request, whether the cholera that had recently appeared at the Caspian Sea would come to Austria,
and whether the mentioned remedy for this disease given by Somnambulist A.H. in her magnetic sleep in 1830
was of good effect, the Lord gave the following Statement:
1. This disease will appear in Austria in the time frame, in which a man of moderate stride can travel the route
from the Caspian Sea to Vienna, Prague and other cities of this empire, if he would walk day and night. It will
mainly afflict Vienna, Prague, Lviv, Ollmütz and other cities more or less. This time it will take its victims mainly
in the great and rich, and especially in their children. Also the military and the priesthood will suffer. Woe to the
fornicators and revelers!
2. This time, your city (Graz) will not get through this completely unscathed either, for there are already a lot of
poor people here, because the rich indirectly withdraw everything from them, to provide their children, who are
already quite rich, with even greater wealth, and they don’t want to give anything to the poor, or only very little.
The heirs of those shall be taken from them, so that the poor can inherit from them. This time I will afflict the
rich in such a way that they will surely become soft and crawl to the cross.
3. Of course, at first the poor will be stricken, so that the rich may become compassionate. If they do, this
punishment shall be alleviated. But if they don’t, then the Cholera shall start raging relentlessly with a
thousand scythes among them – it shall cut a thousand ricks in one day!
4. See, to reduce poverty and protect the wealth of the rich, they want to limit the marriages of the poor, and
by quite a lot actually. O that is the most cursed spawn of hell, a work of Satan! See, that is the reason of all
pestilence!
5. Through the withholding of marriage and the just and orderly conception of children, where the urge is there,
as well as through the enormous extermination of all kinds of (wild) animals, as well as the forests; through all
this, the redeeming absorption of the primordial spirits of the earth into the higher stages of purification is
hindered. Once these nature spirits, which first begin to regenerate themselves in the mold, and in the
mushrooms, have ascended through this stage and find the next stage to be too small, so that they cannot be
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fully absorbed, they unite into an almost human looking being. Then they wander around on earth and take
hold of people, and also animals and plants, with the intention, to refine themselves within them. But since
these spirits are still too immature, they bring death to everything they have once grasped.
6. Human Beings are their favorites, because they believe that through them they can reach their complete
freedom in the shortest way, which, of course, is a delusion for their still highly material intelligence. However,
because the people themselves (through selfishness) are the cause of this phenomenon, I allow them to be
chastised in the most severe way for such an iniquity, and this mentally and physically.
7. See, that is the wicked cause for all pestilence, which is at home particularly in the Orient, because there,
the just and proper conception of the people is sometimes, in a tyrannical and violent manner, suppressed,
even via mutilation.
8. But if now even, in the still somewhat better Europe, this act of salvation gets suppressed for the entire
(nature) spirit realm of the earth, for the sake of some rich men’s industry, then the most devastating
consequences shall emerge – from which the remaining should recognize, that I did not create the earth for
the sake of industry, the railways, and least of all for the rich, but rather only for the redemption of the
primordial spirits banned into it!
9. Understand this well: My intention with this earth is quite another one than the one the present world,
monopolized by Satan, recognizes!
10. The potato disease was already a precursor! But what happend to this fruit until now, through My grace for
the people, in order to spare them – so the people will soon experience the same, if they do not improve and
change their attitudes towards the poor.
11. The given recipe of N. N. through his sister A. H. is good. Nevertheless, I will give you an even better and
more effective one in due time.
12. The mentioned cities of this empire have already fully developed the marriage reduction system, therefore
they shall be properly rewarded for it. This time, however, the whole of Europe, especially the big industrial
cities, will be mightily chastised.
13. But this whole thing can be mitigated through prayer and good works towards the poor, especially where
marriages are not suppressed too badly and systematically. – This for your deeper instruction and observance!
– Amen.

The True Communion
April 25, 1847
Question of Ans. H. W.: Oh Lord, You good, dear and holy Father! – Are, according to You, only the priests of
the christian denominations entitled to administer Your flesh and blood in the form of bread and wine, or would
a meek layman, who humbly loves You, be entitled to do this as well – and even more so when he,
enlightened by You, realizes, that in the church, in which he was raised, idolatry is being revered, and that the
clergy of this church spreads darkness instead of light and is more focused, that their statutes are regarded by
the people than Your holy Word?
1. In the scripture, it only says… ‘Do this in remembrance of Me!’ – But who should be doing that specifically,
is not mentioned. The scripture shows clearly, that anyone, who is reborn, i.e. baptized in water and by the
Holy Spirit in My name, can do this. Scripture advises everyone to do so, not only some individuals.
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2. Would it not be so, the layman would not be allowed to pray the ‘Our Father’ or do anything else, that the
gospel commanded to do. For only the apostles and disciples have received the teaching and commandments
from Me. But I never said to the apostles… ‘Only you do this, but the believers may, under the strictest deadly
sin, not do it.’ – Instead, everywhere it says this… ‘Do this!’ – And that applies to everyone, whether
messenger or disciple! For ‘One is the Master and Lord of you all, but you are all brothers! You will be
recognized by your Love, if you truly are My disciples.’ – That is what is written in the scriptures.
3. Whoever should do this thing, in order to attain eternal life, he should also do the other thing! For whoever
does not completely fulfill the word that I have taught, is like a fruit which could not reach its full ripeness for
lack of any strong sunlight.
4. Just like every good Christian is able to baptize, when a person is ready for the baptism of the spirit, so it is
an even greater duty for every proper and true evangelical Christian to administer to the brothers and sisters a
proper meal of love – consisting of bread and wine, and doing so in remembrance of Me – whereby only needs
to be mentioned, that the ‘swines’ shall not partake in this, who do not believe in Me, but instead only slander
and despise Me.
5. But I am telling you: Truly, truly, as often as you, who who love Me, eat and remember Me while doing so,
and especially, as often as you feed and provide a drink for your poor brothers in My name, as often you
ingest the proper meal of love and hand it out dignified as well.
6. What you do for the poor, you have done unto Me! – Do you want to do something even greater and more
holy? – I, the Lord, know no greater and holier deed than that!
7. This is the true meaning of ‘This is My Body… (Hoc est enim corpus meum)’, that you do true deeds of love!
Because a true deed of love in My name is My actual, most truthful ‘body’, which is given for many, yes, for
each and every one, and not only for the apostles and priests, to the true attainment of eternal life.
8. In the same way it behaves with the chalice, which is My ‘Blood’, meaning My Word, which is supposed to
be poured out on all peoples – just like the blood flows into all limbs of the body – in its original purity and
genuineness, but not as an impure, adulterated wine.
9. Therefore, wherever My name is truly made known in the heart during a meal of love, there the chalice is
also enjoyed in spirit and in truth. – Does anyone of you still want more?
10. What will probably be better: Love or communion wafer, or so called consecrated wine? – I tell you…
Where I am not in the love of the people, and in My word, there bread and wine is worth nothing! – But where I
am in the love and in the word, there I am also as a continual, eternal communion in the heart, soul and spirit
of every human being – without any priestly consecration! Amen, amen, amen.

The Material & Spiritual Inflation
May 16, 1847
1. So, write a word about the current inflation of the material groceries!
2. See, throughout all times in the world it was so, and will remain so, that the material groceries always keep
pace with the spiritual. – The Israelites were often punished with malformation, inflation, famine and
pestilence, when their hearts and minds departed from Me and turned to other gods. In today’s idolatrous
countries prevail more or less hardship and pestilence. Why is that? Because of the absence of My spirit!
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3. For as long as the people of the various sects in the Christian Europe cared more about Me and strived for
My spirit, there were large amounts of angels among them. As a result, not only the people were blessed, but
the soil as well, so that it always delivered abundant harvests. But this harvesting awoke nothing but industrial
thoughts in the peoples – and the thoughts about Me decreased!
4. Instead of filling the earth with true spiritual scriptures, which have started to become more and more
proscribed by Rome as well as by the lower state policy, having even been forbidden due to being considered
heretical, they have now cluttered the world with useless and empty magazines, as well as with other writings.
Relics are displayed and pilgrimages are decreed once again, and religious orders and other such
abominations are founded again.
5. As a result of the preceding and ever increasing inflation of the spiritual food, a great famine has occured for
the spirit. The angels have withdrawn more and more from the earth, because the ever increasing darkness on
earth no longer appeals to them, and they are not at all attracted by the harlotry of the people, especially the
Romans. So it is easy to understand that on account of the ever-increasing lack of heavenly workers the soil
must in the same proportion give meager harvests of one or the other kind of fruit.
6. Last year I have smitten a bit more than half of all potatos here and there, and look, nearly all of Europe
groans! But what would happen, if I were to smite not only the potatoes, but also the grain, the corn and the
barely, and probably also will smite, if humanity will continue in their pursuit of darkness, adultery, fornication
and all kind of industry, and forgets about Me even more?! Then you will read and hear about the greatest
sorrow, distress and deepest misery, whereupon your hair will stand on end!
7. I indeed wanted to let cholera come to Europe, but I regretted it; because I discovered quite a few
benefactors among some people. – But at the same time I discovered an even greater number of usurers,
rising directly from hell, which dwells within them in full measure. These devils, being still in human larvae,
must feel My punishing rod according to their iniquities. Hence, all sorts of evils shall creep up on the earth
now one after the other. Until this brood is destroyed and it becomes brighter on this earth again, I will not
bless the soil. Except locally, and only there where people live, who truly carry Me within their hearts and
believe, that I am with them, and am well able to also sustain and nourish them with a few breads only.
8. Therefore, do not fear this time either! If you truly trust in Me, you will never go hungry. If you have only little,
I will bless the little, and nonetheless there will be a great abundance for you. – But if you, in the awareness of
My blessing, would still worry and take care yourself and ask: “What will we eat and what will we wear?” – then
I would let you worry, and withdraw a little and take away My poor, but yet very rich servant and brother from
you. Then provide yourself with a hundred dry measures of flour and all kinds of edible things – and you will
still hunger, as if you hadn’t eaten anything for weeks!
9. Because like everywhere, everything hinges on My blessing here as well! – Therefore, keep trusting in Me
completely; may the time be whatever it wants to be, I will nonetheless never leave you, and you shall not go
hungry, neither spiritually nor physically. And even if the servant went away, I will still bless and be with you,
as long as you behave according to this word.
10. So mind you: Don’t worry, don’t be afraid and don’t grieve for as long as I am with you; nothing will happen
to you! You must not be depressed, sad or afraid; for that would be a figurehead of the heart, which would say:
“Behold, the Lord is very much here; but He is sleeping and doesn’t want to help us!” – So get rid of this
figurehead as well! Because where I am, there must be joy and complete, most blissful submission into My
will, and not fear, faintheartedness and sadness! Then I also rule mightily in such a heart and house! Amen.
11. This say I, your God, Lord and Father, who blesses you all. Amen.
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Many are called, yet Few are chosen
May 18, 1847
The Lord says...
1. This passage of the gospel has been, like no other, completely misunderstood by almost all religious
denominations. For almost all of them are of the opinion, including the Romans, where this belief has been
preached from all the pulpits, that only the chosen few will enter heaven, while all the rest of the many called
ones will infallibly be hurled down into hell for all eternity after the equally misunderstood youngest day of
judgment.
2. Now, in order for this passage of the gospel to be understood correctly, I will set forth an illustration, to show
you how it should be understood in spirit and in truth. And so, hear the illustration, which goes as follows:
3. In the Orient, there once was a great, wise and mighty king. His empire was large, and many peoples
bowed under his scepter. This king once decided for himself to host a great banquet, so that he may get to
know more of the manifold skills his subjects possessed. All the housefathers and their eldest sons and
daughters were invited to join the festivities, so that the king may choose the wisest and most brilliant sons
from among all the invited ones into his manifold court service. The daughters, if they happen to be of great
beauty and are well educated, would become his wives and other female bedfellows.
4. However, when the citizens received this invitation, they were secretly terrified, for they thought it was only a
clever ruse of the mighty king to lure them all in his residence, and once they were there, he would kill them off
one by one, delighting in the sight of the blood of his citizens. In light of this, everyone excused themselves,
and in the end, none of the invited made their way to the royal palace.
5. Once the king had noticed for what surreptitious reason none of the invited dared to show up to his banquet,
he said to his servants… “What am I to do now? Look, the great banquet has been readied, and who is to
consume it now? And yet, I see many curious individuals in the alleys and streets, as well as many who climb
onto the fences and wait there, observing what I would do with the invited ones, who came to the banquet. So,
go out to the fences, alleys and streets, and whomever you meet there, bring them here, so that My great feast
may be consumed. Don’t pay attention to how they are dressed, if bridal or not, it doesn’t matter; because right
now we are only concerned with the consumption of the feast, so that it won’t rot. Once this has been taken
care of, only then will we inspect what kind of guests My banquet had, and if they were worthy to partake in it.”
6. Once the many servants had received this order from their great king, they rushed outside through all the
gates and brought everyone they met in the alleys, streets and on the fences to the banquet of the king, and
among those were many who had been invited.
7. Once the guests beheld the king’s great kindness and benevolence, their foolish fear melted away and they
rejoiced and abundantly praised the graciousness and wisdom of the king. They could not understand how
they ever came to fear him so badly.
8. Once the feast was consumed, the king took a friendly stroll among the many guests, conferring with the
fathers and the younglings and took a good look at the daughters. And whoever was particularly to the king’s
liking was chosen from among the great crowd of guests and enlisted into his court service, and the chosen
were clothed with royal garments right away. However, this saddened many of the guests, that upon them no
such honor was bestowed.
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9. The king turned his gaze to the saddened ones and said to them… “Why do you mourn, that I chose some
of you and your children to serve in My royal household, because of the attributes and skills, I discovered in
them. Are they not your children? Why are you upset and envy them for their lot? Behold, only a grand
assignment of great importance is awaiting them; other than that, they are nothing more and nothing less than
you, My friends, if they obey My law. For all whom I have chosen are subject to the same law and freedom as
you are, and if they wanted to they could act contrary to it, and in doing so they would subsequently be
subjected to a fitting judgment; all of this is the case for you as well, My friends. I, however, have the power to
completely suspend this law for them, as well as for you, so that a great peace may rule in My kingdom, in My
royal household, as well as among all the wise citizens of My kingdom! So please, calm yourselves in light of
the chosen; for I, your lord and king, am in need of the citizens as well, on behalf of which I have chosen these
court servants in the first place.”
10. When the guests had heard this from the king, they became joyful and praised the great benevolence and
wisdom of their king. However, among the many cheering people was also a mangy sheep. While the rest
were rejoicing, exulting and singing ‘Hosanna’ to their great king, this one started to berate and curse him for
his condescension to his people.
11. But the king had this one taken and put before him as soon as possible. Once this singular vilifier stood
before the king, clothed in rags and tatters, the king fiercely questioned him… “Miserable vilifier and curser of
My kindness and great love for My people, how did you get into My royal chambers dressed in such an
unworthy way? I know that you have always opposed My goodness and wisdom! You never have put on a
wedding garment before Me. Therefore, seize him, My loyal servants, and throw him into the darkest dungeon;
there he shall cry and gnash with his teeth in sheer horror!!!”
12. Look, only this one is said to have been thrown into the dungeon, but none of the invited ones. With them,
only their worldly foolishness is rebuked, and not their wickedness; but this mangy sheep however has been
judged. And thus, learn through this illustration the correct and inner meaning of the above mentioned text,
namely, that you shall not only think the chosen worthy of My kingdom, but the called ones as well! Amen,
amen, amen.

Closer Illumination of the previous Parable & A new Parable
May 21, 1847
The Lord says...
1. The Orient is the Kingdom of God, which is the true kingdom of life – or the eternal life in itself. I am its King,
the Lord and Creator of all beings, and things, from all eternity.
2. The great banquet is My incarnation on earth, and the great plan for salvation that is tied to it. Many, yes
quite a lot are called to have a part in it, especially the great tribes of Israel, all of which, as you know, didn’t
want to show up as yet, partly because of fear of the not correctly understood mosaic law, and partly because
of the stubbornness of their hearts and their utter unbelief.
3. The capable sons, who are to be chosen from among the many called ones, and enlisted into My service,
are the former as well as the coming preachers of My word. And the beautiful and well educated daughters,
who are called to be wives and female bedfellows, are the old and still pure teachings, customs and morals of
the Jews, who have never bowed their knee before Baal or Mammon.
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4. The Inviting ones are partly angels, prophets, and finally all the apostles and disciples, as well as all those
servants who have spread My word and My teaching among the people of the earth, completely
unadulterated.
5. And those on the streets, alleys and upon the fences are all the people that have lived, are living, and will
live on this earth in the future. Namely, those among the alleys are the ones, that are still living on this earth,
who are however in some Christian sect, but nevertheless afflicted with all the follies of the world. They are not
able, or simply don’t want to grab hold of the true light, so that they for sure may not receive the true, eternal
life and become free and blissful.
6. Those on the street are the ones who still live upon this earth, but are still living in a more or less known
heathendom, and finally, those upon the fences are the ones who have already died a physical death and are
in the spirit world, according to their soul, and there they are being invited to the great banquet of salvation
through the proper means of conversion.
7. And finally, among all the invited and now rather drawn and driven to the banquet by force (of love) is one
without a wedding garment, which is Satan, and by extension, all the ones who stayed loyal to him and could
not be moved to turn back by any means; their lot, like the parable says, will be the dungeon where eternal
darkness reigns, and which is filled to the brim with wailing and gnashing of teeth, which means as much as…
The wailing is the fundamentally false, the opposite of heaven, and the gnashing of teeth means the
fundamentally evil and the wrathful blaze of hell. Because if someone has been set ablaze with extreme wrath,
he begins to gnash and gape with his teeth, like an irritated Hyena, or a furious tiger.
8. And with these few words, the whole equivalent between the material illustration and its truthful, spiritual
content has been revealed. Whoever wishes to grasp this even more deeply, do as the wise botanist and
collector, who counselled with himself, spoke:
9. What am I to do? The plants and the grass of the fields, pastures and gardens I know all too well; I studied
and researched what grows upon the Alps, and I am aware of what the swamps are up to and what the waters
of the oceans cover. I know everything about them; name, location, root, stalk, leaf, blossom and fruit. What
else am I supposed to do with this science? Look, now I know! I wish to more properly equip my eyes, and
with them, examine the inside of the tubules, fibers and cells; in doing so I will surely find sufficient material to
further develop my spirit.
10. Well thought and even better doing so! The botanist is correct. Whoever knows the matter and its path, or
knows the word and its purpose, do as the botanist does; in doing so, you will enter into the depths of the
spirit. Someone asks, but how am I supposed to enhance my spiritual vision in order to more deeply
comprehend the word of God, and to reach that place where my current vision only perceives the deepest
night?!
11. Oh friends, it’s easier than you imagine. Faith is the general, unarmed vision of the heart. Faith, however,
shall awaken the love – which is the fire, warmth and the light; which are the three things that broaden,
expand, magnify and fully develop everything within the one love, just like the fire, warmth and light of the sun
visibly demonstrate it year after year before everyone’s eyes.
12. Love shall consort with patience, which is the fertilizer; with humility, which is the fruitful rain; with
gentleness, compassion, faithfulness and truthfulness, which are the good winds that dispel all the violent
storms.
13. Embracing these things firmly in one’s heart and acting accordingly will complete the extraordinary armor
of the spiritual sight, with which everyone who is not of a grumpy stomach will be able to clearly and deeply
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behold the inner, eternal wonders of My given word, whereto everyone is called and invited, for eternity…
Amen, amen, amen.

Jesus’ Rectification of ‘You are Peter the Rock’
May 25, 1847
“You are Peter (a rock), upon this rock I want to build My church, and the gates of hell shall not defeat it! – To
you I want to give the keys to the kingdom of heaven; what you will loose on earth, shall be loosed in heaven
as well, and what you bind on earth, shall be bound in heaven as well.” (Matthew 16:18-19)
The Lord says:
1. Because of these scripture texts, the greatest fallacy and delusion still prevails in all christian circles on
earth. Because all of them – without exception – perceive themselves to be – more or less – the ‘church rock’
Peter and believe, they possess the real key to the kingdom of God, which they can open or close for
everyone, who wants to enter, as they want to – meaning, they arbitrarily provide the word of the gospel or
mutilate, withhold or forbid it, and instead give random commandments and lay the eternal punishment upon
them. They seduce the people to commit as many sins as possible, which they then either randomly absolve
or they withhold the indulgence, and for a certain penance they even grant plenary or partial indulgence for all
committed sins, or possibly withhold the indulgence!
2. If only someone had an atom of pure intellect and prudence, he would have to realize – for the sake of My
Divinity – that it would have been impossible for Me, the One who only preached the law of brotherly love at
every possible opportunity, to give such an authority and provision to the apostle Peter, as well as to all other
apostles, when said things behave towards brotherly love in the same way as heaven and hell behave towards
each other!
3. Whoever bestows laws, he also gives the judgment; is judgment love? For this exact reason I have taken all
the judgment upon Myself on the cross, so that only love would remain with the people, – but where is that
love even imaginable, where billions of judgment seats are set up among those, who should be brothers, and
wherever you look, you can only see laws, laws and laws?! Is this supposed to be Peter the rock, upon which
My church should be built, which is supposed to be nothing but love and love alone?!
4. Everyone, who recognizes and loves Me like Peter does, is an appropriate rock, upon which I can build My
true Church, the true love and wisdom out of Me, and also earnestly will build. But how shall a big or small
congregation under the rule of some leader be a rock, when everyone thinks and believes, what they want;
where one mutters some incomprehensible words and sells such muttering as some useful prayer, and the
other one curses, scoffs and laughs about it, and where a third one emerges as a judge and condemns
everything into the deepest bottom of hell?! Can such a congregation or its leader be the rock, upon which My
church is built, and which the gates of hell can never defeat?!
5. I said… By your love you will be rocognized – If you love one another, as I love you, they will recognize, that
you truly are My disciples! – I gave the love as the sole indicator, from which one can recognize, if someone is
a true rock, upon which My church is built. – But how shall the multiplied judgment seats among those, who
are supposed to be brothers, be the sole indicator of Peter the rock upon which My church is built, and which
the gates of hell cannot defeat?! – Oh you terribly blind and foolish people of this present time, who think, that
they have not been defeated by hell. But on account of all their actions, they are right in the middle of it already
for a very long time!
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6. If I wanted to institute a visible church with that, I would have said to all apostles and disciples… You are all
Peters. But I said this literally only to Peter himself, because he was the first one who recognized Me
according to My Divine Nature! Therefore he also was the first one, to whom, on account of his faith and trust,
I gave the key to the kingdom of heaven, which is a kingdom of love towards God within the heart of man, and
out of that, the true brotherly love, a love, which nobody can reach without recognizing God first, because
everyone must certainly first know the one, whom they are supposed to love, before they can love Him.
7. This Love towards God and one’s brother is therefore the true Kingdom of God, the sole true and living
church, which is built upon the rock of the correct understanding and the steadfast faith and trust derived from
that, which of course no hell can destroy ever.
8. But the external communal ceremonial parade and splendor of a so called insurmountable church of Christ
on some golden and silver rock of Peter is as much church and the rock of Peter, as hell is heaven, or the
excrement of a pig is a diamond. – Or have I ever said… You will be recognized to be My disciples on account
of the gold, silver, gemstones or by precious chasubles or great worldly power and the greatest earthly
reputation or by the most magnificent church buildings, bells and organs or by the latin language and the
likes? – Truly, nothing like that has ever been preordained and foretold by Me as an indicator of My true
church. But through John in the book of revelation, where the great harlot is spoken of- but this harlot will for
sure not be the rock of Peter, right?!
9. Simon Jona, who was a true Peter, said the following to someone he was healing through My true Spirit
within him… “I do not have any gold or silver, but what I have, I do give to you!” – Can the one, who wants and
is supposed to be the successor of Peter in Rome, the bishops in England, the superintendents in Germany
and the mighty patriarch of all Greeks truly say this about themselves with a good conscience, without
becoming a laughing stock in front of the entire world?! Do they also have no pockets, shoes and sticks? – Oh
behold, how Peter and his church of love was built upon the rock of his heart, and what its foundation was.
Now look at how today’s churches are built and what their foundation is? I mean, even a blind person must
grasp this and also see, let alone someone, who’s eyes have been fairly opened.
10. The time will come, when God will be worshipped in spirit and in truth everywhere, and not in Jerusalem or
upon the mount Gerizim! – This you can read in the scriptures as well. – Therefore is the spirit, the truth, the
correct understanding, the faith and trust and the true Love for God and for one’s neighbor in the heart of
every single human being the sole and only true rock and the living church built upon it by Me. And this is the
only church, that will defy hell eternally. Everything else are vain works of men, and they stand for nothing, and
they offer no protection against hell at all, if the true rock and the true, living church, built within every single
human being, is lacking thereby.
11. Therefore, it is quite a vain question, which outer, visible church among the many, that bear My Name, is
the right one. – The answer to that question can never be anything else than this… None of them! – Only the
church in the heart, which I have made, is the only true church, and the only one, that keeps you safe from hell
for all eternity. Everything else was concocted by the world, and it belongs to the world and it will never mean
anything before Me!
12. And so, the keys to My kingdom can also only be found within the living and only true church, but never in
some ecclesiastical congregation or with its board. Whatever someone looses or binds for himself out of his
living church built by Me within his heart, will be loosed or bound upon the earth in his natural life, as well as in
the life of his brother. And it will also be loosed or bound in heaven, since this sole true church is already
heaven itself – or to say it even clearer… Whatever someone does in and out of his mighty church of love, that
will be done in heaven as well, forever.
13. These are therefore the true keys to the kingdom of heaven, that you recognize Me as your holy and truest
father, and that you love Me above all else, and that you love your brothers and sisters as yourself. If that is
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the case with you, you have achieved ‘peterdom’, and thereby possess the true keys to the kingdom of
heaven; everything else is naught! – So understand this well and live accordingly, amen, amen, amen.

A false national Leader & The Consequences for him and the People
June 7, 1847
The Lord says...
1. Look, you My servant, that is, how the earth rewards those spirits, who put the gospel into matter, and seek
their salvation in it, and then impose such a delusional salvation upon their fellow men under manifold
burdens, which they only put upon their own backs, if they bring with it a great honor or gold profit, or if such
burdens are tied to their neck by some mightier court, just as the yoke to the ox.
2. What does this man – whose name is spoken of much more extensively than Mine throughout the earth –
now have from all his earthly fame, which he had craved for, and what of his great material riches, which he
had acquired in profuse abundance, just like Solomon?! What does he now have from all his lofty and boastful
speeches, and what from his ultramondane and blackest Jesuit spirit, as it is now, and with only a few
exceptions, always was?!
3. Nothing but the reward of the earth, which consists thereof, that the name will appear in the newspapers a
few times, to the annoyance of some readers. If this does not bring any profit to the newspaper writers
anymore, it will still appear in several biographies that are already being read very sparsely. After that, the
historians will give him a place in their history books, and some sculptor will chisel and set up a pagan
monument for the dear money, while his heart in a golden vessel in Rome will turn to dust, and the rest of his
body to ashes in Ireland!
4. The most extraordinary thing that may happen to him after several years is, that he will be canonized by
Rome, and that his name will then appear in some litany for Ireland and is called upon with the old, worthless
formula by the mouth of the blind ones: “Saint O’Connell, pray for us!”
5. But that is pretty much the greatest earthly reward one can get – and only so far and no further! – For what
will happen with such earthly-jesuit “great spirits” in the realm of true, living spirits, can easily be deduced by
those, who are only a little experienced in a higher spiritual light.
6. I want to show this to you with a very simple and comprehensible analysis. And so listen! This man wanted,
out of sheer, secret imperiousness, separate Ireland from the now legitimate rule of England, and then control
it in the interest of the Jesuits. – Question: How much life for the spirit is contained in imperiousness!
7. This man was very rich in money and property and did not even in the time of distress do what I demanded
of the rich young ruler. But what did I say to the apostles, when the rich man went his way crying, because I
required the distribution of his goods among the poor, and in turn offered him the treasure of eternal life in
heaven? I think, the parable of the camel and the needle’s eye is known to you!
8. The man (O’Connell) strove for the greatest worldly reputation, which was also granted to him with a great
abundance. But what does that mean to Me, what the world considers as being great?
9. The Scriptures say: “Whoever wants to be the first among you, let him be the last of you and be your
servant!” – Has this man been such a person, he, who wanted to crush the whole English parliament like a
mosquito with his wisdom, and at every opportunity he strongly annotated, how he only needs to wave with his
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hand, and millions would submit to his call, with their blood and life?! Truly, such assertions certainly show
very little humility, and without humility no one can attain eternal life!
10. If the man would have had no light, it would not be so bad for him. But he had light, but he turned his face
voluntarily towards the darkness, only to fortify his greatness in the world. – Question: How much of eternal life
is contained therein?!
11. Of course, many things are possible with Me that cannot be thought of as possible with men. But besides
that, the saying remains eternal, according to which it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a
needle, than for such a brilliant advocate to enter into the kingdom of heaven.
12. However, this is not pronounced as a judgment by Me, according to which this man would have to be lost;
but let it be shown to you and your friends how My Word continually remains the same in its demand and
effect, and how it judges the man within himself who knows it and does not obey!
13. If this man had preached love for God and for one’s neighbor, correct submission and fullest humility
towards the legitimate worldly authority, whether it be good or evil, and if he had taught the people to trust in
Me alone and showed them, how one must pick up the cross and follow Me to attain eternal life – his name
would be written with big, glossy letters in the book of life. – But now he is often depicted in black on white in
the writings of the world, but there is very little to see of him in the book of life!
14. It is certain, that whether the ‘repeal tax’ nor the big ‘meetings and feastings’ are mentioned in the Bible
with one Jota – except for the gluttony of the rich wastrel and its very dire consequences in the beyond! –
That’s why, as many as have been unnecessarily reveling at the many ‘meetings’ together with their worldly
apostle of liberty, now must die through starving. – Each ever so great prank is followed closely by the
punishment. This Irish One however was one of the grooviest ones – therefore the sharp rod could not stay
behind for long!
15. But I always act in the same manner. If I seem the farthest away, I am the closest, either rewarding or
punitive! And if anyone thinks himself to be safe, he will be seized by Me, either for a reward or a punishment!
16. Woe to the one, who has (goods or wealth) like this man, and remains silent in his heart concerning the
distress of his neighbor, and in the end makes himself physically and spiritually scarce! – Oh, he will not
escape from Me – we will meet in just the right place!
17. And this I assure to you forever: I will not hurt Myself, when I will bump into him – but he will be crushed
miserably! Because everything hard, big and heavy will also have to suffer a hard, big and heavy impact – in
time as in eternity. Amen.
18. This say I to you, the one, who holds the sword and the reward in His Right Hand. Amen.

What is meant by Adultery, Whoring and Fornication?
June 12, 1847
1. In order to understand the previously given gift more clearly, we need to examine the circumstances a little
closer, under which adultery, whoring, lechery and fornication in its purest form are committed, and what
mostly causes such behavior.
2. A person, be it male or female, already commits fornication by all sorts of reveling, splurging and generally
by everything, that gives his flesh a special stimulus to lust. The same goes for all public amusements, in
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which the people act more freely and more cheeky than in their usual condition, which serves the flesh in the
most lustful way. Whoever visits such amusements and takes part in them, is already whoring, because he is
sacrificing things to his most dangerous house idol, which is his flesh; at the same time he is committing
adultery with Me, the true bridegroom of life, by breaking the vow of his faith. At the same time he is also a
horndog and fornicator; a horndog, because he indulges in his flesh, and a fornicator because through such
actions, he only begets death, not life.
3. Furthermore do all those, who cover their bodies with modern and soft clothing, commit fornication in its
purest form. For if one says… We live in this world and therefore we have to follow the fashion trends,
because of the world, otherwise we will be looked at as poor devils, who do not heed custom and decency. –
Oh you fools! Who is greater, Me or the world? – However, when I tell you that if you pay tribute to the world,
that I will repudiate you for eternity. Will your foolish world still be worth more than Me, who gave you life and
can take it away again, whenever I want to, for eternity? – You may heed the decency of the world; but the
decency, which I, your God and Lord, surely have the first right to demand of you, means nothing to you, and
you think that I will just let that slide through the finger. – Oh, such leniency of Mine, will soon become very
costly for you. The eternal abyss will show you, how much leniency I had with such worldly donkeys! – There,
one worldly donkey says to the other, and one worldly hog to the other… Well, where did you let your tailcoat
and leg wear get made? Ah, this wonderful style, a perfect fit, exquisite! But you are also grown like an Adonis,
everything fits you very well – and everything is according to the latest and therefore newest fashion trend! I
have to imitate you immediately, for only with such exceptional elegance can one become a victor in the eyes
of the beautiful gender!
4. The females possess even more fashion philosophy, for they can talk about fashion, clothing materials,
ribbons etc. for hours, days and weeks without end, without ever considering that such whoring small talk
could actually be displeasing to Me! – But I say… Oh, just continue with such most foolish clothes whoring –
with this woven idolothyte for your stinking flesh, for the house of death for your soul and spirit. If your flesh is
adorned that way, you’ll please Satan the most; for that is his main goal, that the graves are veneered and the
dunghills are gilded. – But for Me, who only finds delight in the adornment of the spirit, such keen fashion and
clothes fornicators will never be permitted to enter, because I have no greater disgust for anything else, than I
have for the fashion heroes and fashion heroines!
5. Truly, if you people would walk around naked according to the Paris fashion trend and would wear your
shame openly, you could still be saved, but because you have decorated your house of death so much, you
will perish in it eternally! – For all of this is whoring and adultery in its purest form, the most despicable lechery
and fornication with your own being. It’s a spiritual suicide, and there grows not a single herb in the gardens of
heaven for its healing! – For whoever sleeps with a prostitute, on account of his strong urge, this one comes
usually around after the act, and very often feels remorse for his sinful deed; him shall be forgiven therefore,
because he realized that he has done something wrong.
6. But such fashion mongers and fashion dolls will never come to their senses, never feel remorse, and they
think, that this nefarious, proud, selfish and overly fornicating dress up of their house of death is no sin at all,
but instead honorable and befitting, and very often they feel embarrassed about their skimpy brother, and their
poor sister, yes – hear it! – Very often, they feel ashamed because of their poor parents, or even because of
Me! – They are ashamed to pray to Me, they feel ashamed, to publicly acknowledge My name, just because
they wear a moth sack, adorned according to the latest fashion trend!!!
7. I’m asking you here, if there exists an even bigger form of whoring than fashion and clothing? – I’m telling
you… Every sinner will more easily find entry, than such a foolish fashion monger and fashionable adorned
hog. For those, as they are in their real Paris style, the gates of heaven shall never be opened. Whoever
blasphemes Me, I can step in front of him and show him, how he has blasphemed Me for no reason at all, and
he will realize his error and he will weep, because he had wronged Me – and I will forgive him, and he will
become a Paul to Me!
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8. However, what shall I do with someone, who is obviously ashamed of Me? Truly, for such a one as this I do
not know one single cure! For whenever someone is ashamed of somebody, he will try to avoid that person
even more carefully than the pest; and this is the true nature of Satan himself – namely, the highly praised
sense of shame!! – Parents, just plant a huge sense of shame and sense of honor from the world into your
children, then you’ll have surely set them on the direct path to hell, from which they will have a hard time to
depart later on! Teach the girls earnestly and strictly, to hide their feet on account of a pure shame, but to
really highlight the butt, and to keep the breast and arms uncovered according to the fashion trend, – just go
ahead! This will be perfect, to be absolutely assured of hell! Oh you most foolish people, what is more
honorable or more shameful about the body? – Is not the entire body My creation? – Where is it written that I
have added something disgraceful to it?!
9. You are nefarious fashion- and clothes fornicators, since – just because it is trendy – you think some of your
body parts are disgraceful and others honorable. And if it were trendy to show the naked butt and to cover the
entire face except for the eyes, you would do it and you would think your rump to be the most honorable part
of your body! – Oh you great fools, you most stupid donkeys and utter hogs, don’t you realize, that through the
woeful fashion in your clothes you have become the most seriously hoaxed ones from hell?! – Therefore, let
finally go of this greatest of all your follies, which in itself is enough to lock you out of heaven forever!
10. If men would walk around naked among themselves, they would be much meeker and more virtuous; but
because they adorn their bodies, that it may look more pleasing, they continually burn for the lust of the flesh
and they doom themselves unfailingly deeper and deeper into their eternal death. – Who will be able to free
them from this, since they start to be ashamed more and more of their eternal Deliverer, the more they clothe
their bodies according to the fashion trends? Truly, even robbers, murderers and the naked sodomites will see
My face more likely, than these adorned rascals and all the fashion dolls. This says the poor, only covered with
necessary clothes, but almighty Lord Jesus, amen, amen, amen.
June 13, 1847 – Addendum
11. After the fashion heroes and their companions, the industry knights also commit utter fornication, adultery
and the like. In fact, those are even worse than the fashion heroes and fashion heroines, for they are literally
Satan’s right arm, and as such carry his mark upon their foreheads and hands. – These marks procure a
manifold insight upon them, and they put money and zeal into their hands. Then, they build large, artificial
workshops, in which machines are working instead of the poor people, and they produce a large amount of
various new goods in a short time, like all sorts of fabrics for clothes, and other house decorations, as well as
many other a thousand fold things for the modern and gallant world! Thereupon the tailors think and search
day and night, to create some new style, to lure their customers with. And the milliners do the same and they
search continually for newer, more striking and more shouting designs and by that they lure their customers,
and they always praise their products as something extraordinary.
12. The number of this kind of people will grow continually and they are in most cases without faith, without
religion, without conscience and without brotherly love. For them, a human being means nothing, they are only
buyers and customers of their articles, if they fulfill their payments properly. However, if that often is not the
case, a most relentless execution is imposed upon them, and if that doesn’t cover the claim, then time in
prison will be imposed on the insolvent one! – Exactly according to My words, where I said… “If you lend your
money, lend it to the poor, who will not be able to pay it back to you. This way, you’ll find an eternal treasure in
My realm! – Don’t worry about what you’re going to eat and drink and what you’re going to clothe your body
with, for the heathens strive for these things. You, however, only seek for the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness (which is love and mercy) and everything else will be added to you as a free gift!” – That is My
word, that is God’s Word, that is My Will, that is God’s Will!
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13. How does this industrial worldly fornication of satan behave compared to these words of Mine? – It’s just
like the lowest hell and the highest heaven are behaving against each other; that is why it’s not even
necessary to determine the reward in the eternal beyond more closely, which will be given for such works and
the so called improvement in thinking over time. For such people are already standing too deep in hell, that My
holiness could get in touch with them more closely! – They are too wretched and wicked, that My love could
call to them ‘Woe to you’, because it would not scare them, and thus they would not repent, but only continue
to produce, and buy and sell even more!
14. Truly, the workshops of these people shall be destroyed in the most shameful way, and they themselves
will be forced outside with glowing ropes into the eternal lake of fire of My wrath! – However, I want to be
merciful and compassionate to every sinner; but those people shall be treated relentlessly, for they deride My
Word at all times with the greatest indifference like no one else. – The soul of such a huckster is the most
atrocious of them all, he is a most foul polyp who tries to swallow everything he can get a hold of, continually,
with a thousand maws. That is why I showed it also in the temple, how pleasant these people are to Me!
15. I have certainly spared every sinner – The guilt of the adulteress I had written into the sand; The punk was
allowed to salve My feet; With the tax collector and public sinner I had dinner; Those who were full of leprosy
from fornication I cleansed; My traitor I’ve welcomed as a friend; The murderer at the cross I received into the
eternal paradise, and for all those, who crucified Me and those who allowed Me to be be crucified, I begged
the holy Father to forgive them, while I was dying at the cross. Only the industrial knights have been thrown
out of the temple mercilessly with ropes, and the rich wastrel had to go to hell! – With this you can clearly see
how this species stands in My grace and will stand forever, amen, amen, amen.

Your foolish Complaints and Pleas & My proper Housekeeping
June 14, 1847
The Lord says...
1. Some people complain and say… “Lord, we pray to You and ask You for many things that seem right and
good to us, and You act like someone who has great difficulty hearing, or hears nothing at all! You let
everything go as it is and don’t seem to care much about us. And so everything remains the same, just like it
was before. The years and the seasons alternate regularly with each other; every year brings its old fruits,
sometimes abundantly, sometimes sparsely – and the people remain the same sinners, as they have always
been. The great ones wage wars and the small ones rub shoulders wherever possible, taking advantage of
each other at every opportunity.
2. Instead of the light that You promised, only more and more darkness (in spiritual things) appears all around
us! More and more idol temples are erected, and the images begin to play an ever greater role. They have
already removed You almost completely, and they will continue to do so until they even put atheists or
absurdly superstitious people in place of your former confessors!
3. Behold, Lord, You look at all this with utterly indifferent eyes, and You hardly seem to care about it! – O
Lord, what will, what shall become of it? We will evidently perish if You won’t attend to us anymore, the way it
was apparently the case up until now!”
4. To these complaints I give the following answer… This seems to be the case – if you judge the matter
according to outward appearances! But on the inside, as far as the spirit and the truth are concerned, it is quite
different! – People pray and ask with their lips for all kinds of things that seem right and good to them, but their
heart is not attached to Me, only to what they pray and ask for. Therefore, I do not give them what they pray
and ask for, so that they won’t distance themselves even more from My heart.
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5. That is why, on the outside, everything remains the same as it was before and continues on its directed
course. – But what faces would people make, if I were to make some enormous changes in the outward
creation! What would happen if, for example, I were to suddenly destroy all the previous fruits and put
completely new and different-looking ones in their place? Who would dare to eat from such new and strange
plants? How many would die from fright, fear and grief, and how many from hunger?
6. O look, how terrible it would be for the weak disposition of man, if I were an ‘innovator’ and brought forth a
different fashion in My creation every day! – So, because of your weakness, everything must remain just the
way it is. When even a small comet frightens the crowds and an eclipse makes them fearful, what would they
do, if they suddenly would see six moons and three suns rising? – Therefore, as said, everything must remain
the way it has always been.
7. And the fact that men are as they have always been, that is also true. But is it not better for men to be as
they have always been, at least on the outside, instead of constantly revolting and severing the head of
everyone who would not keep up with such perpetual progressives? – Oh, there have been such times and
such people; but who would praise them, who likes the Spanish Inquisition, who likes the French Revolution?
8. The fact that the light of the spirit is not as abundant as the natural light is up to each individual. For the light
of the spirit comes to each individual inwardly, and never outwardly, like the natural sunlight. Individually and
inwardly, however, it comes to those who earnestly seek it. – Generally, however, it will and can never come to
men, because everyone has to seek and find it within himself.
9. I am well aware of the fact that the number of idol temples is increasing and not decreasing! – I also know
that on the wheat fields more weed is growing than actual wheat. But My word within the gospel has also
spoken of the enemy who sowed the tares among the wheat, as well as of what has to happen then, what has
always happened and what will always happen!
10. And you, child of man, can see from this, how unfounded, how loose and shallow every complaint you
attempt to hold Me accountable for is! – O, I am always ready to give you an account of My housekeeping, and
you will not be able to answer Me one of a thousand. But what would happen, if I demanded an account from
you; would you be able to give it to Me too? – I doubt that!
11. As such, do not complain and lament over My housekeeping, for it is in the greatest order. Instead, live in
accordance with My teaching, and you will recognize My correct order leading to eternal life. Amen.

Rome, the Pope & The coming of God’s Kingdom
July 8, 1847
Oh Lord, You eternal guide of the paths and states of men! – What can we poor and sinful human beings
expect from Rome during this time, due to the current hierarch Pius IX., whose governance seems to me, at
least in some ways, quite wise? – Will it become brighter or even darker? And, if the latter is the case, what
can we do in and for this world? – Oh Lord, if it were Your most holy Will, give us some hints out of your
eternal fullness of love and wisdom; but only Your most holy Will may be done, always as well as eternally!
Amen.
The Lord’s Answer…
1. There will never come any light from Rome, even if Peter or Paul would sit on the chair of hierarchy as
church rulers! For you know, that the true light as the actual Kingdom of God never occurs on the outside with
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material pomp, but only on the inside, in all silence, within man, completely unnoticed – like a mustard seed
sown into the earth, and then appearing from within the earth as a most tender plant, growing and becoming
bigger, sprouting branches and twigs, so that, once it has matured, even the birds of heaven may dwell
beneath it.
2. Like a child from the mother’s womb, the Kingdom of God emerges from the heart of man and flows through
the entire human being, sprouting roots in all his parts, so that the entire man becomes a complete new being
and immortal in all of his parts!
3. This light, this true Kingdom of God can therefore never emerge from Rome, even if the pope would be an
angel – but always only from every single human being alone, if the scripture has been taught to them and if
after that they become baptized through works and through the most powerful and perceptible testimony of the
Holy Spirit. Where this is lacking, nothing will be able to help, whether Rome, nor Jerusalem, nor pope, nor
baptism by water, nor a bishop or confirmation!
4. The current pope however is a quite fine man of the world and cares more for the political than for the outer,
ecclesial consistency of his regiment. He uses the church only for political purposes. Once he will reach these,
he will do, what all his predecessors have done, namely, he will also sow something better outwardly, here
and there. But his successors will already wreck it again, as it has always been the sad case.
5. Whatever good the pope is doing in secret as a human being, not trumpeting it out into the whole world, for
that he will earn his eternal reward. But little or no notice will be taken in heaven of his ecclesiastical activities,
except one such as of all externality of the world.
6. The first sign of the arriving Kingdom of God is the proper humility, but never a feigned and even less a so
called curial– or pontifical humility, according to which the pope calls himself being a ‘servant of servants’, but
right after that, against My Word and Commandment, he lets himself be titled ‘Holy Father’, thereby wanting to
be a Ruler of Rulers – whereby one pope is ever so similar to the other as one eye is to the other.
7. And so, the pope is lacking even the very first sign of the Kingdom of God, without which no one can ever
reach the light of Heaven. But where one lacks the A, whence should then come the B, and even less the C, D
or E? – This would be as if a woman could ever become pregnant and give birth, but never wanting to lower
herself as to let a man sleep with her, because of her pride and arrogance, so that he might have been able to
awaken a seed within her.
8. Thus, where no light can be expected from, eternally (for the above-mentioned valid reasons), only
darkness can emanate from there. And nobody should let himself be captivated, even if it looks this or that
way!
9. For what happens here, is pure outwardly. The internal however is decided to be a ‘secret of secrets’ and
it’s almost not even there. – And even if it would be there, it must be ineffective like the sprout within a seed,
that was never sown into the earth. Thus such a sprout must remain also an ‘eternal secret of life’, because it
can never pass over into life, since the means to develop and manifest itself to life has been cut off forever.
10. Where God, who is the eternal primary source of all life, is still a ‘secret’ – what shall the life and its light be
there?!
11. God is the source of everything, the first condition of all that exists, and as such also the main light of all
lights and He must first be accepted and recognized, if everything else out of Him shall be recognized. – But if
God is a secret, meaning… a complete night, what then shall everything else be? Where the light already is
utter darkness, what shall then the actual main darkness be?
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12. I mean, if I am only a bit of light within your home, you will be able to glean from this, what is to be eternally
expected from Rome, as long as it remains the way it is and was.
13. However, do not ever believe, that it depends on Rome, whether it be light or night – but rather everything
depends solely on Me! – When the time is right, it will become as bright as day. And Rome won’t be able to
restrain the ‘great day of the Spirit’, just as no one is capable to forbid the sun to rise.
14. Therefore, do not worry at all! – Whoever walks in and during the day, has nothing to fear of the night. But
woe to those who fall into the hands of the robbers! – Amen.

Ecclesial Mysteries & Ceremonies
July 9 1847
Oh Lord, what actually are these ‘secrets’, which especially our roman church is packed to the brim with and
whereupon it is quite proud and it builds its main attraction upon it, so to speak? – If it were your most Holy
Will, give us some hints about it!
1. ‘Secrets’ (mysteries) are nothing else but night and darkness in exactly those things that are viewed as
secrets, and thus the ecclesial ‘mysteries’ are an utter blindness of the soul and a complete death of the spirit.
2. And the ‘mysteries’ are also a malice! For people enshroud usually those things in secrets, with which they
not dare to step out into the light, because the others then would spot the fraud, and desire to take vengeance
on the deceivers – which has happened quite often already! – Every fraud however is a most grave sin, and as
such a great malice. And so a ‘secret’, which is nothing else but a deceit, is pure evil as well.
3. Furthermore, a ‘mystery’ is a murderer and cudgel too! For nothing kills the spirit as much as the ‘mysteries’
themselves. – Therefore they are also spiritual robbers, murderers and killers. For man is more courageous
with everything else than with a mystery – and for this reason superstition was spread so far and wide in the
earlier times, because nobody was brave enough to take a look behind the eyelid of Moses, to convince
oneself of what actually lies behind it! Everyone viewed the ‘mysteries’ as completely inexplorable, and left it at
that, because, in the end, they were not only afraid of the secret itself, but of its unveiling as well, and they still
are.
4. Every secret however gives birth to another one, and the other one to a third, and so on, until finally
everything becomes a ‘secret’, the whole life along with the death. In order to completely kill all of humanity
spiritually, one has only to drive them into as many huge secrets as possible, this way, your success is certain;
of course from the perspective of hell.
5. But it is profitable to go robbing during the night; it’s good to fish in muddy waters. The blind ones let
themselves be guided easily. And the dead can be carried altogether, wherever you want, and on top of that
you can boil and roast them, and they won’t move a muscle. Therefore, there is no better means than many
great ‘mysteries’, and a nation has been defeated for a thousand years and it does not stand up and fight.
6. Such ‘secrets’ may therefore only be accompanied by some playful miracles, with great pomp and shining
ceremony, as well as with lots of smoke and terrible histories, then they have tremendous power, which not
even the most spirited people are able to resist.
7. Yes, there the tribulation is so strong that even the chosen ones could be harmed, if they would be led to
their specific territory without My special assistance. And because of that, now all Christians, amongst which
‘secrets’ prevail, they walk in utter death, what life after the body’s death is concerned. For they know nothing
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about it and they only believe about as much as a lottery player believes in winning the lottery, which might
come to pass but most likely doesn’t.
8. But how much is such a cursed faith worth? – I say… It isn’t even worth to laugh or hiss at it! – For it cannot
save anyone from death. For this reason will all such weak believers die off, as if they had never existed, and
become specters and phantoms of the spirit world, who even lack the ability to utter My Name – which all in all
is a fruit of the ‘mysteries’!
9. What God, what I, Jesus, what the Holy Spirit, what the Holy Trinity is, what the communion, what the word
of God ist – of these things, they know just about as much as the next best rock! – They may worship God, but
a God that does not exist anywhere. The Father however, who should be their universally known and
omnipresent educator, without whom no one can receive the eternal life – He is a most mysterious and, as
such, most distant and also a completely nonexistent Being! – Question… How can there ever a love be
awakened for such a Father, on which everything depends in regards to eternal life?!
10. There may exist secrets for laymen – as for students, as long as they are still in school and have to learn.
But with people, with real people, no such secrets shall exist! For you know now, that the proper spirit of God,
if He is within man, also reaches into My Depths, as My Paul did teach it out of Me.
11. Away therefore with all these ‘mysteries’! – They belong to the dark world!
12. But in your hearts, let there be day! – For that reason I let so much light shine upon you, so you may be
freed from the harsh captivity of the ‘mysteries’ for all eternity! Amen.

I am the true, living Remedy... Have more Trust in Me
August 17, 1848
– To Elise H. – The Lord says:
1. My dear daughter! – If you and others would have a complete and living trust in Me, you wouldn’t have such
an unnecessary fear in regards of your current breast problem, and thus you wouldn’t constantly ask Me for
another better and quicker working remedy for yourself. Because then, the first one would be as good as the
last one.
2. But because your problem, which is a deposit of many old evils and medications, cannot pass by as quickly
as some minor cold, since through that, many bad substances have found an exit, and now, you are terribly
afraid. But I ask you… Why? Do you really believe, that I would not be able to help you, even if your problem
would be a thousand times bigger as it is?
3. Oh look, never has there been an evil so big, that I would not be able to control it! And as such, I could also
deal with your problem in a nutshell, but for that, you are too fearful and anxious, and you search remedy after
remedy. But you put way too little living trust into the true main remedy, which you can infer yourself from your
fear and anxiety, and that’s what delays the complete healing of your breast.
4. I’m telling you, you may place earth, water, oil, wine, honey, balm, herbs, plasters, milk, bread or also
sulphur or any other minerals and mineral waters upon your breast – if you have a living trust in Me, then all of
them will serve you; but if you instead are fearful and anxious, that shows that your trust in Me is not complete
yet. So then you will have to attribute it only to yourself, that the healing of your breast aligns completely with
the trust you have.
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5. You only observe and consider the remedy, whether it actually stems from Me or only from My scribe, and
therefore you ask yourself, whether or not it will be able to help properly – and if it were not from Me, but only
from the scribe, if it would not make the problem even worse?
6. Look, these are your hidden qualms, through which, as said before, you only consider the recommended
remedy, from the perspective of a semi-faith. However, you don’t consider Me at all, because you believe, or
at least are of the opinion, that I only could or would want to help through one sole remedy, which is the most
suitable – as if I were not mighty enough to heal every problem through every remedy, and yes with a most
living faith even without a remedy. – What is the remedy anyway?
7. I am the proper living remedy, without Me nothing works, but with Me each of them works!
8. If you wish to achieve a healthy body in the future, you mustn’t pay too much attention to a fitting remedy,
but rather only make sure, that your living trust in Me makes it fitting, whatever it may be. However, without
this manipulation, the best balm will help about as much as the water of a puddle!
9. Use your plaster, but with complete trust in Me, then it will surely pull out the abscess, which should have
come out with the pus, like the placenta after birth, and now it is sitting and festering within the wound like a
foreign substance. But remember, the plaster itself won’t do this.
10. But if you wish to consult a doctor, you may do so. Make sure, however, that you do not put too much trust
in the doctor, but have all the more a true, living and thus fearless trust in Me. Then the doctor’s remedies will
work wonders. But if you trust the doctor more than Me, he will be of little or no use to you.
11. Your fear and anxiety however is a sure indicator, whether you fully trust Me or not; for every fear and
anxiety is a result of a weak faith and trust in Me.
12. Am I not the one, who called the decaying Lazarus, who had been lying in the grave for 4 days, back to
life? – If you then believe, that I am the same one and that I have been speaking to you through this weak, but
nonetheless faithful servant already a few years now, – why then is your faith weak and your respective
opinion impure, according to which My servant would give you remedies out of himself, in My Name, which
then cannot help, because they might not actually come from Me, but from the servant himself?
13. Don’t you know that I would soon reject the servant, if he would do so? – Do not consider My servant here
as such a wicked sinner! – He surely has other weaknesses, but most of the time against himself; but he is
faithful and strong in My Name, and he is not afraid of men and also pays no attention to the benefits of the
world, even though he is poor in a worldly sense.
14. So, just have more faith and trust, then everything will work out just fine; otherwise however, it will not for
quite a long time, amen. – This say I, the best remedy for all of eternity. Amen, amen, amen.

Ark of Peace, spiritual Flood of Sins & Imperiousness
November 17, 1848
1. Now, trust and look at nobody else but Me. This says the one who created, delivered and sanctified you
through His word and His spirit!
2. A spiritual flood of sins moves across the earth, just as a material flood happened in the time of Noah, 4000
years ago. That one killed the flesh, and this one kills both, body and soul. This flood kills the soul through the
spirit of imperiousness, which now, like once the waves of water, partly emerges from within the earth, and
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partly from the air, namely out of its evil spirits. And the souls, that are easily flooded by it, are ruined thru
imperiousness.
3. And this flood is like a fire – and it is the very fire, of which it is written, that the world will be judged a
second time, in general. If you do not want to be seized by this evil flood of fire, stay firmly in Me and do not
quickly judge this or that way, and neither say… This or that one – or this party or that party – or the big or the
small are right, for I am telling you… Now, nobody is right except for the one who tends to lean to neither here
nor there, and instead remains bolt upright and firmly in Me and leaves everything up to Me alone – I am
telling you frankly, everything beyond that is sin.
4. All of this had to happen because of God’s Word, which is My Word, which I Myself have spoken in
Jerusalem, about Jerusalem, and the same, as you know, also about the entire world.
5. Many great things will still going to happen, and many evil things you will still witness and hear about, and
one nation will condemn the other. One party will build the gallows for the other, those that have not long ago
greeted each other as friends, will betray one another, the son the father and the father the son.
6. But you, however, do not pass judgment on anyone, but rather leave everything up to Me, thus you will find
yourselves within My Ark of Peace, wherein no evil of this time will be able to reach you.
7. Who of you has the power to accomplish something in the world? – If he judges against this party – and
then, said party wins, will it then not come after him, and seize him and demand an account from him? And if
he teams up with the other party, and the first party wins, will the second one not do the same with him as the
first one did with the one, that was against it? Because I have not predetermined the victory for any one party
yet, except the one that remains with Me, so you shall abstain from any compliment, as well as from any
rebuke, for you do not know which one you should compliment or rebuke. Such things only I know, and I will
give to everyone according to his works.
8. But if one power wins, obey the power, that has won; for it wouldn’t be a power, if it didn’t come forth from
Me, for I alone bestow power or impotence. The power wins, and the impotence succumbs. Or was I, when
Pilate judged Me, not just like the one, I am right now and forever, the only Lord of infinity? – But as I accepted
the judgment of Pilate and did not oppose him, since it was about My own skin, so do not grumble in your
safety over the things that are currently unfolding. For if without My Will, no sparrow is falling from a rooftop
and even every single hair atop your head is counted, how could these things now happen without My Will? –
But if this is My Will, and that because the world wanted it that way and it still does, so is it now also My
concern to protect those, who cling tightly to Me and leave everything up to Me. Do you still not know, that My
counsel is inscrutable and My ways unfathomable?
9. Look, I am sending downpours, lightning, thunder and hailstorms across the mostly peaceful alpine
residents, and the floods rob them their oxen, cows, sheep and goats, and tear their huts down into the
precipice, and the painstaking labour of their hands is ruined, while not a single hair of the rich city-dweller is
harmed. If you wanted to judge here according to your legal definitions, how would My action look like in your
eyes? – I however judge and act the way, as it is correct in truth.
10. If some spiritual pest wants to creep over the purer mountains, thus I wash it away with the proper means,
and the Alps will be pure again. The rich city-dweller however, not being a child from above, has mostly
received his reward in his undisturbed and comfortable life. The better one however will be cleansed as well,
maybe not through a downpour, but still through many other various waters, – for nobody will enter My
Kingdom unwashed.
11. I don’t need to tell you again, what will still take place in particular; for a lot can still happen, but only a little
more as well – whereafter the people will either turn to Me, or turn away from Me.
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12. The sword has already had a lot to do, and it has brought about quite terrible things; but if the people will
continue to prowl around in the flood of imperiousness, I will send another angel, namely, the angel of hunger
as well as the angel of pestilence. These teachers will surely teach the people completely different legal
concepts than the ones, by which they are currently enlivened.
13. But your slogan shall be… Give to the emperor what is his, but especially give to Me what is Mine, this way
you will perfectly get along with the world and Me. The publican did not have the right to demand a toll from
Me and Peter, for we were no foreigners, but native children, but what I as the Lord and your Father did, you
may do as well, this way you truthfully are My children in everything, amen.
14. This say I as your Father, full of wisdom and love… amen, amen, amen.

Spirit Battle of the Fallen & Yesterday’s Northern Light
November 18, 1848
Jacob Lorber saw on November 17, 1848 – between 11:00 pm and 01:00 am – that the sky in the northwest
has taken on a strong red coloration, and through such a fiery sign he was greatly alarmed. Because of that he
asked the Lord the following: Oh Lord! Was the great sign that I saw in the sky yesterday, only one of those so
called northern light, or was it a prophetic warning sign for a future, maybe even greater bloodshed? Oh Lord,
if it is agreeable with you, I would like to know, out of your most holy mouth, what this actually is, and whether
or not it means something and if it does, what it means?
The Lord says...
1. Good, good, just write, I will tell you; but do not hesitate when I will reveal it to you.
2. The light and fiery sign of yesterday was, by its outer appearance, a natural, so called ‘Aurora Borealis’. But
the reason for it was and is not such a natural one, as the appearance in itself, which certainly is only spiritual
as well. But its true nature is quite misunderstood by the short-sighted and most often blind people, because it
is looked at only as some kind of electric emanation, and not as a conflict of spirits. But I am telling you and
everyone else, that this manifestation in itself is purely spiritual as well, and thus means something completely
different than what the people think.
3. Look, all the so called heat- and fire spirits, who have lost their bodies in these wars, are now extremely
enraged and furious, due to the horrors, that they were subjected to. But since all the spirits of such a fierce
temper, after the falling away of their body, come under the custody of the spirits of peace from the northern
part of the earth, it is quite self explanatory, that the outraged spirits of those, who have fallen in the current
wars, also go there, to pass through the school of peace, tranquility and forgiveness.
4. That this school initially causes an even greater outrage with all newcomers as the one, with which they left
the world and arrived here, can somehow be understood, since an unsettled spirit becomes only then
completely restless when rest is offered to him. It’s almost like with a still living agitator, when he is captured.
5. Even if his body has become still, on account of the threatening severe consequences, the inner man is still
all the more infuriated, who would surely revenge himself dreadfully on his conqueror, if he had the power and
opportunity to do so. Such is even more the case with those spirits, who have lost their bodies, because they
do enjoy a certain freedom, by which they can do whatever they want, but certainly only appearingly and not in
real terms.
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6. These spirits, which the north is now filled with, therefore press more towards midday (south) and stir there
all those spirits, that have become more peaceful already in those regions and they start a literal fight with
them, so that those must put up a resistance. Then when such a fight begins, the atmosphere becomes visibly
bright red. And once the peace spirits arrive to capture the fervid devils, it appears as if white bundles would fly
in every direction through the glowing red looking atmosphere, and that goes on for as long as the red finally
changes into a dull white yellow, whereupon the whole phenomenon soon disappears altogether.
7. But that such extraordinary spiritual eruptions, and the resulting spiritual battles, awaken and stir an equally
powerful craving for revenge and fighting in those similarly tempered spirits still living in a body on earth, that
you can even more certainly expect, since you know, how the outer world and its outer appearance completely
depends on the spirit world, be it good or bad. And thus, you can surely take this extraordinary phenomenon
as a cause, from which may come forth the bloodiest movements – especially from the northern part of
Germany!
8. Certainly, I am also there in the background, since I either thunder the veto or the fiat thereto – and this
according to how the people are and how they behave. At this time though, men are still quite bad and full of
wickedness, pride and domineering revenge, and so, most likely, there may rather follow a fiat than a veto
from Me.
9. I’m telling you: A lot of innocent blood calls for revenge, and that sounds bad in My ears. And therefore
consider for yourself, what I, as the sole and eternal rewarder, am forced to do.
10. I’m telling you: A great Woe to all, who misuse the power, I have given to them, to ruin their brethren and
who take My patience and forbearance for granted! Once I will strike at them, they will be stricken for eternity.
11. It will come soon, so that it won’t slip you by; yes, it will be like lightning, and they will search in vain for the
fox’s den and for holes to hide themselves; but it will be for naught. For to hide from My eyes and hands is
certainly quite difficult. – This say I, the Omnipresent and All-seeing. Amen, amen, amen.

Dying into the real Life… About the Passing on of a Mother
November 30, 1848
… after the passing on of Elisabeth H. on November 29, 1848 – Thus says the Lord:
1. A consolation and revitalization for My children.
2. All of you, My dear children and babes, listen! For I, your Lord and loving Father, speak to you all who are
now full of grief and anxiety within your troubled hearts, because I have taken your earthly mother to Myself for
all eternity, and by that, I have forever redeemed her from her suffering, which she endured unwavering and
very patiently, out of Love for Me.
3. But I say to you, do not weep and lament so much for the one who is eternally risen in Me, for she died with
Me and in Me on the cross of great suffering according to the body – and in the same moment, as she visibly
died for your eyes, according to the body, she arose in Me and at My side to the true, eternal life!
4. Her joy was without limit, when she saw Me by her side, and in such a garment, in which I was immediately
recognizable for her – and all the more so, because I let her see My scars, which is only granted to those who
leave their body in their utmost love for Me, having been tested through severe suffering. She was overly joyed
and could not understand how she, since she had suffered so long, could all of a sudden have become so
healthy. In the highest and most blissful ecstasy, she fell before My feet, and fervently thanked Me, that I have
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shown her such great mercy, and she begged Me to be My least handmaiden. But I said to her, as I now say it
to you also:
5. “Not so, my dear daughter! I tell you, the handmaidens are those who are driven to Me through severe
monastic discipline, and their faith and love for Me is a tough school. But you have freely chosen Me as the
only desireable object of your heart, therefore you shall not be a handmaiden, but rather My true beloved
daughter, and behold, all that I have, and all that is Mine, you too will have and it will be yours forever. You will
not be separated from your loved ones on earth. Whatever your heart desires to do for them in My name, you
will always be able to do for them in the fullest measure. For all My daughters are able to enjoy such power out
of Me forever, in order for them to fulfill all the wishes of their most loving heart.”
6. But she fervently begged Me, and said, “O You, my good and most holy Father Jesus! My God and my
Lord! With all the strength of my heart I thank you for such a great grace; but I know that you want endlessly
better things than me, for all of my loved ones, who were left behind. For I will not know and realize, what is
good and useful for them. What You, my father Jesus, want, that is the best. Therefore, may only your most
holy will be done, always and eternally! Now, O Lord and Holy Father Jesus, let me just love You more and
more eternally, for I am now so unfathomably happy! Only one thing I ask of You, that You may take away the
great sorrow from my loved ones, who were left behind and give them a steadfast and living faith instead, that
they all may recognize You completely and love You above all else, in spirit and in truth! Oh, my dearest
Father Jesus, do only this one thing for them according to your pleasure alone!”
7. I now hold her to My paternal heart and say to her: “My now forever-redeemed daughter! I will do, whatever
you wish for all eternity, this I assure to you. But the fact that your loved ones, who were left behind, now
mourn and weep for you, that is good too, because I give them tears to drain their grief. And even though it is
hard for them now, because instead of letting you languish for a few more years on the now darkened earth, I
have taken you to Myself completely, thus, it will soon become much easier for them, once they realize more
clearly, how good you have it now. – But come now into My house immediately; there you will meet all those,
who preceded you, and Mary, My Mother, will lead to you, along with your earthly mother, four fully grown and
well raised children, with whom you will have much joy. They are the ones, who have begged Me the most to
bring you to them soon, and so I did what I would have done normally in two years. They probably want to
have all the others with them as well, but for now they are satisfied to have you finally here with them.
8. When I told them that I was going to pick you up, it was completely over with them. They all wanted to come
with Me to pick you up, but at last they let themselves be appeased, since I assured them that I would certainly
bring you with Me this time. You could have been helped for a few more earthly years, if everything would
have been handled exactly the way I advised it through the servant and through the daughter Lori. But
personally I prefer this as well, because otherwise, you would have had to endure a lot more pain on earth.
Physically, you would have always remained infirm and weak, and your mind would not have experienced
many cheerful hours anymore on the now most terrible world, that’s why I think that it is better for you this way
now.”
9. She says: “Oh yes, oh yes, my dearest Father Jesus! Since I have You alone now, I ask for nothing more. I
am really disgusted now when I behold the earth beneath me. O Jesus, I thank You that you have so gently
freed me from my lousy flesh! Your holy will be done! ”
10. Now I lead her to My house, and I do this so that you know, how your mother is doing, and that you may
be comforted and strengthened in My name. This I say to you in the fullest truth. Amen, amen, amen.

Task of the Youth
January 23, 1849
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The Lord says...
Inquiry of Felix Hüttenbrenner about Matthew 20:16… Many are called, yet Few are chosen.
1. My dear Student Felix! I like you quite a lot, and I am glad that you are beginning to think of Me more often,
and wish to get some ‘disclosures’ from Me as well. However, you’re still not mature enough for that.
2. For the time being, just be diligent in your studies and cleanse your tree of life and your tree of knowledge
from the outermost rotten and dead bark, as well as from the moss and the occasional caterpillar nests – if you
do this, I will surely invigorate and strengthen the core of your tree, so that it may bear more noble fruits. Then
you will be a chosen one, which is allotted to only a few.
3. However, if you will not rightfully fulfill what your current mandatory studies enforce upon you, and thus will
not cleanse your tree of life and tree of knowledge from its outermost rotten and dead bark, as well as the
moss and the occasional caterpillar nests, meaning one’s own spirits of sloth – in that case the core of your
tree will remain weak and dull, and you will not become a chosen one, but only a simple called one, as there
are many thousands of them.
4. See, if a well is frozen shut in the winter, the ice sheet must be penetrated first before one can reach the
water beneath. Likewise you must – through much diligence – break through the ice of your mind first. Only
then will it show, if your inner water of life is suitable for cooking, or only for washing of dirty clothes. The
cooking water is a ‘chosen one’, and the washing water is a ‘called one’. So make sure that you become
‘cooking water’!
5. However, there is still much more water, which is neither useful for cooking nor washing, rather only for
carrying great burdens and for absorbing all the filth of the world, like the ocean. Hence, make sure that no
‘sea water’ accumulates in your fountain of life! For that water is, for now, neither called, and even less
chosen, but only judged.
6. I have given you now, what you need to know in order to understand your quoted text. Once you have
matured, however, you will receive a more mature elucidation. So then, take this to heart! Amen.

I did not come to bring Peace but a Sword
March 21, 1864
The Lord says...
1. But now follows Chapter 10 (Matthew) with the verses 34, 35 and 36, where it says:
2. “Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth. I did not come to bring you the peace of this world,
but a sword for the battle. For I have come to bring a man against his father, a daughter against her mother,
and a daughter in law against her mother in law. And the enemies of man will be his own cohabitants.”
3. Those who take these 3 verses in their literal sense, which on top of that are poorly translated, will
necessarily find themselves within a labyrinth of fallacies, of which they cannot escape even with the light of a
central sun. As it is obvious from the previous teachings, I teach and desire all imaginable gentleness,
peacefulness and kindness among people. And Moses himself teaches in his 4th commandment out of My
Mouth… ‘Honor, respect and love your father and mother, so you may have a long life and it be well with you
on earth.”
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4. How could I then establish a teaching, which contradicts this completely, according to which the son should
live in continuous strife with his father with the sword in his hand, the daughter with her mother, the daughter in
law with her mother in law etc., and doing so, living under one and the same roof! –
5. To understand and honor these texts as My Teachings, which originally really came from Me, one has to
first know, at which opportunity I uttered them and how, with a proper translation that is.
6. The occasion was this... I was some place in Galilee and taught the people about their responsibilities
towards God and towards each other. And I said to them… “I teach you nothing else than what the Father has
taught Me from eternity, of whom you indeed say, that He is Your Father. Even though, you do not recognize
Him and you also never truly knew Him. For if you knew Him, you would also recognize Me, for this Father has
sent Me to you.”
7. They said… “What do You make of Yourself? Are we not children of Abraham, and did not God say to
Abraham, that all of us, who are his descendants, would be His children?”
8. At this point I got annoyed and said… “You should, according to your descent of Abraham be children of
God, but you have ceased to be just that, a long time ago. Rather your father is satan, your mother is the
legion of all devils, and your daughter in laws mother is your immeasurable blindness, lethargy and malice.
And these greatest enemies of man are your own cohabitants! – And those of you, who want to return to the
true childship of God must grab hold of the sword of truth, which I am speaking to you, and fight against such
cohabitants, until he has conquered them.”
9. Then, the small group of pharisees and scribes asked, how I would dare to declare them to be children of
satan, of all the devils and of their own blindness, lethargy and malice, since all of them evidentially stemmed
from the tribe of Levi!
10. But I said… “According to the flesh yes, but according to the spirit you don’t resemble the Levi from above,
from whence I came as well, but from below. And because of this you misjudge, hate and persecute Me.”
11. Knowing this, it becomes evident to everyone, especially to those proficient and adept in the Hebrew
Scriptures, that I uttered these 3 verses in the 10th chapter only during this occasion, which I have just
mentioned to you, and which were written down by the pseudo evangelist Matthew, or better by the already
introduced l’Rabbas in Sidon, and literally in the exact same way I just disclosed it to you again. For those
verses of the translation from the evangelist, which you highlighted as completely contradictory to My spirit,
would obviously completely knock out My main teaching of brotherly love, as well as the law of Moses.
12. Who among you, if he possesses only a spark of faith in Me and My teaching, could expect of Me, that I
would today lay into the heart of all people, to love and recognize God above all else, and to love his brother
as he loves himself, and then tomorrow I’d come with a completely different commandment and say… Hate
and persecute each other, if possible with the sword in your hand. – I mean, it is obvious, that such a teacher
from the land of barbarians should certainly be brought into a mental institution, since such a teacher would
obviously belong into a madhouse.
13. And now that I have explained these texts to you in the proper and true spirit, you will surely realize, that
by that I did not in the least contradict My Divine Wisdom, and therefore, I am also no maniac, as which many
writers of the new era have declared Me to be. This however does not fill Me with any fury, instead, I forgive
them, because they truly do not know what they are doing. And thus, enough for now about these
questionable verses. Amen.
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The Story of the Gospels
April 24, 1864
1. Well, My dear servant, that partially deaf bear in your dream has led you into a great evangelical
contradiction, which you have not recognized since childhood, in spite of reading through the New Testament
multiple times.
2. I Myself would have made you aware of it in the times to follow. But it is better for you and many others, that
this matter has come to light now already, so that all may discern and realize, that I have come again in the
Spirit now, and that I am quite perceptible on this earth, to hire and incorporate the final laborers into My
vineyard. And these laborers are the worldly wise and the worldly wise philosophers, who try with great zeal
and seriousness during this period of time, to completely eradicate and devour Me in the manner, in which I
now exist in those so called christian sects, and those gospels, which have become, what they are today,
through pagan and jewish machinations, only 200-300 years after My presence on earth.
3. The blind humanity still believes for the most part in such an unholy concoction in My Name, because it
never has nor ever will check and discern anything.
4. I do not want to judge Luke, Mark or Matthew because of that; for they have at least made an effort in their
time, to search for the purest and best of My Teaching, which has been blemished many times already. But
where the material facts are concerned, they have partly conjectured for themselves, but for the most part,
they had to take something in the end, what they heard from the mouths of such people, who were sassy and
cocky enough to pretend, that they were eye and ear witnesses. Thereafter, they compared it with the known
parts of the old prophets, and found it to correspond with what they have written, and therewith was their
criteria for the truth of that, what they themselves had written down, completed and valid.
5. If the gospels would have remained that way, it would certainly still be much better, than it is now. For in
those gospels, way too little was written for mankind of the marvelous, of the horrible and of the awful things,
so that they found it necessary later on to add certain things, especially the jewish Christians, the Greeks and
the Romans. This happened already a hundred years before the big church assembly in Nicea. Especially
those admixtures, which smell vigorously like miracles and those, that have quite a judicial face, to transform
Me, as the benefactor of the people, into the exact opposite. The one, who has told them to hold nothing as
dear to their hearts as the love and the truth.
6. I have never railed against the right science of humanity, rather I have taught the people about many things
on various occasions, about which they have stood in ignorance and blindness; that is why the deceit addicted
pharisees hated Me the most, because I taught the people everything, wherein the pharisees tried their best in
the past, to dumb down the people for their idle causes, at every possible chance they got.
7. And they have taken it so far that a high priest like Hannas or Caiaphas proclaimed with a fierce voice in the
temple, that nothing but blood shall flow in the river of Kydron for 3 days, and that the sun shall not shine for
an entire day, to push the people to a greater willingness to sacrifice. Believing such nonsense, the people
retreated into their innermost chambers, out of fear from such a punishment. When the time of the punishment
was over, they visited the river Kydron, full of fear, to see, if blood was still flowing. And when the Kydron had
its natural water, the people had nothing more bustling to do than to bring massive sacrifices to the temple and
lay them at the feet of the priests.
8. Of course, the sun was shining continually on such a day and in the Kydron river no drop of blood was
flowing, whereof the clever Jews had convinced themselves and they also wanted to instruct the poor and too
superstitious, common Jews about it, but mostly without success. For they have seen – in their fear and
delusion – that the blood was flowing and that the sun was not shining for an entire day.
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9. And how the common people were in the most blind superstition at all times, so they are still today. You can
tell such people the most absurd and marvelous fairy tale, and they will believe it. And when they circulate it to
their neighbours, then those will add a lot of things to it, and pervert it into something even more wonderful, if it
was not yet wonderful enough, what was told to them by the first relator. But they are not interested in any kind
of truth at all.
10. Because of this, it was also most difficult in My time, to bring the rather conservative Jews to recognize the
truth. A miracle had to happen for them to awaken from their slumber and then to start thinking a little for
themselves, what I had said and meant with this or that.
11. But I have told the apostles already in My time on many occasions, that they should teach and preach less
about My miracles, and more about the inner depths of the truth of My Teaching, while spreading it.
12. Only one of them, John, stayed true to that admonition, all the others heeded it much less. They preferred
to immediately start with the miracles, and after that, they started to talk about the Kingdom of God and the
inner truth, once those listening were already entangled beforehand by the miracles.
13. The addiction of talking about miracles continued to increase so much from one decade to the other, that a
great number of the partially written, and even more of the traditional gospels increased in such a way, that
nobody could make head or tail of it all.
14. Luke, as well as the pseudo-evangelist Matthew (I’Rabbas), have started to record their gospels not so
many years after Me. But already then they were mistaken in many things in such a way, that in the end, even
among themselves, the greatest contradictions had to come to light in so many very important aspects.
15. There was no discernment back then, for every evangelist had his certain listeners and readers, and he
didn’t care much about any other evangelist, and the evangelists themselves sticked also only to that, which
they themselves had written down, and they even were delighted sometimes, if another evangelist did not
have something in his gospel what this or that one possessed in theirs.
16. And so, even l’Rabbas didn’t concern himself much or not at all with Jesus, who got circumcised in the
temple, 8 days after his birth, and also not with the three wise men, and with the escape to Egypt and with the
massacre of innocents in Bethlehem by Herod.
17. L’Rabbas (pseudo-Matthew) has received this information in Tyrus and Sidon and has subsequently
recorded it, but because he himself was more Heathen than Jew, he didn’t care much about the circumcision
of the child Jesus. And so, these 2 evangelists display one of the strangest contradictions among themselves,
all the while they harmonize in many other things including time and place details.
18. And so, according to Luke, a Jesus exists, who was circumcised in complete accordance with the Jewish
laws and customs, who was born in a barn in Bethlehem and who was only greeted by the shepherds, and
who was not visited by the three wise men, and who didn’t need to flee to Egypt, but rather comfortably
returned to Nazareth, where He quietly awaited his twelfth year without any persecution from Herod, and then
undertaking a walking tour with his parents to Jerusalem.
19. In Matthew’s version, we see Jesus being born into a proper house, who was not greeted by the
shepherds, but by the three wise men, of which Luke didn’t dream in his gospel, neither about the escape to
Egypt, nothing about the gruesome slaughter of children in Bethlehem by Herod, and again nothing at all
about the return of Jesus from Egypt to Galilee under king Archelaus. On the other hand, Matthew didn’t
dream about the circumcision of the 8 day old Jesus in the temple, as well as a bunch of other things that took
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place. And so, according to these 2 evangelists, you now have a circumcised Jewish Christ, as well as an
uncircumcised Heathen Christ!
20. With Jesus’ twelfth year, the 2 evangelists started to become unanimous again, except for a few minor
details.
21. Now, everybody shall ask themselves… Who of the 2 evangelists has kept the truth? The answer is…
Actually, neither one! For they both reported only that of which they had heard themselves. Nobody dared to
talk about it in Jerusalem because of fear of the excessive gruesomeness of Herod; however, in Sidon and
Tyrus, in Coelesyria, everybody hated Herod more than death, and no one was silent about Herod’s savagery
and whatever caused and led to it.
22. In the same way, while reading and comparing those two gospels, you would find many quite important
contradictions and irregularities, which could be more easily corrected to a certain degree, than the
circumcised Jewish Jesus and the uncircumcised Heathen Jesus.
23. But therefore, now in this time, both, the old and even more the new nonsense, which stands in
contradiction to Me, must be completely eradicated from these gospels – and I Myself with it, so that the sole
and true gospel of John may step into its full light.
24. For everybody will easily understand and realize, that I, under the aspect of these 4 now existing gospels,
as well as some of Paul’s letters and of the other apostles, cannot exist anymore for the length of time,
because every contained contradiction therein is making Me look like a contradiction in the eyes of the worldly
wise – similar to the current existing Christian sects, of which every single one has their own Christ, who takes
the freedom to himself, to condemn every other Christ of the other sects, criss-cross.
25. Whoever does not want to believe this, just look at the catholic conversion formulas, when a protestant
wants to convert to the Catholic Church. Read them and you will be fully convinced of the mutual
condemnation of one another’s Christ, for in that, the converting one has to condemn his still protestant
parents, his birth with everything and everyone, including his protestant faith items into the deepest depths of
hell; only then will he be accepted by the community of Rome’s believers, and incorporated with all kinds of
ceremonies.
26. And that’s the status between most of the major sects. How can there ever be one shepherd and one flock,
when the Christs of the sects themselves are far more furious with each other, than the wildest animals in the
forests?
27. So, all of this has to disappear, and for that cause I have already instructed the labourers in My vineyard,
and they work hard and diligently, and many others will soon follow after them, who will work even harder and
more effective, so that I may come to the people in the truth as the true Jesus and God of eternity – and not as
one like now who has nothing else to do, than to condemn and judge, according to the principles of each sect,
and can only please and bless the ones in heaven, who have been found worthy by their so called
representatives of God and leaders of the sects.
28. For example… When one stands in the favour of such a representative of God, especially through some
extraordinary offerings, this same one then has to stand in My grace as well, according to their doctrine! You
surely have realized by now, that such utter nonsense cannot exist anymore, after I have risen as a flash in the
firmament, in spite of all the concordats.
29. That is why we now leave the full latitude to the science, for it is a useful sweeping tool, to eliminate all the
dross of the world. At the same time, it is a giant Hercules, who understood how to cleanse the great barn of
Augais from its dung, an old tale from the ancient heathen times, that can still be useful today.
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30. Consider well, what I have now shown and given to you, and let it enlighten you; for it is given to you by
Me, the one and only true Christ, and not by a pseudo Christ, to whom the truth is an outrageous abomination.
Amen.

The Development of the New Testament – Historical overview
April 25, 1864
1. I have made you aware of quite a few other small contradictions already yesterday, which are contained in
the gospels of Matthew, Luke and Mark. And I want to make you aware of many more, that have become
entrenched so much in the different congregations, not only among these 3 known evanglists, but even more
so among many other so called evangelists and circulators of My teaching, be they Heathens or Jews, that
only after about 30 years after My presence on earth, because of all the various statements in the scriptures,
literal wars and other brawls have been started – which, like those in Nero’s time in Rome, have erupted
amongst the Jewish Christians and Paul’s Heathen Christians in such a hostile manner, that it seemed
necessary to Nero to exterminate a great and considerable number of the Jewish Christian population in
Rome, including a large part of the city in which they lived. He didn’t even spare the Romans, who publically
paraded the motto of the Jewish Christians as an identification label.
2. But this gruesome persecution of the Jewish Christians by Nero didn’t bear much fruit either; for under the
rule of Nero’s successor, the Jews again knew how to infiltrate Rome and they transformed Rome into a
second Jerusalem, like the Greeks did in Constantinople. And once this had happened, especially the roman
Jerusalem (Rome) became more and more powerful and fabricated that, what has affected the roman
pontificate. And they did so, partly from the Jewish gospels, but also partially with the acceptance of the old
temple practices of Jerusalem and with the ones of the roman heathen.
3. The Romans possessed, according to that, all sorts of Jewish gospels, as well as the old Jewish scriptures,
and also the Heathen gospels, and so, they deployed certain learned church fathers, who were the leading
fabricators of the roman dogmas, which were often in complete opposition to the Greek gospels – especially
because the roman spiritual leader had nothing better to do than to send his missionaries to the Greeks,
which, after 300 (325) years after My time, caused such confusion amongst the believers, that many Greeks
started to build Heathen altars and temples again, in which they offered sacrifices to the gods and goddesses
Minerva, Apollo, Jupiter and Ceres.
4. Emperor Constantine, who was a zealous Christian, determined to keep this mischief in bounds, by
arranging a great church assembly in the city of Nicea, as the headquarters of the various religious beliefs, to
which the leading bishop of Rome was invited too. Constantine himself acted as the chairman of this event
and showed them all the severe consequences, which must arise concerning Christ, from this huge disparity of
beliefs in recent times.
5. Constantine suggested a complete inspection of all of the many written gospels, and even more of the
traditional ones, and he said that out of these many completely contradicting gospels, only one should be
used, namely the one of John, so that the Christians would reach unity amongst each other and not persecute
each other like wild animals because of all the disparity of faith – And the Heathens rather would return to their
old paganism, than to remain in such a teaching, of which nobody can find out anything, that is true and
righteous, even with the best knowledge and intentions.
6.For if there existed one founder in the Christian teaching, it had to be only one, who also delivered only one
teaching to the people, and this teaching must also have one significance and one spirit. But there are a great
number of written gospels existing already for a long time now, and an even larger number, that are passed
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down from mouth to mouth, and each of them talks about their own Christ, who has nothing in common with all
the other Christs.
7. Thus, all of these gospels will have to be completely discarded except for one, which might probably be the
oldest one. And if that will not be approved by the bishops, then he would completely distance himself from
Christianity and again raise the old Heathendom in his great empire, which, in spite of the many gods, was
much more united than this riven Christianity.
8. The Greek bishops remarked, that the names Matthew, Mark and Luke also reach back into the old
Christian times, and not appear double or multiple times under one and the same evangelist’s name. And the
emperor agreed under one condition, namely that the teaching of the Heathen apostle Paul should also be
taken into consideration, and to clean out all the other gospels with it.
9. The emperor was told that not even Paul always remained consistent in his teaching, and that he wrote
completely different letters to the Heathens, and again completely different ones to the Jews, which were not
completely congruent in meaning and spirit. And Constantine said, that this wouldn’t matter; for Paul had
proven quite clearly, by words and deeds, that he didn’t preach a false Christ, but only the One, whose spirit
gave him the wonderful ministry of a true apostle, off Damascus.
10. After more than 30 years of assessment, finally everything was discarded, except for the 4 still present
gospels, including the book of acts by Luke, and Paul’s letters and a few other letters of Christ’s old apostles,
together with John’s revelation, everything was then orderly written in a book, and due to the 2 letters of Paul
to the Hebrews, it was called… ‘The new Testament’ – which was approved by all bishops. It was again
remodeled over the following period of one hundred years, so that the evangelist John was once again shoved
into the background, and instead Matthew, Luke and Mark were placed in front of him, and also in the chapters
and verses small changes were made, and everywhere it was specified on whatever holiday this or that gospel
had to be preached to the people, which the Greeks still hold on to even today, just like some other Christian
sects.
11. However, Rome has still made its own arrangement, and later in it has fabricated for the people a short
gospel excerpt for sundays and holidays. They strictly forbade the people to read the entire gospel, as well as
the old books of the Jews, and they even punished the trespassers of that law with death.
12. That is how the current New Testament has developed, and it was gradually accepted by the Christians
about 1300 years ago. But it has received some various changes especially by the roman bishops, and
sometimes even some arbitrary addendums were added, like the ones in the roman Vulgate. All of this is
especially easy to see in the exegeses of the roman church fathers, and every man who can think clearly, will
soon recognize, whose spiritual children they are.
13. In there exists an additional teaching, according to which the souls of the decedents have to sleep until the
day of judgment. This teaching was described with the Greek term ‘Psychopanechia’, meaning… ‘Soul sleep’.
14. This teaching however only existed until a pope introduced the still existing roman sacrifice of the mass,
which he explained to the roman Christians, saying, with all pomp… that it has – being a bloodless sacrifice –
altogether the same power and might as the previous bloody sacrifice of Christ on the cross, and that Christ
would sacrifice Himself this way to His Father in heaven for all the true Christian believers of the roman
church. And that a correct believing Christian, who would let them read such a sacrifice for his sanctification,
together with the necessary performance of a small worldly offering, will then be able to be awakened by
Christ immediately after the death of the body, without a long soul sleep, and be called into his eternal bliss.
And if the Christian was not perfect, he could perform several such sacrifices, and so evade eternal
damnation, and after a short purification in the beyond in the so called purgatorial fire, still enter heaven.
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15. Therefore went the dogma of the soul sleep gradually to sleep as well, because with its preservation, the
newly invented sacrifice of the mass would have yielded nothing, just like that ridiculous dogma, which actually
taught that God had created only a small part of humanity for heaven, while all the rest was meant for hell.
16. Both of these two foolish tenets have finally been revoked over time, but instead the 5 well known church
commandments and several newly created sacraments have been introduced, which I don’t even need to
mention, since each one can easily recognize them.
17. Even though the Christian teaching has been simplified by the strict counsel of emperor Constantine, there
has still quite a lot of rubbish remained in it, in spite of the occasionally approved and undertaken inspections,
of which all caused a certain splitting-off into sects, whereby some new Christs have been born, all of which,
until this very hour, still pull on each other’s hair as arch enemies.
18. That’s why now the final and greatest inspection has to take place, and as stated previously, this
inspection machine is called… Science.
19. The Christs, who treat each other with hostility must be thrown out, including all things connected to them,
so that the one true Christ, preached of by John, may appear among the people and live with them.
20. This will involve quite a number of hard and difficult battles, which the true followers of Christ will not have
to fear at all. For they will be empowered in everyting, in many ways, which will even enlighten those, who
were less believing up to now, and they will not be able to extinguish that light anymore.
21. And I – the Lord, who has spoken these things to you through the mouth of John – will afflict the entire
earth with all kinds of judgments and calamities, with massive wars, inflation and famine, with all sorts of
pestilence for man and animal, with large earthquakes and other earthly storms, with great floods and fire. But
My people will be protected within the Love, and they won’t suffer any shortages.
22. But whoever will still seek to persecute Me during this, My second Coming, I will certainly know how to
exterminate this one from the earth.
23. Now, regarding all the other contradictions within the 4 present gospels, those will lose themselves within
‘John’, and as said before, I will add My own addendum at the end, whereby all the incorrect information will
completely and properly be recognized.
24. And therefore, be satisfied at the moment with what I have given you, and work diligently with ‘John’; for by
that you will reach an overabundance of the inner light. However, if someone has something, they really want
to know, just ask and I will be ready to give you a short and bright light about it. Amen.
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